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ABSTRACT
HOW SHOULD BOSSES LEAD?
NEW REVELATONS FROM FRONTLINE MANAGERS
Bonnie A. Curtis
Graduate School of Leadership and Change
Yellow Springs, OH
Strategic business change in the 21st century has been fraught with issues, resulting in failure for
more than half of all attempted efforts to transform companies. Frontline managers (FLMs) are
key to successful corporate change, transforming a company’s direction into action and results
and the COVID-19 pandemic has presented a unique business challenge for every Consumer
Products Group (CPG) company and FLM by interrupting supply chains. The aim of this
grounded theory study was to create theory by conducting open-ended interviews with 20
frontline managers to determine how they viewed themselves and their roles, teams, and bosses
during change. Results demonstrated that the FLMs viewed themselves as protectors of their
teams. The FLMs were competent, resilient leaders who loved the work of managing a team to
deliver daily results. Unfortunately, many FLMs were required to navigate bosses that ranged
from negligent to abusive. Even the FLMs who described having great bosses asked for
something more, declaring a need for help. They called for bosses to provide four elements of
leadership: Delivering clarity on the role, expectations, and escalation channels, quickly
producing requested resources, hosting regular one-on-one meetings to discuss issues and career,
and engaging with empathy and support while giving the FLM autonomy to do the role. When
the boss delivers on the four requests, the frontline manager will likely have the autonomy,
confidence, and partnership to fully engage in their challenging work. This dissertation is
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available in open access at AURA (https://aura.antioch.edu ) and OhioLINK ETD Center
(https://etd.ohiolink.edu).

Keywords: boss, business, change, consumer product group, company, corporate, CPG, COVID19, direct report, frontline leader, frontline manager, grounded theory methodology, GTM,
leader, leadership, manager, pandemic, supervisor, supply chain, support, team, VUCA.
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Glossary of Terms and Acronyms
Table 0.1
Glossary of Terms and Acronyms
Word or Definition
Adaptive Leadership

Short Definition

Citations

Mobilizing the learning

Heifetz et al., 2009

process in a system where
people achieve a successful
adaptation.
Boss

"A person who makes

Merriam-Webster

decisions, exercises authority,

Dictionary, 2014

dominates, etc.” In this
dissertation, the boss is the
frontline manager's direct
leader.
Compassion

Caring for and being

Allas & Schaninger, 2020

committed to others' and our
own happiness, well-being,
and quality of life.
Competing Commitments

A subconscious, hidden goal

Kegan & Lahey, 2009

that conflicts with the stated
goal
Direct Reports

The people who work for the
frontline manager. These

xvii

employees are not in the
management ranks.
Ethics

"Moral rules, standards, codes

Lewis, 1985

and principles governing
individual behavior".
Frontline Manager

The first level of management
in an organization. Also
called the "supervisor".

Intenet of Things (IOT)

Networked devices spread

Ali et al., 2015

information through the web

Processes

The activities needed to

Lindsay et al., 2003

perform work. This includes
dataflow, people, and the goal
itself.
Shadowing

Closely observing the work of

Blake & Stalberg, 2009

an experienced employee over
a period of time.
Strategic Change

The structure, mission, or

Mintzberg & Waters, 1985

tactical plans of an
organization that undergoes a
radical change

xviii

Strategic Leadership

The ability to influence others

Rowe, 2001

to voluntary make day-to-day
decisions that enhance the
long-term viability and
financial stability of an
organization.
Systems

"Groups or combinations of

Arnold & Wade, 2015,

interrelated, interdependent,

p.675

or interacting elements
forming collective entities."
Values

Assumptions that determine

Plakhotnik, 2021

what is ethical, right, and
desirable
Vision

The idea for a desirable and

El-Namaki, 1992

new future reality that is
communicated throughout an
organization.
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1
CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION
Strategic business change occurs when the structure, mission, or tactical plans of an
organization undergo a radical change (Mintzberg & Waters, 1985). Strategic change in forprofit corporations has been an accelerating hallmark of the 21st century due to technological
advancements, globalization, and heightened competition (Kotter, 2012). The trend for both
externally and internally driven change will likely continue, exacerbated by the COVID-19
pandemic and social unrest that have left a lasting mark on business:
The current pandemic outbreak has had severe economic consequences across the globe,
and it does not look like any country will be unaffected. This not only has consequences
for the economy; all of society is affected, which has led to dramatic changes in how
businesses act, and consumers behave. (Donthu & Gustafsson, 2020, p. 284)

Strategic business change occurs for several reasons. Externally driven changes can be
motivated by saving a company from outside forces due to a competitor launching new products,
altered tariff agreements, or a pandemic. Internal change could come from a desire to improve
culture or create corporate values, an attempt to disrupt the market through product development,
the execution of a large cost-savings effort to increase profit margin, board-driven change in
direction, or expansion into white space territory. Numerous research studies have shown that
50% of all new businesses fail within five years, and at least half of business change initiatives
within existing businesses fail as soon as 18 months after startup (United States Bureau of Labor
Statistics, 2016; Vinson et al., 2006). A recent interview study of over 3,000 executives revealed
self-admitted failure: Only one in three of their change efforts succeeded (O’Conner et al.,
2018).
In fact, a major cause of strategic change failure is a lack of employee support (Dreher,
2015). Most business strategic changes are created and driven from the top of an organization
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and are deployed through management to the workforce, who are required to alter behavior,
systems, and practices to enact the change (Al-Daaja, 2017). Enrolling the workforce in the
change is critical to success, and this is a key job of the frontline manager. Although strategic
change impacts all levels of an organization (Nielsen, 2013), the frontline manager is uniquely
challenged. I define frontline manager as the first individual in the management ranks of an
organization. “Direct report” is the term I use to describe the person who works for the frontline
manager. I am using the term “boss” to refer to the frontline leader’s direct manager.
The word “boss” has a long history and can elicit both positive and negative reactions.
Because a word’s meaning can only be fully understood “by first understanding the background
frames that motivate the concept that the word encodes” (Fillmore & Atkins, 1992, p. 77), I
elaborate now on the history, definitions, and interpretations of the word boss. According to the
Merriam-Webster Dictionary (2022), a boss is “a person who makes decisions, exercises
authority, dominates, etc.” Historically, the word “boss” originated from the Dutch word baas,
which means “master,” and was used in the North American Dutch colonies during the 17th
century to refer to free-labor industry managers versus the use of the slave-labor term “master”
(Giménez-Morenoa & Ivorra-Pérezb, 2018). Today, the word boss can mean “very good,
excellent, incredibly awesome, great” (Urban Dictionary, n.d.), or it can refer to an overly
controlling individual, as exemplified by the phrase “bossing someone around.” An empirical
study of 40 articles appearing in two British newspapers after the Brexit vote concluded that the
term boss implies a “professional role as a person who has the ability to act as an adviser and an
expert in his field promoting initiatives and solutions despite the surrounding setbacks and
uncertainty” (Giménez-Morenoa & Ivorra-Pérezb, 2018). It is this final definition of boss that I
reference when using the term in this dissertation.

3
The Frontline Manager
The frontline manager is the company to most employees. Leaders in corporate
positions three or four levels above the frontline manager are rarely seen by the general
workforce, and they communicate to employees less often than frontline managers during dayto-day interactions. Importantly, the frontline manager represents about half of the management
ranks and supervises about 80% of the workforce (Hassan, 2011). With rare exceptions, these
frontline leaders have been given their roles with inadequate preparation to lead the workforce
through strategic business change (Higgs & Rowland, 2000). Many frontline managers are longtime employees who were promoted from the ranks after exhibiting exceptional work ethic,
leadership behaviors, or, in some cases, just sufficient seniority. These managers are especially
vulnerable during strategic change because they usually do not have the outside perspective
required to see the need for change, have not had experience working in a different system, and
have allegiance to the workforce (Carter et al., 2014). Other frontline managers are young
college graduates who have had process and system training, but they have not yet earned the
necessary respect of the workforce to lead a strategic change. Regardless of how the frontline
manager secured the position, enrollment of the workforce during change is essential to ensure
success (Gaspers, 2005).
Once the strategic change has been introduced, the corporation sometimes engages the
frontline manager in the planning and execution of the change. Kotter (2012) suggested that
“Organizational change success is possible only when: (1) there is a majority staff buy-in (i.e.,
compliance) and (2) at least 25% of the employees in an organization go ‘far beyond the normal
call of duty’ (i.e., championing)” (p. 35). Therefore, it is crucial that frontline managers create
conditions and dialogue that enroll employees by facilitating and leading the change through
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vision, values, and ethics (Cameron & Green, 2015; Marques, 2015; Schedlitzki & Edwards,
2018).
Frontline managers will usually support change when they feel social pressure to change
and believe they have the personal capacity and freedom to enact the change (O’Conner et al.,
2018). Leaders with a full-time role before the introduction of the change can become
overloaded with the additional responsibilities of change leadership, which causes exhaustion,
tension, and the intention to quit (O’Conner et al., 2018). Some progressive companies support
frontline managers by soliciting help from external coaches, offering group and individual
training, and providing peer-transition sessions (Boyatzis et al., 2006; Bywater et al., 2021).
Despite this change support, the relationship between the frontline manager and their boss
remains the most impactful determinant of the frontline manager’s success during turbulent times
(Harter et al., 2020; Higgs & Rowland, 2000; O’Connor et al., 2018).
Boss Support of Frontline Managers
During change, it is critically important that the boss actively supports the frontline leader
by helping the direct reports to create a new way of thinking while destroying old paradigms
(Savovic, 2017). Numerous researchers have offered models and guidance to help bosses deliver
that support.Gaspers (2005) suggested that bosses gain “buy-in” from frontline managers by
having informal meetings with the frontline manager to listen, holding group problem-solving
meetings, and providing praise and recognition. The researcher also importantly suggested that
the boss gain knowledge of the work being done by shadowing direct reports to enhance
credibility and demonstrate care.
Kegan and Lahey (2009) developed a process for leaders to overcome their own, and
their team’s, resistance to change. This process begins with clear identification of the
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individual’s change (improvement) goal, declaration of how the person is currently behaving to
inhibit the goal, finding the hidden competing commitments, and discovering the big
assumptions that are keeping the person stuck in the current behaviors and beliefs. The authors
then recommended that the individual experiment with a small change to begin breaking apart
the big assumption. This change process is based upon Heifetz et al.’s (2014) work on adaptive
leadership, where adaptive challenges must be tackled differently than technical challenges.
Rusbasan (2010) surveyed employees from a large agency in the northeast United States and
offered five types of leadership support that can be provided to the frontline leader: emotional,
appraisal, career, resource, and outside-of-work support. Resource support is particularly
important during change when employees at all levels are asked to learn new skills and absorb
new tasks, and hence the employees often experience emotional exhaustion. By providing
resource support through the addition of personnel to help with the effort, or by the outsourcing
of some of the effort, the boss can free up the frontline manager to do the change work. “If you
are overloaded, you cannot engage in change management practices” (O’Connor et al., 2018, p.
639).
Unfortunately, half of all business managers are ineffective during times of stability and
these bosses can become a deterrent to a successful change effort as they work to maintain the
status quo. Further, and even more alarming, 64% of employees are currently working with
someone who has a toxic personality (Kivland & Liautaud, 2016; Kusy & Holloway, 2009).
Riggio and Reichard (2008) summed up the concern about poor leaders: “One of the most
common complaints about otherwise technically competent managers is that they are
‘unresponsive to’ or ‘out of touch with’ team members, suggesting low levels of emotional
sensitivity” (p. 174). During stressful times, I have seen normally effective leaders revert to a
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command-and-control style to restore equilibrium, treating people like a set of hands that are
viewed as an extension of the machinery. Poor leadership from the boss results in stress and fear
for the frontline leader: fear of failure, fear of the unknown, fear of falling behind (Dreher,
2015).
Bosses exhibit a variety of leadership styles, and many of these styles are captured in
leadership theories. Most leadership theories that have emerged during the past 20 years focus on
the successful behaviors of leadership: distributed leadership, followership, adaptive leadership,
leader-member exchange, servant leadership, and ethical leadership (Bryman et al., 2011;
Schedlitzki & Edwards, 2018). Conversely, the Full Range Leadership Theory (FRLT; Bass &
Avolio, 1994) fully describes the range of leadership styles exhibited by managers within an
organization: transactional, transformational, and laissez-faire. The leadership behaviors of
empathy and charisma are subsets of the transformational style and will be reviewed in Chapter
II. Because the FRLT is comprehensive, I will focus the literature review on this theory. Table
1.1 outlines some of the modern leadership styles and their relation to the FRLT.
Table 1.1
Relation Between the FRLT and Popular Modern Leadership Styles
Leadership Style

Description
Idealized
Influence

Adaptive

Helping
followers adapt
to significant
change through
problem
solving

Transactional
Leadership

Transformational Leadership
Inspirational
Motivation

Intellectual
Stimulation

X

X

Individualized
Consideration

Contingent
Reward

No
Leadership
Mgmt. by
Exception

Laissezfaire

7

Charismatic

Complexity

Distributed

Ethical/Authentic

Followership

Implicit

Leader uses
charm,
communication
skills, and
persuasiveness
to influence
others

X

Leaders help
followers
thrive in
complex
adaptive
systems
Leadership
shared across
the
organization
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Transactional and Laissez-Faire Leadership
Most bosses at all levels in an organization are transactional leaders (Gentry et al., 2016;
Kegan & Lahey, 2009). These transactional bosses exhibit one or more of three management
styles: management by exception active (MBEA), management by exception passive (MBEP),
or contingent reward (CR) leadership. MBEA is a form of leadership displayed by a boss who
looks for standards deviation and punishes the employee, while MBEP occurs when a leader has
a large employee group and does not take punitive action unless an exception is revealed (Bass &
Riggio, 2006). Contingent reward leadership is the transactional behavior that is most positively
correlates with performance. The leader practicing CR clearly states expectations and then
rewards the employee for delivering as expected. This reward can be either psychological, as a
pat on the back, or monetary, as a bonus or raise (Bass & Riggio, 2006). Numerous empirical
studies have concluded that CR is positively correlated to employee performance (Geyer &
Steyrer, 1998; Vecchio et al., 2008) and the effectiveness of a leader (Marques, 2015). Both
MBEA and MBEP are viewed as ineffective leadership styles (Geyer & Streyer, 1998; Marques,
2015; Rothman et al., 2006).
During strategic change, the transactional management style is even further taxed because
the change requires the leader to adapt to new ways of doing business. Laissez-faire leadership is
the least effective of all leadership styles. The laissez-faire leader is absent and avoids making
decisions, which can be problematic during stable times and is detrimental during periods of
strategic change (Bass & Riggio, 2006).
Transformational Leadership
Transformational leadership, exhibited by about 20 percent of managers, consists of four
traits: idealized influence, inspirational motivation, intellectual stimulation, and individual
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consideration (Bass & Riggio, 2006). Idealized influence is a style that entices followers to
believe in and emulate the leader. The leaders practicing idealized influence are consistent,
ethical, and are willing to take risks when necessary. The inspirational motivation leader creates
an attractive vision for the organization and demonstrates a commitment to the goals. Leaders
who exhibit the third style, intellectual stimulation, encourage creative ways to solve problems
by questioning the status quo and reframing problems. The last component of TFL is individual
consideration. Leaders that follow the individual consideration practice focus on the individual
employee by demonstrating acceptance of differences, delegating tasks as a way to develop
followers, and creating two-way exchanges to communicate with subordinates. Most
transformational leaders exhibit some or all these four styles (Bass & Riggio, 2006). How these
behaviors, and those of a transactional boss, are received by the frontline manager is the
emphasis of this study.
Purpose of the Study
This dissertation focused on the frontline leader, with attention to the relationship
between the frontline leader and the boss during times of strategic change. Global consumer
product goods (CPG) businesses experiencing recent change were the pool from which the study
participants were drawn. I worked for a global CPG company for most of my career, and I
believe that despite the extensive training these companies can offer during change, the
relationship with the boss remains of paramount importance. By studying CPG companies, I
gained learning and produced theory that might be able to transfer to smaller organizations in the
future.
My extensive literature search of articles, books, and dissertations revealed very few
sources that described the frontline manager and boss relationship during strategic change.
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Many articles focused on the support of the CEO and middle managers as leaders of the change
(Al-Daaja, 2017; Bernstein & Linsky, 2016; Collins, 2005; Dreher, 2015), but not on the
relationship between the frontline manager and the boss. In the revered annual global Gallup
poll of 1,000 adults conducted in 2020, no question contained the term “frontline manager,” and
there was only one question that included the word “supervisor” (Harter et al., 2020). There is
also a belief that Emotional Intelligence (EQ) is only important for those at higher levels in the
organization (Dulewicz & Higgs, 2000) and that Intelligence Quotient is more important than EQ
during change (Antonakis et al., 2009). The studies that directly addressed frontline managers
offered external coaching, training, and even quick-fix gimmicks as ways to enable support
during change (Bolman & Deal, 2017; Boyatzis et al., 2006; Bywater et al., 2021; Fitzgerald et
al., 2002).
My dissertation explored the space in the junction of strategic change, frontline manager,
and boss relationship, as shown in Figure 1.1.
Figure 1.1
Venn Diagram of Dissertation Focus
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Each circle of the Venn diagram has been previously researched in-depth: change
leadership (Bolman & Deal, 2017; Boyatzis et al., 2006; Bridges, 2017; Marques 2015), frontline
managers (Carter et al., 2014; Frazier et al., 2015, Gaspers, 2005; Kets de Vries et al., 2010), and
boss relationship (Gentry et al., 2016; Goffee & Jones, 2017; Hater & Bass, 1988; Higgs, 2003;
Kock et al., 2018). However, study of the intersection of the three areas of focus has been
largely neglected, allowing this dissertation to add to the body of literature in ways that advance
both academic and applied knowledge.
Significance of the Study
The frontline leader is one of the key people in an organization who must translate the
direction for change into actions to be executed by the workforce. Without success in this
endeavor, the change will most likely fail (Harter et al., 2002). Despite the importance of the
frontline leader’s task in engaging the workforce to execute the change and the critical
relationship between the leader and their boss, there is a dearth of literature addressing the ways
a boss can support a frontline leader during change. I believe that much of the reason for this
lack of change-support literature is due to research that quantifies support. Numerous empirical
tests measuring the full range leadership model, empathy, inspirational leadership, and
charismatic leadership were based upon self-reported Likert scales of leadership (Koh &
O’Higgins, 2018; May et al., 2004; Zeidner et al., 2004). Some of the research empirically
correlated leader’s self-reported Likert scale results with boss, peer, and subordinate survey
ratings, but none of the surveys examined why the boss was rated as he or she was by self, peer,
or subordinate. Further, the boss relationship during change was not examined in any of the
literature or instruments I researched.
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Rather than conduct another empirical study measuring leadership effectiveness, I used a
qualitative method to explore the relationship between the boss and the frontline manager, from
the latter’s perspective. I heard in the leaders’ own words how the relationship with the boss was
impacted during the strategic change: what was done and said, how it felt, and how the frontline
manager viewed their own leadership and role. My qualitative research explored the lived
experiences of participants and took a comprehensive approach to the study of boss relationships.
After exploring different methods of qualitative research including descriptive study, case study,
field research, ethnography, oral history, narrative inquiry, grounded theory, and action research
(Yilmaz, 2013), I chose constructivist grounded theory as my dissertation methodology.
Grounded theory captures participants’ stories and searches for a new theory based upon
qualitative interviews, coding of the data, and the constant comparative method to assure that
higher-order theory emerges (Bryant & Charmaz, 2007). Rather than focusing on the individual,
the research question in grounded theory focuses on process and what is happening. Grounded
theory is a useful methodology to study management because it enables the researcher to capture
the complexity of business, links well with practice, enlivens existing management theory, and
helps organizational leaders gain a better perspective on their work situations. During times of
change, grounded theory allows for the development of new substantive areas that emerge
contemporaneously (Locke, 2001). In addition, the constructivist approach of grounded theory
methodology studies how participants construct meaning from situations and contends that both
the researcher and participant have values that influence what we see and do not see (Charmaz,
2014). Lastly, grounded theory is an appropriate method when there is a lack of theory about the
area of study and the generation of theory is the desired outcome (Birks & Mills, 2015).
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By utilizing the grounded theory methodology of research to focus on specific change
leadership interactions between the boss and the frontline leader, I hoped to create new insights
into the complex world of corporate change leadership.
Research Question
The research question in grounded theory study must “provide sufficient flexibility and
freedom to explore a topic in some depth” (Corbin & Strauss, 2015, p. 35). The initial research
question may be refined as the participants reveal new insights that change the direction of the
study to something that offers greater significance and contribution to the field of study
(Charmaz, 2014). Therefore, the research question in grounded theory should be focused enough
to deliver the scope of the research interest without creating boundless possibilities and broad
enough to avoid locking into the specifics too early and missing the opportunity to fully utilize
the grounded theory approach (Birks & Mills, 2015; Corbin & Strauss, 2015).
My initial question examined boss support during change. After conducting a pilot
interview, I realized that bosses may not always be viewed as supportive. Therefore, I modified
my research question to: Would you please tell me about the relationship between you and your
boss during the change? The research question was preliminary because the research process
itself generates the question in grounded theory. “The researcher enters the field of study without
the narrow research questions or hypotheses common in other research designs” (Birks & Mills,
2015, p. 21). As I conducted interviews, coded for insights, performed constant comparisons,
and arrived at theoretical saturation, I modified my research question to focus on how the
participants viewed themselves and their teams, as well as their bosses. Having been in the
position of frontline manager, as well as having led these employee-facing managers through
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change, I brought values and positionality to this research and worked to stay open to wherever
the research questions took me.
Researcher Background
I have worn the shoes of the frontline manager, beginning my career supervising a shift
of experienced employees making Tide detergent for Procter and Gamble (P&G). Throughout
my professional career, I experienced many significant changes, including the introduction of
workplace computers and the internet, expansive globalization, heightened competition, product
personalization, employee migration from baby boomer to millennial, and a pandemic. There has
been more change during the past 60 years than in all human history combined (Harari, 2017),
and these fundamental changes are dramatically impacting the workplace as well. The near-term
future promises the trend will continue, with the introduction of the Internet-of-Things,
workplace automation, augmented reality, and extreme nationalism brought on by the pandemic,
all on the horizon (Marr, 2020).
For the first decade of my career, I weathered each new corporate initiative, breathed a
sigh of relief, and murmured “Good, that’s over” with the assumption things could settle back to
normal. I realized much later that change is normal. Unfortunately, many employees and
managers still fight the changes and assume that the current disruption will be the last.
My first experience with business change occurred when P&G announced the closure of
a manufacturing plant for the first time, ever. The Long Beach Plant in California produced a
variety of household products to service the West Coast. The plant had a rich history, having
been constructed in 1931 in the picturesque Long Beach harbor. I was working with third
generation “Proctoids” who fully intended to see their children also retire from a lucrative job at
this mainstay company. We were told of the closure the same day it was announced to the press,
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and as a frontline manager, I was responsible to keep the employees at work, packing Tide
detergent, for the next 18 months while the company prepared the shutdown.
Throughout the next year, I struggled personally with the entire strategic change. I
struggled at home. I was offered a transfer upon closure, but my husband would have had to quit
his job and move out of the Los Angeles area for the first time in his life. I struggled at work.
Despite the offer of a generous severance package for staying until closure, many employees quit
early, and we had to “make do” with the ones who stayed. I caught an entire shift leaving four
hours early one night and discovered they had been doing it for months. There was no
supervision on the second shift. At that time, we were the only department in the plant still
producing, as all other employees were being paid to job search. The personnel manager would
not approve my terminating the crew, so I drew a verbal line in the sand and required each
person to tell me if they wanted to stay and work or leave the department and get paid to jobsearch. All but one stayed, and the last six months were pleasant and productive. I learned a life
lesson during that time: Offer people choice.
P&G also provided a drumbeat of professional coaching and training: dual career
workshops, Oshry (1999) tops-middles-bottoms, Bridges (2017) transitions, dual-career
seminars, focus groups, and peer meetings. This foundation in change supported my next two
moves with P&G where I helped lead a downsizing at the Sacramento Plant and then made the
tough decision as plant manager to close the P&G Baltimore Plant.
After a career at P&G, I joined Castellini Company, a healthy, privately held produce
business, with the hope that I would play a new role: helping to deliver growth. Instead, during
my four-year tenure, Castellini, too, consolidated sites and revamped the business model to
survive. In a repeat of my first shutdown experience, third generation Castellini employees did
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not understand the need for change, and I watched Long Beach play out all over again, 30 years
later, from the Chief Human Resource Officer seat. My passion for helping frontline managers
through change comes from experience. I have been in that vulnerable position, and I have
guided, coached, and watched as frontline managers are largely ignored but are expected to drive
the change through a non-vested workforce.
As I began my doctoral studies, I knew I wanted to focus my dissertation on corporate
leadership during change but did not firm up my dissertation topic until I began to see the illequipped preparedness for change of the frontline leaders at my current company. I believe that
my experience in the industry and the findings from this dissertation will allow me to support
other companies as they enact important strategic change.
Study Assumptions
This dissertation searched for theory from the lived experience of frontline managers.
There was no hypothesis to confirm, no validation of data, and no statistical sampling as would
be required in a quantitative study. However, there were still assumptions that will be made:
“Grounded theorists’ background assumptions and disciplinary perspectives can alert them to
certain possibilities and processes in their data” (Charmaz, 2014, p. 30). There were three
identified study assumptions for this dissertation.
The first assumption is that I could conduct a constructivist grounded theory study
without overly influencing the results. As a researcher with vast experience in the field of change
leadership, I worked hard to conduct open-ended interviews without biasing the questions or the
coding. I tested this assumption during my pilot interview. While reading the transcript I
discovered that I was able to talk less than 10% of the time during the interview, that I could ask
continued follow-up open-ended questions, and that I only offered my opinion once. I also
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discovered that I was searching for examples of support and became frustrated when the
participant repeatedly told me that her boss did not support her. As such, I then changed my
research question to focus on the frontline manager relationship with the boss. During the
coding process, I solicited the help of a coding buddy who does not have corporate work
experience. This further examination of my codes assured that my biases and assumptions
regarding corporate management did not deter me from finding insights. My coding buddy
reviewed four participant interviews, and we discussed each in-depth to assure that I was not
missing a nugget of insight due to my work biases.
The second study assumption is that I would be able to recruit enough of the targeted
participants. Grounded theory requires interviewing to theoretical saturation, defined as “the
point at which gathering more data about a theoretical category reveals no new properties nor
yields any further theoretical insights about the emerging grounded theory” (Charmaz, 2014, p.
345). Theoretical saturation can occur after as few as 10 interviews and may require up to 50
interviews depending upon the scope of the project (Charmaz, 2014; Starks & Brown Trinidad,
2007). This dissertation assumed I would be able to access enough participants from large CPG
companies to achieve theoretical saturation, and if the direction of the study changed, that I
would be able to access new participants who fit the demographic description and experience a
strategic change situation as part of theoretical sampling within the new category (Charmaz,
2014).
Lastly, I intended to interview participants from large, global consumer products group
(CPG) companies. My experience of working within a large CPG company has confirmed that
frontline managers are plentiful within these corporations and that change within these
companies is endemic. Because grounded theory aims to examine and create theory around
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social processes studied in their environments (Glaser & Strauss, 1967; Starks & Brown
Trinidad, 2007), trustworthiness is paramount to assuring the theory is viewed as valid in both
the academic and practical settings. By conducting these interviews across large global
corporations, I was able to create theory that should be viewed as trustworthy within the business
sector.
Study Scope
Grounded theory methodology has inherent scope constraints due to the nature of the
study. Firstly, grounded theory is difficult, requiring the successful researcher to enjoy the
mental challenge of coding, memoing, and creating categories to arrive at theory. Theorists must
be open to new insights and flexible to change the research question if the data warrants it.
Grounded theorists must be patient and work with the data repeatedly until a core category
emerges. Embarking on a grounded theory dissertation required commitment and the willingness
to become fully absorbed in the work (Corbin & Strauss, 2015). In addition, constructivist
grounded theorists have a requirement to acknowledge their assumptions about the research and
discard the idea of being a neutral observer and objective specialist on the topic (Birks & Mills,
2015; Charmaz, 2014).
This study had two other challenges. First, by attempting to reach theoretical saturation
through interviews at global CPG companies, I may have missed nuances that occur in smaller,
privately held corporations. These nuances could have resulted in a theoretical sample that would
deliver a different theory. Further, by only studying for-profit businesses, I missed examining the
healthcare, education, and nonprofit sectors during this research.
Finally, the complexity of this study became evident as I constructed theory partially
based upon the leadership style of the boss and the frontline manager. I interviewed the frontline
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managers to determine the felt relationship with their boss and their team. I did not explore
leadership style by conducting a mixed-method dissertation that requests participants and bosses
take surveys on leadership. With this mixed-method research, I could have uncovered vast
differences in the relationship of the boss and frontline leader based upon the leadership style of
both. I hope to continue this line of study upon the completion of my dissertation, opening the
possibility of understanding more about leadership traits, subordinate support, and types of
enterprises.
Study Delimitations
The scope of this study is defined through the delimitations I have chosen. Firstly, I
choose to only study global, large, for-profit organizations because I am familiar with the
working environment of these companies. I did not interview participants from small companies
or other sectors. Secondly, for convenience, I chose to limit the study to companies that have a
presence in the United States. Lastly, I only interviewed frontline managers and not direct
reports, bosses, or upper management. I aimed to determine the lived experience of a change by
the frontline managers, and although a broader study would have been interesting, I was
determined to focus this dissertation on one level of the organization as I learned grounded
theory methodology.
Chapter Outline
This dissertation includes four additional chapters:
Chapter II: Literature Review—I review the topics of strategic change, first-level
management, and boss leadership style in detail. Empirical data analyzing strategic change case
studies, tools, and success criteria are explored to position the scope of strategic change within
this study. I examine first-level management relationships with the boss and workforce, as well
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as job requirements and success criteria for change at the employee-facing level of leadership.
Employee-facing leaders are those that work directly with, and lead, employees in the workforce.
Lastly, I conduct a detailed review of leadership theories, focusing mostly on the Full Range
Leadership Theory, empathy, engagement, and charisma.
Chapter III: Methodology—Chapter III focuses on my chosen methodology:
constructivist grounded theory. I provide a brief history of the methodology and describe why
constructivist grounded theory is a suitable qualitative research method for my dissertation,
offering examples of previous grounded theory business research studies. I describe the learning
from my pilot study, present the method, and offer ethical considerations.
Chapter IV: Findings—This chapter presents the results of the grounded theory study,
offering a new midrange theory. Chapter IV also includes a discussion about the method and
analysis and how theoretical saturation supported the research question. Additionally, this
chapter includes a dimensional matrix of the findings.
Chapter V: Conclusion and potential implications for change—This final chapter
discusses the relevance and originality of the new theory, presents a model describing the theory,
and offers practical applications for businesses embarking upon strategic change. Further, this
chapter suggests topics for further study within the realms of both quantitative and qualitative
research. Chapter V is a summation and synthesis and creates a unified and organized offering
for the academic and business professional interested in change leadership.
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CHAPTER II: LITERATURE REVIEW
Strategic change is an important aspect of business growth, but success has been poor,
averaging less than 40% during the past three decades (Aiken & Kelley, 2009; Vinson et al.,
2006). Many reasons exist for the success or failure of a company’s strategic endeavor. The
robustness of the strategic plan could determine whether or not the organization has the
personnel and funding to execute the change. The reward system could impact management’s
willingness to try something new and potentially jeopardize the year-end bonus that is based
upon output results. The capability of the workforce could hinder the technology modifications
that might be necessary for a strategic change. Leadership’s inability to influence the workforce
to enact change could also prevent success. My research interest lies in the nexus of corporate
strategic change, frontline manager effectiveness, and boss relationship.
My experiences during change as a frontline manager, as the boss of a frontline manager,
and as a supportive coach, have provided me with a multi-prismed view on change leadership. I
have, as a frontline manager participated in the migration to a high-performance work system at
a union site. The resistance to change was enormous, and I worked person-by-person, convincing
my direct reports to learn new skills and release old paradigms about their work. I also served as
the boss of a frontline manager while participating in a plant shutdown. In this capacity as a boss,
I supported the frontline managers as they experienced the daily emotional roller coaster caused
by their own feelings and that of their workforce. Lastly, later in my career as a human resource
leader, I have coached frontline managers through site consolidations that combined cultures,
businesses, technologies, and unions as we worked to create a new plant structure. Academic
research regarding leadership has enhanced my scholarly understanding of the topic of change.
As a result, I bring embodied work experience and sensitizing concepts to this dissertation. The
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sensitizing concepts, defined as the assumptions and beliefs about the topic that help me make
sense of the world and could influence my research (Blumer, 1969), form the conceptual
framework of this dissertation.
Constructivist grounded theory (CTG), my dissertation methodology, demanded that I put
my sensitizing concepts aside as I interviewed participants and searched for their own meaning
of the relationship with their boss during change. My qualitative dissertation was not aimed at
proving a hypothesis or validating my beliefs about theory but rather was poised to uncover
something new based upon the experience of the participants.
I explored the sparsely documented area of research regarding the interconnection of
corporate strategic change, frontline manager responsibilities during that change, and the boss
relationship. There has been considerable study of organizational and strategic change, the role
and challenges of the frontline leader, and the effectiveness of leadership theories. In this study, I
qualitatively integrated the topics to arrive at an understanding of the relationship between a
frontline leader and boss during strategic change.
The literature review independently examines each of the three research question topics:
strategic change, frontline manager effectiveness, and boss relationship. Strategic change is the
umbrella topic of this dissertation, as it brings a new dimension to the ongoing boss-subordinate
relationship that has already been studied (Boyatzis et al., 2006; Gregory et al., 2011).
Overlaying a strategic change onto an existing business operation impacts the stress of the
frontline manager, the effectiveness of the boss’s leadership style, and the survivability of the
business entity. Numerous change theories have emerged during the past four decades. In this
literature review, I first examine the reasons for corporate change and the overall poor success
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rate of strategic interventions. I then explore business change models and individual change
behavior theories to capture the ways that entities and individuals address change.
The frontline manager’s responsibility is reviewed next. Specifically, I discuss the overall
role, the need for this important leader to manage the emotions of the direct reports during
change, and the stress that can ensue for the frontline manager. I also address psychological
safety, employee engagement, and the support of frontline managers during change.
Lastly, I examine various aspects of the boss position. I use the term boss to represent the
direct line leader of the frontline manager, differentiating this person from others in
management. I begin with the hierarchical structures of organizations because hierarchy helps
determine the relationship between the boss and frontline manager. I then discuss the leadership
theories of the Full Range Leadership Model (FRLM), charisma, and empathy in-depth, and then
I lightly review other modern models of leadership. I also cover power, race, gender, and class.
These identities are important influencers of the relationship between a boss and a subordinate.
By independently reviewing strategic change, frontline manager, and boss leadership, I provide
the background of the research topic that informs both the research question and the
methodology discussed in Chapter III.
Strategic Change
Organizations have spent hundreds of billions of dollars implementing and evaluating
change, yet success remains poor (O’Connor et al., 2018). A large-scale international study of
1,546 executives by Vinson et al. (2006) determined that only 30% of change efforts succeeded,
and an Aiken and Kelley (2009) study of 3,199 executives revealed that one in three
organizational changes succeeded. Strategic change can be difficult. Strategic change involves
redefining the mission, strategy, priorities, or goals of an organization and then requiring most
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people in that organization to adapt their work to accommodate the change (Al-Daaja, 2017;
Muller & Kunisch, 2017). A major cause of strategic change failure is a lack of employee
support for the change (Dreher, 2015; Quinn & Cameron, 1983; Remoussenard, 2007).
Strategic change is holistic and is different from either organizational change or strategic
renewal, which may be subsets of a strategic change. Organizational change impacts one aspect
of the strategy: the organization. Stobierski (2020) defined organizational change as including
activities undertaken in an organization to alter its culture or internal processes. In an
organizational change, the strategy could stay constant while the organization undergoes a
cultural renewal to install new values or to introduce a high-performance work system.
Figure 2.1
VUCA: Volatility, Uncertainty, Complexity, and Ambiguity
1. Volatility
Characteristics: The challenge is unexpected
or unstable and may be of unknown duration,
but it is not necessarily hard to understand.
Knowledge about it is often available.
Approach: Build in slack and devote
resources to preparedness-for instance,
stockpile inventory or over-hire talent. These
steps are typically expensive; your investment
should match the risk.
3. Complexity
Characteristics: The situation has many
interconnected parts and variables. Some
information is available or can be predicted,
but the volume or nature of it can be
overwhelming.
Approach: Restructure, bring on or develop
specialists, and build up resources adequate to
address the complexity.

2. Uncertainty
Characteristics: Despite a lack of other
information, the event’s basic cause and effect
are known. Change is possible but not a
given.
Approach: Invest in information—collect,
interpret, and share it. This works best in
conjunction with structural changes, such as
adding information analysis networks, which
can reduce ongoing uncertainty.
4. Ambiguity
Characteristics: Causal relationships are
completely unclear. No precedents exist. You
face “unknown unknowns.”
Approach: Experiment. Understanding cause
and effect requires generating hypotheses and
testing them. Design experiments for broad
application.

Reprinted with permission from “What VUCA Really Means for You” by Nathan Bennett and G. James Lemoine. Harvard Business Review, Jan
2014.Copyright 2014 by the Harvard Business Publishing Corporation; all rights reserved.
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Strategic renewal is an evolutionary process that is continuous and less disruptive than
strategic change. In strategic renewal, the strategy remains essentially the same, and specific
issues within the corporation are addressed through a renewal process. Problems that are familiar
and require solutions like adding other products to the offering or delivering ongoing cost
reduction programs are deemed continuous problems which can be handled through strategic
renewal.
The decision to enact strategic change is often due to the circumstances of a VUCA
(volatile, uncertain, complex, and ambiguous) world. Figure 2.1 displays the VUCA elements.
Although the four VUCA challenges are bundled into one acronym, each type of challenge
requires a different response. Volatility stems from instability where the duration of the issue
may be unknown. Volatility occurred in 2021 when the Suez Canal shut down due to a multi-day
blockage of a container ship. During that incident, 18,000 containers on a stuck ship were
disabled, as were 400 other ships that were blocked from traveling through the canal (Schwartz,
2021). Volatility can be addressed by adding resources to handle business continuity issues. The
second quadrant of the VUCA map, uncertainty, includes situations where the leader is aware of
an impending change but does not know how the situation will resolve. Uncertainty can occur
when a competitor launches a new product into a current captured market and the incumbent
company is not sure of the competitor’s pricing or marketing strategy. Uncertainty can be
mitigated by investing in collecting, interpreting, and sharing data. Complexity, the third VUCA
item, concerns a situation where some information is available about an interconnected system,
but the volume of information can be overwhelming. Doing business globally, where free trade
agreements are changing annually, is an example of complexity. The solutions for complexity
are to hire specialists in the area, add resources, and in some cases restructure. The last quadrant,
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ambiguity, represent events where there is no precedent. An example of ambiguity is where the
company decides to launch a high-end, “aspirational” product into a developing country. The
solution to ambiguity is to experiment, fail cheaply, and strive for reapplication (Bennett &
Lemoine, 2014). Solutions to the four VUCA elements—resources, restructuring, innovation,
and communication—are all parts of a strategic change plan. Strategic change in a VUCA world
involves effort from all levels of the organization. Leadership may be required to install
incremental resources to ensure that the organization has the capacity to enact the change while
continuing to deliver the current business. Management’s willingness to make the tough
decisions to restructure the organization may impact employees’ job security and roles at all
levels of the organization. Leadership redirecting money from other parts of the business to
necessary innovations could result in the shutdown of favored projects. Communication
throughout the change at all levels should be frequent, transparent, and two-way to ensure that
employees throughout the organization understand the need for change. To prepare for and
deliver successful strategic change, leadership must create a culture of change and have a plan to
execute the change within the organization. The next section discusses numerous change
theories.
Change Theories
Change is endemic in education, healthcare, nonprofit organizations, and business
corporations, as exhibited by the upheaval that has occurred in all sectors during the COVID-19
pandemic. This section of the literature review focuses on change theories that have been
employed in for-profit corporations, the target of my study.
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Deterministic, Voluntaristic, and Dialectical Change
Strategic business changes resulting from the VUCA environment can be classified as
involving one of three processes: deterministic, voluntaristic, or dialectical (Muller & Kunisch,
2017). The deterministic process assumes that organizational inertia will prevent a company
from adapting to change until the external environment becomes so hostile that management is
forced to make a change, or the firm will die. In deterministic change, the management largely
plays a passive role (Muller & Kunisch, 2017). A deterministic business change occurred in 2017
at Ford Motor Company, whose corporate strategy of “One Ford” was failing and shareholders
were demanding job cuts, scaling back of production, and exiting nonprofitable markets
(Snavely, 2017). Management of Ford did not act until the shareholders demanded it. A
European example of deterministic change arose at Deutsche Bank whose shares fell 45% in
2016 due to Europe’s poor economy, bad debt, low-interest rates, and political uncertainty. The
German bank did not anticipate the upcoming issues and was required to create a multi-year
turnaround plan to cut costs and clients and to sell assets (Strasburg, 2016).
Unlike determinism, the voluntaristic perspective is focused on leadership’s view of an
emerging environmental change and the strategic actions the leader takes in response to the
pending change. Interestingly, outsider CEOs are more likely to initiate voluntaristic change than
insider CEOs are, probably due to the insider’s commitment to the current strategy and status
quo (Karaevli & Zajac, 2013). When they believe their competitive position is weakening in the
market, companies frequently conduct voluntaristic change by initiating mergers, divestitures,
restructuring activities, or by focusing instead on research and development (Lam, 1995; Muller
& Kunisch, 2017). Apple launched the iPhone to reinvent an incrementally commoditized
market, as was announced on January 9, 2007:
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Apple® today introduced iPhone, combining three products—a revolutionary mobile
phone, a widescreen iPod® with touch controls, and a breakthrough Internet
communications device with desktop-class email, web browsing, searching, and maps—
into one small and lightweight handheld device (Kerris & Dowling, 2007).
Researchers and consultants encourage voluntaristic change. Sharma et al. (2020) proposed that
leaders learn from the COVID-19 pandemic and address future types of uncertainty and risk
now, while Al-Daaja (2017) claimed that anticipatory leadership is an important component of
effective leadership and organizations must be flexible in expecting inevitable change to occur
for the entity to survive.
The dialectical perspective is the third leadership change strategy. The dialectical
perspective involves a blend of the deterministic and voluntaristic perspectives where leadership
choice and environmental determinism both play a part in the decision to change (MacKay &
Chia, 2013). The availability of slack resources in an organization plays an important role in
dialectical change. Typically, larger companies have more access to resources and are more able
to quickly execute an effective strategic change resulting from an environmental shift. An
example of dialectical change, where the environment is changing and leadership begins to
change too, is the handling of malaria in the United Kingdom (U.K.). U.K. citizens who visited
foreign relatives (VFR) and returned to the U.K. sometimes carried malaria back to the U.K.
while avoiding devastating consequences of the illness themselves due to their knowledge and
management of the disease (Behrens et al., 2015). A government program of increased
communication about malaria for the U.K. natives, other tourists, and the VFRs resulted in
earlier treatment and better use of home remedies. Another example of dialectical strategic
change is occurring in Australia. In this large, mostly desert continent, climate change is
affecting the milk production of dairy cows. Farmers have begun working to improve
complicated pasture strategies to mitigate the effects of climate change while enhancing
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profitability (Harrison et al., 2017). The three-process change model is summarized in Figure
2.2.
Figure 2.2
The Deterministic, Voluntaristic, and Dialectical Processes

Within the deterministic, voluntaristic, and dialectical processes, change is implemented
from the top of the organization down through layers of management to the frontline workers.
This change model is limited by the focus on the top of the hierarchy and the absence of the
change awareness and leadership that is being enacted throughout the organization.
The Corporate Lifecycle Theory
The Muller and Kunisch (2017) dialectical, deterministic, and voluntaristic model is
furthered through awareness of the natural life stages of a corporation. Lester et al. (2003)
theorized that companies go through a predictable lifecycle, and the researchers created a 5-stage
model to assess the lifecycle state of any-sized firm. The lifecycle model assumes that companies
progress through five phases: existence, survival, success, renewal, and decline. Lester et al.
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(2003) suggested that the company’s lifecycle stage influences strategy and that business leaders
perceive themselves to be in certain phases of the lifecycle because of the strategy. Companies
are guided to use the voluntaristic approach to enact strategic change as the corporation moves
through the lifecycles. Figure 2.3 illustrates the relationship between the lifecycle of a company
and the suggested voluntaristic corporate strategy.
Figure 2.3
Corporate Lifecycle Stage Characteristics

Adapted with permission from “Organizational life cycle: A five-stage empirical scale” by Donald L. Lester, John A. Parnell, and Shawn
Carraher. The International Journal of Organizational Analysis, 2003. Copyright 2003 by Emerald Publishing Limited.

This corporate lifecycle theory, although helpful to leaders, also only addresses
leadership behavior and ignores the change that is being enacted throughout the organization
during the various lifecycles.
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Complex, Adaptive Change
Complex change is the most challenging because it is adaptive rather than technical and
involves large numbers of people and organizations, layers of activity, and factors that cannot be
planned. Merging two different global companies while implementing a new technology
platform, new marketing strategy, and new research and development focus would be an
example of a complex change that requires an adaptive approach. The tasks required to deliver
success in this example, and in any adaptive situation, are unknown at the beginning of the
process. Conversely, the skills required for a technical change, however complicated, follow predetermined steps and can be predicted. A technical challenge involves a clear problem definition
and a clear solution. Building another Boeing 787 airplane is a technical challenge. The task and
steps, although time-consuming and difficult, are clear (Heifetz et al., 2009).
Tools that support complex adaptive change include storytelling and dialogue to ensure
cross-organization communication and alignment, whole system work to verify that one fix does
not cause another problem, and open space technology that is shared. The storytelling process
engages others in making sense of the change by entertaining and influencing through a
narrative. Stories are memorable and can be passed from person to person in a way that impacts
the culture of the organization. Dialogue is different from storytelling. Dialogue is the process of
thinking out loud with others. Effective dialogues result in both parties listening to the other
person’s experiences and releasing their own positionality about the subject. Storytelling can be
done by one person sharing, while dialogue requires at least two people to actively participate.
Complex adaptive change requires the leadership and involvement of everyone in the
organization, and the locus of work is the stakeholder. During complex change, the leader must
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create conditions and dialogue that facilitate the change and lead through vision, values, and
ethics (Cameron & Green, 2015; Heifetz et al., 2009).
Corporate Change Models
Once the strategic change has been introduced, the corporation must deal with the
planning and execution of the change. Kotter (2012) offered that “Organizational change success
is possible only when: (1) there is a majority staff buy-in (i.e., compliance) and (2) at least 25%
of the employees in an organization go ‘far beyond the normal call of duty’ (i.e., championing)”
(p. 35). The next section deals with models of corporate change leadership.
Four-Frame Model of Change
Bolman and Deal (2017) offered a change model that suggested four frames to be
considered during strategic change: structural, human resource, political, and symbolic. The
structural framework indicates that organizations must address both differentiation and
integration. As part of the structural framework, the corporation creates roles, functions, and
units based upon the organization’s goals, strategies, technology, people, and environment.
Change requires structural adaptation, and as work becomes more complex, structures should
consider boundaries between the departments and business units. Boundary spanning structures
include vertical, horizontal, and geographic boundaries, among others (Yip et al., 2016). The
human resource frame considers the relationship between people and organizations during the
change. When the fit between the individual and organization is poor, people can feel neglected
or abused and organizations do not perform. Some organizations employ high involvement
strategies and behavioral programs to improve individual and organizational alignment. The third
frame, politics, involves the process of making decisions and allocating resources. The political
frame assumes resources are scarce and agents have differing goals, resulting in the need to
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bargain and negotiate. Successful political leaders frequently balance the desire for cooperation
and the need to achieve a specific outcome, keeping long-term relationships, ethics, and values in
mind throughout the process. The final frame, symbolic, references the tribal aspect of
organizations, focusing on complexity and ambiguity. Heroes, myths, rituals, and metaphors
exist in every corporation and are the elements of culture. During strategic change, the symbolic
framework and the culture can be torn apart if not attended to and must be considered to keep the
fabric of the company whole (Bolman & Deal, 2017).
Table 2.1 illustrates the Bolman and Deal (2017) frame that would be appropriate to use
depending upon the organizational situation.
Table 2.1
Choosing a Frame
Question
Are individual commitment
and motivation essential to
success?
Is the technical quality of the
decision important?
Are there high levels of
ambiguity and uncertainty?
Are conflict and scarce
resources significant?
Are you working from the
bottom up?

If Yes:
Human Resource, Symbolic

If No:
Structural, Political

Structural
Political, Symbolic

Human Resource, Political,
Symbolic
Structural, Human Resource

Political, Symbolic

Structural, Human Resource

Political, Symbolic

Structural, Human Resource

Adapted with permission from Wiley Publishing Company from “Reframing Organizations” (p. 303) by L. G. Bolman and T. E. Deal, 6th Edition,
2017; permission conveyed through Copyright Clearance Center, Inc.

Whole-Scale Change Model
Eggers et al. (2002) described another framework for leading change called the WholeScale Change (WSC) model. The WSC model was originally created to assist Ford Motor
Company with its transformation from a command-and-control organization to a more
participative culture (Whole-Scale Change Approach, 2020). This change model involves a
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series of leadership activities: building a shared view of current reality, seeking a broader
picture, working in real-time to deliver fast results, including and valuing diversity on the team,
forging personal connections, and developing skills in leading the Whole-Scale Change (Eggers
et al., 2002). The WSC model utilizes the Gleicher (Cady, 2014) change model which was
modified by Beckhard and Harris (1991). Gleicher did not publish the formula himself. The
change equation determines whether the organization is ready for change:
DxVxF>R
In this equation, D represents dissatisfaction, V is the vision of the future, F is the first action that
must be taken, and R is the resistance to change. When the multiplicity of D, V, and F is greater
than the resistance, the change can begin. If any of D, V, or F is low or nonexistent, the
practitioner assigns it a value of zero; numerically representing that there may be too much
resistance to change and it may be difficult to bring about successful change. The WSC model
addresses the elements of this algebraic equation in a way that facilitates the change.
Complex Responsive Processes
Large, dispersed, decentralized organizations can be viewed as complex systems, where
the internal behavior of competition and the dampening of feedback between the entities can
result in difficulty in enacting strategic change (Cameron & Green, 2015). The complex
responsive processes of politics, flux, and transformation were described by Shaw (2010) in her
book Changing Conversations in Organizations. Shaw reframed the question from “How do
leaders manage change?” to “How do we participate in change?” Specifically, the leader’s role
is to:
1. Decide the strategy of the organization and create the vision.
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2. Ensure connection between different segments of the organization by encouraging
feedback, enabling learning, and boosting communication.
3. Focus the individual’s attention on differences between the current state and future goals,
styles of working, and results. (Cameron & Green, 2015)
For the complex responsive process to work, the leaders must challenge their own
paradigms of change leadership and control and be willing to accept that leaders operate inside
the system and that change will emerge naturally. This change model is the first reviewed that
considers the role of the followers in the change.
Design Thinking and Adaptive Design
Two unique theories were merged by Bernstein and Linsky (2016) to create confidence
and realism during a complex strategic change. Design thinking is a creative design process that
utilizes the practices of executing small iterations and failing fast (Hatchuel, 2002). Design
thinking originated on the West Coast of the United States and emphasizes playfulness and
entrepreneurialism. Adaptive leadership was born on the East Coast and is a pragmatic and
formal way to view non-technical problems (Heifetz et al., 2014). By blending the two theories
the organization enjoys the best of both: iterating through the four stages of design thinking
(empathy, definition, ideation, and prototyping) and getting on the balcony with the three steps
of adaptive leadership (observation, interpretation, and intervention). The challenge with this
combined approach is that the two theories appeal to different types of people, so practitioners
must be willing to get outside of their comfort zones and use disciple in the execution of the
work.
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The Systems Thinking Model
The last change model reviewed is Senge’s Systems Thinking Model (2006). In the
systems model, the organization is viewed as an interconnected system, like that of a living
being. Senge asserted that organizations are constrained by interrelated actions, and these
actions could take years to resolve. Because everyone in the system is part of the system, it can
be very difficult to see the patterns of change. Leaders tend to focus their change efforts on small
parts of the system, and then are surprised when the issues are not solved. Although Senge
(2006) did not provide a step-by-step model towards system thinking, he provides important
principles for change that are worth listing and summarizing below in Figure 2.4:
1. Today’s problems come from yesterdays “solutions”: Those who already “solved” the
problem have merely pushed the problem to new people and a new part of the system.
2. The harder you push, the harder the system pushes back: Compensating feedback occurs
when there is a desire to maintain the status quo.
3. Behavior grows better before it grows worse: Compensating feedback involves a delay
between the immediate benefit and the eventual drawback.
4. The easy way out usually leads back in: Pushing harder, in the same way, will not yield a
different result.
5. The cure can be worse than the disease: The sinister effect of applying an easy solution is
an increase in the need for that solution. Shifting the burden is an example of an easy
cure, where the systemic approach would be to enable that part of the organization to
handle the problem itself.
6. Faster is slower: A complex system requires a full understanding of the issue before the
action is taken.
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7. Cause and effect are not closely related in time and space: This is counterintuitive and
requires a systems approach to issues.
8. Small changes can produce big results, but the areas of highest leverage are often the
least obvious: High leverage changes are not obvious until we understand the forces in
the system.
9. You can have your cake and eat it too but not at once: Competing goals can be met by
addressing one goal first and then the other.
10. Dividing an elephant in half does not produce two small elephants: Issues must be
addressed across system boundaries regardless of the organizational chart.
11. There is no blame: There is no “other” to blame. We are all part of the same system.
Figure 2.4
Systems Thinking Model: Principals for Change
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The Systems Thinking model represented in Figure 2.4 describes forces and behaviors
that can either accelerate or inhibit a change. The force field analysis behavior change model,
originated by Kurt Lewin (1973), illustrates the driving and restraining forces of a change in one
diagram, with arrows pointing towards the current state in the center from both sides. The force
field analysis tool is designed to reveal the forces that work for or against the change. The
actions are taken to lengthen the helping forces and minimize the constraining forces become the
strategy to accelerate the change. Figure 2.5 is modified below as a force field analysis diagram
in Figure 2.5.
Figure 2.5
Force Field Analysis of Systems Thinking Principles for Change

This review of corporate change models revealed the strengths and some weaknesses of
various approaches to strategic change. The next section penetrates strategic change further by
reviewing individual change models.
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Individual Change Models
Inside the corporation, most employees experience the effects of the strategic change.
This change experience can trigger a strong emotional reaction that impacts how the change is
perceived and the follow-on nature of the ensuing actions (Huy, 1999). This section reviews
three models of individual change.
Bridges Model of Individual Change Process
An individual change model was created by Bridges (2017) who introduced the three
phases of transition model. During change whether personal or business, strategic or
organizational, large or small, all individuals transition through three phases: Letting Go, the
Neutral Zone, and the New Beginning. People transition at different rates, the path is not always
linear but doubles back on itself, and leaders have an obligation to help others through the
phases. Even before the change begins, leaders must “sell” the problem to prepare the
organization for the change. People will resist the change if they believe that continuing to work
and behave consistently with past practices will continue yielding acceptable results. Leaders
must use a variety of techniques to sell the existence of the problem. Storytelling, data sharing,
and benchmarking others are ways to help employees face reality. Once the change begins, the
organization enters the ending zone. During the ending period leaders must give people room to
grieve, share information and stories about the change, and conduct symbolic acts to
acknowledge the change. Effective leaders during the ending period make themselves available,
listen, adjust where necessary, and yet remain resolute regarding the need for change.
In the neutral zone, people are often confused. Leaders at this stage must exhibit control,
understanding, support, and declaration of priorities. Good communication continues to be
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critical in this stage. A descriptive visual of the neutral zone appears in Figure 2.6, and is
something I have used as a metaphor during change many times in my career.
Figure 2.6
The Transition Trapeze

https://elements.envato.com/90-circus-icons-wildberry-series-T8CAAYS, by Evanto, 2021, CC By-NC. Reprinted with permission.

When we are asked to change, we are like the budding trapeze artist standing on a twofoot platform holding the trapeze bar, fearful of falling into the net below. Our leader tells us to
push off and not to worry; the other bar is going to come to us. We need to let go of our bar and
“just” grab the other bar when it arrives. The transition zone occurs when we are in space,
reaching for the other bar. Unless we have a clear view of the arriving apparatus, we will never
let go of the bar. Likewise, unless the leader paints a vivid picture of the new beginning, we will
not let go of our current beliefs, role, tasks, constructs, and paradigms.
During the new beginning, the leader exhibits flexibility to modify things that are not
going as planned. New behaviors should be rewarded, with the leader giving people time to
move through the transition. It is probable that leaders and direct reports will revert to the
endings or transition zones after arriving in the new beginnings. New technology may be harder
than we thought, and we may fear an inability to adjust. We may not feel competent with our
new responsibilities and fear failure. We may not enjoy working with the new team. This back-
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and-forth should be expected, and when it happens, the leader should revert to the behaviors
required at that earlier phase of transition with that individual. In essence, the leader will be
dealing with their own transition while they help each of their direct reports, and some of their
peers, through the phases. As I mentioned earlier, change can be hard, and transitioning people
through it is probably the hardest part. After the transition, the leader assesses the organization’s
ability to deal with change so that the next change goes more smoothly (Bridges, 2017).
Kübler-Ross Model of Death and Dying
The Kübler-Ross (1973) model of death and dying, which has been applied effectively
during strategic change, lists five personal phases of change when there is a loss: denial, anger,
bargaining, depression, and acceptance. A strategic change that impacts an employee’s work
routine, structure, co-workers, or technology can cause that employee to progress through the
Kübler-Ross cycle.
In denial, the employee may feel overwhelmed and deny the change is coming. This
denial phase can last a very long time and can cause some employees to exit the organization.
For those who stay, once the denial phase is complete the employee can begin to move to the
next phase. Anger, Phase 2, is a necessary phase of grief. The natural anger that emerges with
loss begins to bring the employee back to reality and causes the employee to reach out and make
external connections. Although employees are expected to keep their emotions in check at work,
anger can erupt during change, and it is essential that the leader maintain an expectation of
professional work conduct so that anger does not escalate into abuse. Employee assistance
programs (EAPs) are helpful during this phase of the Kübler-Ross cycle, and some companies
invite the EAP provider into the facility to lead sessions assisting employees as they deal with
anger. Bargaining, the third phase of the Kübler-Ross cycle, represents false hope. This is where
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employees offer to make work concessions that they may have earlier resisted to prevent the big
strategic change from taking place. Depression, Phase 4, is associated with grief and represents
the emptiness employees may feel when they realize that work will never be the same again. In
this phase, employees isolate themselves and sometimes feel hopeless. Some employees quit or
take early retirement to avoid the change. EAP is again a helpful resource during the depression
phase. Acceptance is the last phase of grief. Emotions begin to stabilize, and the employee
accepts the new reality (Kübler-Ross, 1973). Some employees and leaders stay in the employ of
the company and remain in one of the non-productive phases of the Kübler-Ross model. These
employees can evolve into toxic employees who must be vetted out of the organization if the
strategic change is to succeed. I will address toxic employees later in this literature review.
Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs
The linear Kübler-Ross model differs from Maslow’s (1970) hierarchy of needs model,
which is also especially relevant during strategic change. Maslow’s (1970) model has been
displayed as a pyramid showing physiological needs, food, and shelter, at the base. Once these
basic needs are met, psychological safety needs come next, followed by belonging, esteem, and
self-actualization at the top of the pyramid. Most people’s behavior is represented rising from
bottom to top of this pyramid structure, although there are exceptions where individuals risk all
for their principles. Alexei Navalny, the Russian dissident, was allegedly poisoned by the
Russian government, flown to Germany to recover, and then voluntarily returned to Russia. He
was immediately imprisoned in Russia upon his return (Rosenberg, 2021). Navalny was willing
to risk his life to express his self-actualized person. Within Maslow’s pyramid, during times of
strategic change, employees who have been historically garnering respect and freedom, enjoying
the fourth level of the pyramid, may fall down to the second safety level, as they worry whether
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there is a place in the new company for them (Maslow, 1970). Again, employees move through
Maslow’s pyramid at different rates depending upon their beginning state and the extent of
change.
Strategic change impacts employees at all levels of an organization. However, it is the
frontline leader who regularly deals with the employees’ stress and emotion and has the main
responsibility for assuring the workforce is engaged and executes the change successfully. The
next section of this literature review focuses on the frontline manager.
Frontline Manager
Historically, the frontline manager was not part of the labor process, was not considered
to add value to the products, and was described as incidental cost and non-labor (Carter et al.,
2014). After World War II, with the emergence of self-sufficient work teams, the role of the
frontline manager was idealistically targeted to become redundant, although that reduction
clearly never happened. The frontline manager role continued to evolve. The creation of call
centers in the 1970s produced a step change in the role and responsibility of the frontline
manager. Call centers were organized in a way that required meticulous counting of productivity.
This task of driving and measuring productivity altered the frontline manager role to become
more of an auditor than a supporter of the team. Lean work processes, with standard work and
standard management, further eroded autonomy of the frontline manager and the workforce,
increased friction with employees, and made the frontline leader job less desirable (Carter et al.,
2014):
Front line managers are being alienated from their teams and drawn into conflict: Some
of the managers are caught in the cleft now because the staff is looking for them to be the
buffer and they can’t be the buffer and longer, and that becomes problematic (pp. 335336).
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Importance of the Frontline Manager
Frontline managers can either make or break an intervention. During a strategic change,
frontline managers are usually responsible for determining the steps needed to enact the change
within their teams, allocating the resources, and tracking the success of the measures (Nielsen,
2013; Stobierski, 2020). The frontline managers are in a unique position, concerned about
themselves and squeezed between middle management who are trying to execute the change
effort and the direct reports who are usually the least vested in the outcome (Bridges, 2017). The
frontline managers may have doubts about their ability to deliver the change through the
workforce. How will I convince people of the need for change? Will my team support this
decision? Am I even doing the right thing? Do I have the skills to do this?
Nielsen (2013) noted that all members of an organization play an important role in
determining the success of the change. Frontline managers and their direct reports are not passive
recipients of the intervention, and their daily actions can make or break the change effort.
Generally, however, the corporate focus of leadership change support is on senior management,
and the role of the frontline manager is not mentioned or addressed.
Stress, Toxicity, and the Frontline Manager
A change is stressful for employees at all levels. To help ensure the success of the change
effort the frontline manager must be aware of their own personal stress, the employees’ stress,
and overall resistance to change. Kets de Vries et al. (2010) posited that change induces a high
degree of stress and offered a four-stage process to describe how leaders accept the need for
change. The steps include making people aware of the pain in the organization that is occurring
due to existing patterns, reacting to this awareness with disbelief and shock, acknowledging that
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resistance will ensue, and finally recognizing that the status quo must change for the entity to
survive.
How employees experience stress could be related to the way leadership behaves.
Dysfunctional leadership, exacerbated by stress, could create paranoia and depressive anxiety
within the organization. Kusy and Holloway (2009) described the bullying and toxic behavior
that exists in most companies and suggested that the behaviors of shaming, passive hostility, and
team sabotage need to be addressed systemically at all levels of the organization. Rectifying
toxic behavior involves four strategies: firstly, targeted feedback, secondly performance
appraisals, thirdly coaching, and finally termination if the first three steps are not effective.
During the feedback stage, the boss identifies the behavior problem, uses a sequential process to
target a resolution, and provides next steps and follow-up. If feedback does not solve the issue,
the targeted employee is provided with a performance review that includes stakeholder feedback,
behavior objectives and timeline, and behavioral criteria. At this stage, it helps tremendously if
the organization has clear and communicated values that can be reinforced during the
performance review. The coaching strategy requires an internal or external experienced coach
who engages a systems approach to address an individual who is highly resistant to change.
Sometimes the coaching relationship does not work, and the coach needs to be prepared to
recommend that the employee be reassigned. If feedback, performance reviews, and coaching are
ineffective, the organization may be best served by working to develop an exit strategy for the
disruptive individual (Kusy, 2017; Kusy & Holloway, 2009).
Workplace bullying has also been shown to affect women and people of color more
adversely than the dominant White male population (Attell et al., 2017). Addressing toxic leaders
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and other individuals in the organization is of paramount importance to assuring a
psychologically safe workplace for all employees during the change (Attell et al., 2017).
Managing Emotions of the Work Group
During stressful change, one of the frontline leader’s jobs is to regulate emotions at work.
Emotions, a subjective feeling state, are an integral part of organizational behavior and these
emotions can be elevated during change, as outlined in the Kübler-Ross (1973) model.
Historically, during the industrial revolution and the subsequent emergence of large
organizations, emotions at work were subordinated to rationality. The structured roles,
responsibilities, and language that exist in organizations diminish interpersonal relationships and
discourage emotions (Ashforth & Humphrey, 1995). The display of emotions at work continues
to be discouraged today in most Western corporations, yet large, disruptive organizational
change resurfaces emotion at work. These emotions should be acknowledged and addressed for
the organization to successfully navigate the change.
Ashforth and Humphry (1995) offered four behavioral ways to regulate emotions at
work: neutralizing, buffering, prescribing, and normalizing. Neutralizing is done through actions
like relocating a particularly resistant employee to a department that is not going through the
change. Buffering attempts to compartmentalize emotions and rationality. Buffering can be
accomplished using “timeouts” like conducting offsite events to allow people safe venues to
relax and blow off steam. Prescribing emotion gives workers an acceptable range of emotions to
exhibit. Accepting that sadness is part of any change process is one example of prescribing
emotion. Normalizing emotion occurs when leaders diffuse unacceptable emotions or reframe
the meaning of the emotion for the audience.
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Frontline Manager Enabling Psychological Safety and Employee Engagement
The effective and supportive frontline manager facilitates an environment where
individuals feel they can show their true self without fear of negative consequences to their
status, career, or self-perception. This experience is called psychological safety. In a
psychologically safe workplace, employees understand the expectations regarding acceptable
behaviors. In an unsafe environment, interactions are threatening, uncertain, or erratic.
Employee psychological safety helps reduce stress and emotions and is positively related to
engagement and business unit performance (Kahn, 1990; May et al., 2004).
Gallup’s 2020 meta-analysis of engagement studied 276 global organizations. Over 2
million employees were included in the research that measured ten business outcomes during a
stressful COVID-19 year: customer loyalty, profitability, productivity, turnover, safety,
absenteeism, theft, quality, wellbeing, and organizational citizenship. The study revealed that
employee engagement was positively related to all ten outcomes and that business units scoring
in the top half of engagement more than doubled their odds of business success. The authors also
offered that all employees, including frontline managers, make many daily decisions that can
impact the success of their organizations and many of these decisions are influenced by the
employee’s own internal motivation and drives (Harter et al., 2020).
Support for Frontline Managers
Support for frontline managers can originate from within or from without an
organization. To help support frontline managers during strategic change, management often
brings in external coaches equipped with change models (Boyatzis et al., 2006; Bywater et al.,
2021). Leadership can offer group and individual training and peer-transition sessions to help the
frontline manager successfully negotiate the strategic change with their work team. Numerous
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researchers have suggested models and guidance to help deliver support to both the manager and
the employee.
Resistance to Change
Kegan and Lahey (2009) developed a process for leaders to overcome their own, and
their team’s, resistance to change. This process begins with clear identification of the
individual’s change (improvement) goal, declaration of how the person is currently behaving to
inhibit the goal, finding the hidden competing commitments, and discovering the big
assumptions that are keeping the person stuck in the current behaviors and beliefs. The authors
then recommended that the resistant individual experiment with a small change to begin breaking
apart the big assumption. This change process is based upon Heifetz et al.’s (2014) work on
adaptive leadership, where adaptive, complex challenges must be tackled differently than
technical challenges. I have personally experimented with the resistance to change model and
techniques and found them to be very effective as I strove to avoid being the smartest one in the
room during meetings. I searched for the competing commitments, discovered the big
assumption that I can suffer from imposter syndrome, and successfully tested different behavior
models during my last union contract negotiation. As we began the negotiation process with a
new union representative, our team outlined our objectives for each meeting and the roles that
each of us would play. Admittedly, I constrained myself numerous times during each meeting,
holding back my knowledge until one of the other team members on the management bargaining
committee answered the question. I was pleasantly surprised that by not jumping in myself with
the answer I was able to listen more fully. In addition, the other team members were able to share
their expertise. This positive experience has helped me as I have worked in other similar
situations since.
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Szabla (2007) empirically studied resistance to change and offered that opposition is a
multifaceted construct that involves cognitive, emotional, and intentional reactions. He suggested
that leaders consider all three of these constructs by evaluating the beliefs, emotions, and
intentions of the workforce members to uncover the factors that inhibit change success.
Rusbasan Study of Change Support
Other researchers have offered models of leadership support that, unlike the Kegan and
Lahey (2009) process, are not sequential. Rusbasan (2010) surveyed employees from a large
agency in the northeastern United States and offered five types of leadership support that can be
provided to the first-level supervisor: emotional, appraisal, career, resource, and outside-of-work
support. The empirical study determined that resource support was the most influential item
assessed, while emotional support was the least influential in determining the success of the
change. Resource support is particularly important during change when employees at all levels
are asked to learn new skills, absorb new tasks, and often experience emotional exhaustion. “If
you are overloaded, you cannot engage in change management practices” (O’Connor et al., 2018,
p. 639).
Gaining Buy-In
Gaspers (2005) suggested that bosses gain “buy-in” from frontline managers for a change
in a company’s safety program. Buy-in consisted of having informal meetings with the direct
reports to listen, holding group problem-solving meetings, providing praise and recognition, and
creating specific leadership roles within the change effort. The researcher also importantly
suggested that the boss gain knowledge of the work being done and ask the frontline manager to
shadow workers to enhance credibility and demonstrate care. Treating the direct report as a
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customer encourages the frontline manager and boss to address the needs of the workforce while
leading the change.
External Training and Coaching
In addition to working directly with the frontline manager to provide resource support
and gain buy-in, bosses can solicit external training and coaching. Kivland and Liautaud (2016)
recommended offering first-level managers training to increase subordinates’ engagement. The
researchers conducted a study to determine if leaders’ completion of a 48-hour Process Designed
Training (PDT) would increase the leader’s engagement score and the subordinate’s engagement.
A pre-post survey of 66 questions was given to both the leaders and subordinates. Scores
increased significantly after the training. The research paper confirmed the effectiveness of
training to improve employees’ engagement and retention (Kivland & Liautaud, 2016).
While training and some coaching tend to be in group settings, individual coaching
provides one-to-one interaction that targets the individual boss or frontline manager. Fitzgerald
et al. (2002) offered a detailed coaching methodology based upon Kegan’s (1994) order of mind
theory. In this coaching model, the coach is advised to modify their technique depending upon
the leader’s order of mind and the current business situation. Successful strategic change requires
a fourth-order leader, one who has a self-governing mental system that is used to make decisions
and mediate conflicts. A fourth-order leader looks for other ways of doing work and is willing to
implement new ideas. Most leaders are third order, seeing the world and their place in the world
as fixed. These third-order managers lack the requisite skills to lead an organization effectively
through change. The coach must help the third-order leader realize that solutions will not be
found with the same go-to ideologies and institutions the leader has used in the past. The coach
can help the third-order leader by asking meta-questions, pointing out differences between the
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leader’s perspective and that of others, helping the leader develop strategies to mediate
disagreements, and recommending activities to help the leader identify and widen their own
views. The successful coach helps the leader to discover that there are other ways of thinking
about issues. These new ways may be valid and may be more effective than the solutions the
leader had previously prescribed (Fitzgerald et al., 2002).
Internal Company Change Support
Lastly, Kusy (n.d.) created a Large-Scale Change template, based upon decades of the
researcher’s organizational change consultancy. The template, designed to help leaders with
elements of the change process, includes seven items to consider when leading whole-system
change: leader fear, urgency, individual vs. event groups, size of groups, range of decision
making, logistics for effective facilitation, and large-scale change venues. The author offered
practical tips including having no more than eight people in a group, conducting surveys that are
inclusive of everyone involved, and asking the open-ended question “where are we off-target”
rather than stating “we are missing the point” (Kusy, n.d., p. 1).
Internally, frontline managers can also rely on co-workers to help lead the change. Only
7% of employees who were surveyed after the 9/11 attack on the World Trade Center stated that
compassion came only from their frontline managers (Lilius et al., 2008), demonstrating that
frontline managers are part of a larger support network that must be called upon during crisis or
strategic change.
Despite the various change support models and techniques, the relationship between the
frontline manager and their boss remains the most impactful determinant of the frontline
manager’s success during turbulent times (Harter et al., 2020; Higgs & Rowland, 2000;
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O’Connor et al., 2018). The next section of this literature review addresses the direct boss
behavior and the frontline manager relationship during strategic change.
Boss Leadership
Hierarchical Structure
Change is impacted by the hierarchy present in business organizations. Leavitt (2005)
claimed that hierarchies are endemic in business and are here to stay due to psychological and
pragmatic reasons. Psychologically, hierarchies provide structured jobs, ladders to climb, and an
illusion of security. Pragmatically, hierarchies are efficient and work well as a company grows
and ages. Business has benefited for centuries because of the authoritarian hierarchies that
deliver standardization and productivity (Leavitt, 2005).
Hierarchies necessarily include a structure and bosses at every level. Within the hierarchy
bosses can be negatively impacted by structure: demoralized because of their mid-level lack of
power that exists at the upper levels of management, and as a result, “demoralized” (corrupt)
because they are more powerful than the workforce. When the authoritarian demands of upper
management are not consistent with the boss’s personal values, the mismatch can be debilitating
to the boss. Leavitt (2005) suggested that bosses exercise authority sparingly, with grace and
understanding, and recognize that the role is not a relationship among equals: “You aren’t just
plain folks. You are managers in authoritarian hierarchies. You have work to get done and
deadlines to meet” (p. 166).
In part because of the pressures put on the boss by the hierarchical structure, 75% of
workers find the boss to be the most stressful part of their job (Schaninger & Allas, 2021). Boss
leadership behavior impacts the frontline manager and cascades throughout the workforce. Many
leadership theories have offered models for leadership behavior, mostly emphasizing successful
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attributes of leadership and hence covering only half of the leadership spectrum that runs from
wildly successful to debilitating or toxic. This section of the literature review describes the Full
Range Leadership Model, charisma, and empathy and briefly discusses other, desired-behavior
leadership theories and models.
Full Range Leadership Model
One of the most popular and all-encompassing leadership models is the Full Range
Leadership Model (FRLM; Bass & Avolio, 1994). The FRLM suggests that leaders of all types
can be associated with three kinds of behaviors: transformational, transactional, and laissezfaire.
Transformational Leadership and the MLQ
Transformational leadership (TFL) has been validated to be the most effective style of
leadership on the FRLM continuum. Bass and Riggio (2014) reviewed meta-analyses that
examined the relationship between FRLM behaviors and business outcomes. The Multifactor
Leadership Questionnaire (MLQ), a validated survey, was used in the meta-analyses to measure
leadership styles in public and private sector organizations. The MLQ consists of 36 standardized
items across nine dimensions of leadership that fall within the FRLM. An example of the sample
items for each factor appears in Table 2.2.
Table 2.2
Sample items from the MLQ (5X) Survey
Factors
Sample Items
Idealized Influence (Attributed Charisma) My leader instills pride in me for being associated
with him or her.
Idealized Influence (Behaviors)

My leader specifies the importance of having a
strong sense of purpose.
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Factors
Inspirational Motivation

Sample Items
My leader articulates a compelling vision of the
future.

Intellectual Stimulation

My leader seeks differing perspectives when
solving problems.

Individualized Consideration

My leader spends time teaching and coaching.

Contingent Reward

My leader makes clear what one can expect to
receive when performance goals are achieved.

Management-by-Exception (Active)

My leader focuses attention on irregularities,
mistakes, exceptions, and deviations from
standards.

Management-by-Exception (Passive)

My leader shows that he or she is a firm believer
in “If it ain’t broke, don’t fix it.”

Laissez-Faire

My leader delays responding to urgent
requests.

Adapted with permission of Taylor and Francis Group LLC-Books from “Transformational Leadership by B. M. Bass and R. E. Riggio, 2nd
Edition, 2014; permission conveyed through Copyright Clearance Center, Inc.

The meta-analysis measured a combination of self-reported and other reported (boss,
peer, subordinate) results, correlating the MLQ components with leadership effectiveness in the
following order:
1. idealized influence, inspirational motivation, intellectual stimulation, and individual
consideration
2. contingent reward
3. active management by exception
4. passive management by exception
5. laissez-faire leadership
Individuals scoring high on the MLQ scale for transformational leadership deliver
enhanced results, as compared to the other styles in the FRLM (Bass & Riggio, 2006). There is
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an abundance of empirical research across countries and industries studying transformational
leadership, employee engagement, and business success. The following four sections provide
examples of diverse empirical transformational leadership’s effect on business success conducted
by Schaap (2006), Teoman and Ulengin (2017), Harris and Ogbonna (2001), and Iqbal et al.
(2019).
Communication and Engagement in the Gaming Industry. Schaap (2006)
investigated successful strategy implementation in the Nevada gaming industry using a closedended questionnaire of 870 senior leaders. Schaap (2006) concluded that the transformational
leadership traits of communication and engagement were critical to a company’s strategic
success. The author postulated that performance goals are more likely to be achieved when the
objectives are clear and leadership stresses the right things. When communicating change, I have
learned from experience that we need to share the change seven times in multiple ways for others
to grasp the meaning of the change and understand the seriousness of the endeavor. We recently
combined three facilities at work, changing the business model, the customer profile, and the
roles of almost everyone in the organization. Despite leading numerous town halls, conducting
one-on-one discussions, and publishing informative newsletters, we found that it took months of
conversation and at least seven encounters to convince the workforce of the coming change.
Supply Chain Quality in Turkish Businesses. Teoman and Ulengin (2017) examined
the transformational leadership characteristics of Turkish business leaders and the effect on
supply chain total quality output through a survey of 158 quality managers. The authors
concluded that there is a significant positive relationship between the transformational leadership
style of managers and the firm’s supply chain quality management performance. Further
literature reviews by Teoman and Ulengin (2017) confirmed that supply chain quality is a critical
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part of achieving a competitive advantage in today’s global environment, linking supply chain
quality management to critical success factors for the business.
Market Orientation in the United Kingdom. Harris and Ogbonna (2001) focused their
transformational leadership study on the dependent variable of market orientation, defined as an
organizational culture that efficiently and effectively creates superior value for the enterprise
(Narver & Slater, 1990). The researchers used a quantitative study to survey 340 senior leaders
of large United Kingdom firms to determine the correlation between transformational leadership
and market orientation of the firm. Both the participative and supportive leadership styles
associated with TFL were positively correlated with market orientation.
Project Success in Pakistan. Iqbal et al. (2019) investigated the impact of
transformational leadership factors on Pakistani project success by interviewing 125 project
managers. The authors determined that six factors of transformational leadership affect project
success in Pakistan: model the way, inspire a shared vision, challenge the process, enable others,
encourage the heart, and offer individualized consideration.
Transactional and Laissez-Faire Leadership
The second of the FRLM styles is the transactional leadership (TL) style. The TL style is
displayed by about 80% of managers and consists of three different behaviors: contingent
reward (CR), management by exception passive (MBEP), and management by exception active
(MBEA; Bass & Riggio, 2006; Gentry et al., 2016). Transactional managers are generally not
comfortable with the ambiguity of strategic change and are ill-equipped to deal with the
emotions that arise during stressful times (Fitzgerald et al., 2002). MBEA and MBEP are not
viewed as effective management styles, but in the right situation the CR style coupled with
transformational behaviors can be successful during strategic change. Using CR, leaders clearly
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state the expectations, tasks, time frames, and responsibilities needed to deliver success. There is
comfort in knowing exactly what is expected. It is possible that a transformational leader alone
could motivate the employees but fail to provide the structure and role requirements that deliver
success. This clarity comes from a contingent reward, transactional leader (Bass & Avolio, 1993;
Marques, 2015; Schaap, 2006).
The possible benefits of CR leadership during change have been studied (Geyer &
Streyrer, 1998; Judge & Piccolo, 2004; Kellett et al., 2006; Marques, 2015). Employees who
have been stressed by change appreciate knowing what is expected of them and welcome the
positive reinforcement that comes with CR leadership. Vecchio et al. (2008) suggested that CR
leadership has a greater predictive value of a firm’s success than previously assumed. Although
transformational leadership has been proven to be successful in supporting business outcomes,
exercising “switch leadership” between transformational and transactional leadership can
produce an even more successful outcome (Prabhakar, 2005). The laissez-faire leader, who is the
least effective in all circumstances, does not provide direction during stable times and is
extremely ineffective during strategic change with their unengaged and ambiguous behavior. A
model of the effectiveness of the elements of the FRLM is shown in Figure 2.7.
Limitations to the FRLM
The FRLM has been cited 3.8 million times (Google Scholar, n.d.), yet there has been
critique of both the model and the method of validation. Van Knippenberg and Sitkin (2013)
argued that there is no clear, conceptual definition of transformational leadership, including how
the different dimensions combine to affect the outcome. The authors also offered that the MLQ
and other measurement models have three issues: they do not reflect the multidimensional
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nature of the theory, they fail to deliver empirical uniqueness from other elements of leadership,
and the subjective ratings used in the scale do not reflect leadership effectiveness.
Figure 2.7
The Model of the Full Range of Leadership: Optimal Profile

Republished with permission of Taylor and Francis Group LLC-Books from “Transformational Leadership by B. M. Bass and R. E. Riggio, 2nd
Edition, 2014; permission conveyed through Copyright Clearance Center, Inc.

Critique by multiple researchers resulted in Bass and Avolio (1993), the authors of the
FRLM, delivering 10 arguments in response to the criticism. Specifically, Bass and Avolio
defended the MLQ as empirically supportable and argued that they measured each leadership
factor using multiple sources and procedures. Despite the critique of this full range leadership
model, I advocate for its use. I have examined other empirically validated models of leadership
including the Interpersonal Reactivity Index (IRI; Davis, 1985) and the Emplify engagement
survey (Emplify, 2021). I have also reviewed research based upon tools created to measure
engagement (May et al., 2004) and empathy (Koh & O’Higgins, 2018). All of the examined
survey tools also included subjective Likert scales in the ratings. The other models tested only
for transformational traits of leadership and did not address transactional and laissez-faire
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leadership. The MLQ is the only model I have found that examines both desirable and nondesirable behaviors of leadership and is empirically validated.
Charisma and Ethics
Charisma is a key component of the FRLM factors of individualized consideration and
intellectual stimulation (Bass & Riggio, 2014). Charisma is deeply entwined with ethics. There is
a dark side to charismatic leadership which is “a many-headed hydra that alternately shows the
faces of Saddam Hussein and Pol Pot as well as those of Nelson Mandela and Mother Theresa”
(Bass & Steidlmeier, 1999, p. 181).
The concept of a charismatic leader was first defined by Weber (1947) who studied
political and world leaders. The power of a charismatic leader is in the ability to convince
followers to follow. Weber determined that followers view charismatic leaders as saviors and are
willing to support a leader with a radical vision who they believe will lead the followers out of a
crisis. As a result, the followers frequently display absolute obedience to the leader (House,
1977; Trice & Beyer, 1993). Charisma can be described as a gift that leaders possess, persuading
followers to strongly identify with, and develop strong emotional connections to, the leader
(Barbuto, 1997; Bass, 1985). Charismatic leaders are “God-sent masters … set apart from
ordinary men and endowed with … superhuman powers or qualities” (Jones, 2001, p. 756).
During strategic change, charismatic leaders can promise certainty and a way forward for
the followers by offering relief and mobilizing team efforts to face the crisis (Bass & Riggio,
2014). Although many researchers have equated charisma to factors of transformational
leadership, there are important differences. Antonakis and House (2008) argued that charisma
should be included in transformational leadership, as did Bass and Avolio (1993), while other
researchers cautioned that charismatic leaders frequently appear during turbulent times and can
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be destructive to an organization. Without accompanying ethics, a charismatic leader can
develop an outsized appeal amongst followers who develop commitment and undying obedience
to the leader (Barbuto, 1997; House, 1977; Savovic, 2017). At their worst, unethical,
personalized charismatic leaders exhibit narcissism and a lack of inhibition, coupled with a need
for power, a flawed vision, and no internalization of values and beliefs (Conger & Kanungo,
1998). Charismatic leaders use emulation and their personal power to influence followers.
Personalized charismatic leaders are concerned about their own personal power and authority,
and their behavior can resort to bullying and belittling while constantly demanding obedience.
The goal of an unethical, personalized charismatic leader is to keep the followers weak and
dependent. A selfish charismatic leader encourages followers to believe that they, the charismatic
leader, is the only one who can solve the crisis at hand (Barbuto, 1997; Bass & Riggio, 2014).
Followers of a personalized charismatic leader feel deficient due to the gap between their selfimage and their desire to be more like the leader. This inadequacy can result in aggression on the
part of the follower.
Bass and Steidlmeier (1999) portrayed the ethics required by leaders as three pillars
consisting of the moral character of the leader, the values included in the leader’s vision, and the
morality of the leaders’ and followers’ actions. Further, morality is a social construct defined by
the culture and the times and is measured by the end sought, the action taken, and the
consequences resulting. Holding slaves, killing women for committing adultery, and beating
misbehaving children were all considered moral acts at one time, and some of these crimes are
still considered moral in parts of the world today.
Transformational leaders display ethics and morality by influencing followers to focus on
the business goals and the benefits that will be achieved when the goals are delivered (Bass,
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1985). Ethical transformational leaders build capability within the organization by encouraging
and empowering followers to solve problems, helping employees deal with stress that is caused
by change, and keeping employees informed of shifts along the way (Bass & Riggio, 2014).
If a follower feels empowered by a leader who explains a desirable goal and shows the
path to achievement, that leader is inspirational and transformational. If the leader keeps
followers dependent and weak and demands personal loyalty and unquestioned obedience, then
the leader is most likely charismatic but not transformational (Barbuto, 1997). As a result of the
mixed research regarding charismatic leadership, and my own experience with destructive,
personalized charismatic leaders, I will not pursue this style of leadership during the dissertation.
Empathy
Along with charisma, the literature review revealed many empirical studies
demonstrating empathy as a key component of leadership success during change (Burch et al.,
2016; Gentry et al., 2016; Holt & Marques, 2011; Kellett et al., 2006; Koh & O’Higgins, 2018;
Norcross et al., 2011; Riggio et al., 2014b). Empathy was defined by Gentry et al. (2016) as “the
ability to experience and relate to the thoughts, emotions, or experience of others” (p. 2).
Norcross et al. (2011) theorized that empathy has three sub-processes: emotional
stimulation, perspective-taking, and emotional regulation. Emotional stimulation mirrors the
other person’s bodily experience and is express through the part of the brain that processes
emotion. Perspective-taking is actively imagining how the other is affected by his or her plight
and is a conceptual process. Perspective-taking is one way that leaders can reduce employee
stress (Batson et al., 2007). The last sub-process of empathy is the emotional regulation process
that leaders employ to exhibit compassion and soothe the distress of the employee. Empathy
should not be confused with sympathy. Sympathy, which is putting oneself in the emotions of
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another, can render the recipient unable to objectively support others. Sympathy can be
detrimental to leadership during stressful strategic change (Norcross et al., 2011).
Empathy can also be displayed through the sharing of values and norms. In stable times
as well as during stressful change, employees are more likely to exhibit behaviors advocated by
their manager if the employees believe that their manager shares their values and norms
(Nielsen, 2013). Commonality of language, as well as commonality of values, is an important
part of displaying empathy. In a linguistic study of empathy, the use of the words “yes” and
“O.K.” by the boss increased the perception of empathy more than the use of the word “you”
(Meinecke & Kauffeld, 2018). Importantly, Batson et al. (2007) proved through an empirical
study that if a manager does not value the welfare of the direct reports, the manager will be less
likely to provide help during times of need (Batson et al., 2007).
The results of Batson et al.’s empirical research was further expanded by Burch et al.
(2016) who created a 5-level model of empathy aimed at helping practitioners at all levels in the
organization. In this model, the first level of empathy is within-person and includes automatic
and cognitive empathy. This is self-empathy. The second level, between persons, involves
individual differences like age, gender, and self-regulation that can affect displays of empathy
between two people. The third, interpersonal level, contains social settings where situational
factors affect empathic behavior and the individual’s behavior affects others in the organization.
The similarity between the individual and the other person will determine the level of empathy
that is expressed in the third level. Individuals may empathize with those in the in-group and not
the out-group (Burch et al., 2016). When we are experiencing an emotion, if others do not share
our emotions and empathize with us, “we experience ourselves more as objects and less as
persons” (Katz, 1987, p. 496). Level four empathy involves groups and teams and is the focus of
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much of the research on empathy. Some people become leaders of teams because of their
displayed empathy, while others became leaders through intellectual ability and complex task
performance. Kellett et al. (2006) found that interactive empathy, rather than intellectual ability
and complex task performance, predicted leadership emergence. The last level of empathy,
organization-wide empathy, includes culture and the control of emotional expression within the
business entity. Organizational leaders create cultures within their companies. These cultures
influence the degree to which empathic behavior is encouraged or discouraged within the
business (Burch et al., 2016)
To whatever degree empathy is exhibited between persons or across organizations, the
leader needs to exhibit honest empathy even before the strategic change begins and throughout
the change process. Before a strategic change begins, a boss’s or frontline manager’s empathic
behavior and language can help or hinder the effectiveness of their personal leadership during the
change. Improvements in empathetic leadership need to start early during a strategic change
effort because change in leadership empathy comes before changes in follower performance
(Kock et al., 2018). And empathy cannot be faked. Empathy is a set of complex skills that
include expressing one’s own emotions. These empathic emotions are revealed through a
blushing face when embarrassed, a tense jaw when angry, a perspiring torso when afraid, and a
sparkling eye when joyful (Ashkanasy & Tse, 2000). These empathic emotions vary between
individuals. Trying unsuccessfully to fake an expression of emotion results in the impression that
the leader is not trustworthy, and the trust of a leader is critically important during strategic
change (Kock et al., 2018). The internet has provided unparalleled access to information, and
leaders who are not transparent and honest will be discovered, resulting in fast erosion of trust
(Al-Daaja, 2017).
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A high level of empathy in a leader does more than drive trust amongst followers.
Empathy was positively related to performance in a study conducted by Kock et al. (2018) where
the researchers empirically tested a theory of empathic leadership and job satisfaction. Surveys
were administered to 257 employees of a private motor coach company in the United States. The
surveys measured empathic leadership and follower job satisfaction and found that leader’s
empathy increased performance by improving follower job satisfaction and fostering innovation
(Kock et al., 2018).
Despite the benefits of empathy to the organization, the leader, and the business results,
the soft skill of empathy was rated by business school students as the lowest of 10 important
leadership factors in a study by Holt and Marques (2011). Disappointingly, this survey was
administered three times in three years with the same outcome: Empathy was perceived as the
least valuable skill of a leader. The authors concluded that professors should immediately begin
teaching empathy in business schools. Today, new leaders are joining organizations with the
belief that only hard skills matter (Holt & Marques, 2011). Leavitt (2005) endorsed the point of
business school negligence: “Our ‘best’ business schools were turning out too many students
with lopsided perspectives on the real work, people with many numbers in their heads but little
compassion in their hearts” (Leavitt, 2005, p. 173). The reviewed literature fully endorsed
empathy as a leadership behavior that delivers organizational and business results.
Other Leadership Characteristics
This literature review focused on the Full Range Leadership Theory and the specific
topics of charisma and empathy. Many leadership models and theories have been developed
since the creation of Thomas Carlyle’s Great Man Theory in 1840 and have been deeply studied
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and researched (Bryman et al., 2011; Schedlitzki & Edwards, 2018). Below, I briefly outline
some models of leadership that are emergent and compelling.
Before Grounded Theory
Symbolic interactionism (SI) was the philosophical parent of grounded theory, emerging
in the 1920s with work by W. I. Thomas and Charles Cooley (Cooley & Rieff, 1983), who
employed the pragmatist tradition developed at the University of Chicago. The pragmatist
approach suggested that human behavior is constructed through social and physical
environments. These environments play an active role in the meaning-making of individuals, and
this meaning emerges from shared interactions in society (Charmaz, 2014; Meltzer et al., 1975).
Herbert Mead advanced Thomas and Cooley’s work by defining the self through social
roles and society’s expectations. Mead suggested that individuals are self-aware and can see
themselves from the outside, causing them to adapt their behavior accordingly (Mead et al.,
1934/2015). The Johari window was created from this concept of awareness many decades later
(Luft & Ingham, 1961) as a way to describe the four facets of how we, and others, see our
behavior: Quadrant I, the arena, is the area known to self and others, Quadrant II is the blind area
where we cannot see what others see in us, Quadrant III is the façade: the area where we know
things about ourselves that we do not share, and Quadrant IV is the area of unknown, where
neither we nor others can see things about us (Luft & Ingham, 1961). Figure 3.1 depicts the
Johari window.
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Figure 3.1
The Johari Window

Knowing one’s positionality within Johari’s window as a researcher is important towards
successfully conducting grounded theory research.
Inspirational Leadership
Inspirational leadership can be viewed as a subset of transformational leadership.
Inspirational leaders motivate employees during strategic change by behaving optimistically
while they share and promote the new goals, vision, and mission. Inspirational leaders help
others with feelings of competence and provide meaning to employee’s work (Bass & Riggio,
2006; Schedlitzki & Edwards, 2018; Wu et al., 2007). Goffee and Jones (2017) combined 25
years of research and consultancy to produce a theory outlining the four qualities of inspirational
leaders. The qualities include vulnerability, interpretation of soft data, emphasizing passionately,
and capitalizing on the leader’s uniqueness. Vulnerability reveals weaknesses that can build
solidarity between leaders and followers. Interpretation of soft data is also called sensing and
occurs when leaders rely on instincts honed through the collection of soft data. Passionate
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empathy is also called tough love and involves giving people what they need and not only what
they want, by balancing respect for the individual and the task at hand. Lastly, the authors
encouraged the leader to dare to be different, making themselves memorable and special in the
eyes of their followers.
Soft Skills
Soft skills are the subject of research by Riggio et al. (2014a) who divided leadership
skill sets into hard skills—analyzing, strategizing, planning, and deciding—and soft skills—
inspiring, persuading, networking, rallying, and even cajoling. Although there is much research
on hard skill effectiveness, there is a shortage of literature on harder-to-measure soft skills
(Riggio et al., 2014b). The authors created and validated a soft skills inventory (SSI), which is a
90-item instrument that assesses the six dimensions of soft skill: emotional expressiveness,
emotional sensitivity, emotional control, social expressiveness, social sensitivity, and social
control. Leadership testing using the SSI revealed that social skills scores increase with
managerial level and that women seem to have more soft skill transformational qualities than
men (Riggio et al., 2014b).
Humility and Politics
Collins (2005) argued that extreme personal humility and intense professionalism are the
keys to leadership success during a transformation. Loud, bold, attention-seeking leaders like
Lee Iacocca did not transform a company in a long-lasting way that endured through the full 15
years of this study. Relatively unknown leaders like Kimberly Clark’s Darwin Smith had the
qualities of humility and intensity and turned the Kimberly Clark paper company into a sustained
juggernaut. Upon his retirement, Mr. Smith commented, “I never stopped trying to become
qualified for the job” (Collins, 2005, p. 3).
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Along with intense professionalism, political skills are important to a successful leader.
Political skills are not the skills of an aggressive, ladder-climbing egotist, but rather are defined
as social astuteness, interpersonal influence, networking ability, and apparent sincerity. These
political skills are essential to enabling work engagement and job satisfaction. Mencl et al.
(2016) surveyed 278 employees from multiple companies in the United States, measuring TFL,
emotional skills, political skills, work engagement, and job satisfaction using validated scales.
The researchers concluded that political skills are critical to a leader’s ability to solve complex
social problems and adapt to dynamic situations. Political skills also help leaders to increase their
own personal job satisfaction (Mencl et al., 2016).
World Views: Achievement and Affiliation
Another view of leadership was offered by Mostovicz et al. (2009) who suggested that
leaders naturally operate from one of two world views: lambda (achievement) and theta
(affiliation). The lambda-oriented leader is motivated by personal orientation, seeks agency, is
comfortable with a set of rules, and believes authenticity equals genuineness. A theta-oriented
leader is socially oriented, seeks unity, believes a leader is born, and believes authenticity equals
truthfulness. A leader’s worldview determines the practiced leadership style. Leaders can act
congruently and ethically by assuring there is a fit between the worldview and the planned
organizational change.
Power in Leadership: Gender, Race, and Class
As I examine the interactions between frontline leader and boss, I end this chapter
addressing the power differential that gender, race, and class can have on any boss-subordinate
relationship. Many social identity differences could impact the effectiveness of the relationship
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between boss and frontline manager. I have chosen three as examples of the types of challenges
that could arise.
Power of the Boss
The boss possesses positional power in the boss-frontline manager relationship.
Positional power arises from hierarchical structures where the boss has direct influence over the
frontline manager’s daily job tasks and can reward and provide corrective feedback to direct
reports. The boss is in an organizationally superior position to the frontline manager (van den
Brink & Steffen, 2007). The positional power differential between boss and frontline manager
can be exacerbated if the subordinate is viewed as “less than” due to gender, race, or class or a
combination of these or other social identities. Work oppression can be exhibited by the boss
through micro-aggressions or bullying and can also be internalized by the subordinate through
voluntary consent due to the normalization of the hegemony (Bell et al., 2016).
Misogyny, racism, and classism occur when someone believes that characteristics of their
gender, race, or class are superior to other groups (Adams et al., 2016; Catalano & Griffin, 2016;
Drever, 1963). The corporate setting can bring together disparate groups of people within an
organizational structure, and misogynistic, racist, or classist bosses may be paired with frontline
leaders of a different gender, race, or class. The boss has inherent positional power and can
exhibit micro-aggressive actions, incivility, emotional or verbal abuse, overt aggressiveness, or
social ostracism against the different, or “other,” subordinate (Lutgen-Sandvik et al., 2007).
Power differential is a complex topic that I will briefly address as it relates to gender, race, and
class within the boss-subordinate association.
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Misogyny and Sexism
Misogyny is defined as the hatred or dislike of women or concepts associated with
females (Chase et al., 2016). In misogyny’s more subtle form, sexism, women are assigned
gender roles and are expected to stay within those boundaries. Hofstede’s (2001) seminal work
revealed that in Western cultures, the masculine leader is typified as assertive, decisive, and
aggressive while the feminine manager is typified as someone who is less visible, intuitive, and
cooperative. Even though feminism arose in the 19th century to end sexism and to empower
women, the effort to legislate equal rights has continued to this day, while sanctioned misogyny
persists in many societies.
In the workplace, frontline women leaders may be targeted by the boss based upon
preconceived notions about women’s capability. A woman’s failure to act within accepted
gender roles can also result in negative interactions. The targeting of women subordinates could
be expressed as the woman having her opinions ignored, being asked to do work below her
competence levels, enduring micromanagement of the work, or experiencing lack of feedback for
fear the woman will cry (Hoel & Cooper, 2000; Lee, 2002; Smith et al., 2016). I began work as
a female leader in a manufacturing environment in the 1980s and have firsthand experience of
the dynamics associated with gender differences between boss and subordinate, and the sexism
that can result.
Racism
Racism is a social construction created by humans to justify socio-economic actions that
have benefitted the dominant group. Race is not biological. In the United States, racism was used
to justify the enslavement of Africans and the genocide of indigenous people (Bell et al., 2016).
Many White individuals insist they are not racist by claiming they are color blind yet hold an
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implicit bias that is a result of white privilege’s normalization (Dyer & Cervulle, 2017).
Internalized racism at work can occur when a person of color is repeatedly side-stepped for
promotion and believes that they have done something wrong to deserve being left behind.
Internalized racism can also be exhibited on the job by the individual denying their ethnic
background, working hard not to appear too aggressive, speaking in White vernacular, or
avoiding ethnic food to conform to White norms at work (Kendi, 2019; Lee et al., 2016). These
activities of fitting in can be physically and psychologically debilitating (Williams, 2011).
Classism
Class can be an invisible social construct. Leondar-Wright and Yeskel (2007) defined
class as “a relative social ranking based on income, wealth, education, status and power” (p.
314). Class manifests in the workplace through an individual’s role and the corresponding
benefits and income that come with that role: hourly or salaried, blue-collar or white-collar, or
across management rank. Classism can be further exhibited at work by a class culture where
people display similar patterns within their class concerning conflict and politeness, linguistics,
and direct or indirect communication styles (Adams et al., 2016).
Social class capital, a key element of class power, can be achieved by attending elite
institutions, creating connections with powerful individuals, or inheriting family wealth. Social
class is a relative social ranking: there is almost always someone else more disadvantaged
(Adams et al., 2016). Usually, the middle and upper classes are assumed to be normative, while
behaviors, values, and attitudes associated with the poor and working classes are seen as deviant
(Liu et al., 2007). The status hierarchy is perpetuated by the myth of meritocracy, where both the
privileged and disadvantaged cultures can believe that hard work and talent will be rewarded.
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Bosses that are class-privileged, who attained a college degree and grew up with welleducated parents, can discount the input of a less-educated frontline manager, ignore the issues
of a quiet frontline manager, or avoid coaching due to the belief that the frontline manager is not
willing to or capable of advancing. Numerous consultants, educational institutions, and
progressive companies offer awareness training to bring heightened sensitivity to dominantcultured bosses of their workforce (Adams & Bell, 2016; Diversity training: Online eLearning,
2021). I have not addressed the intersectionality of social constructs or the complexities arising
between boss and frontline manager concerning LGBTQ, cultural, age, or ability challenges.
Summary
This literature review examined strategic change, frontline managers, and boss leadership
and behavior. Although there is scant literature examining even two of these elements together,
each topic has been deeply and empirically studied (Bryman et al., 2011; Schedlitzki & Edwards,
2018).
Strategic change is endemic in business and has become even more essential due to the
upsets of the recent pandemic. Despite the billions of dollars spent on implementing strategic
change, numerous research studies have determined that at least half of business change
initiatives fail as soon as 18 months after startup (Aiken & Keller, 2009; Kotter, 2012; Vinson et
al., 2006) and lack of employee support is a major driver of the change failure (Dreher, 2015;
Quinn & Cameron, 1983; Remoussenard, 2007).
The frontline manager is a critical element of employee support and engagement (Carter
et al., 2014; Lam 1995). Frequently the line manager is caught in the middle between the direct
reports, who are not initially vested in the success of the change, and upper management who are
driving the change (Bridges, 2017). Although organizations can provide coaching, training, and
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leadership theory for the frontline manager, the relationship with the boss is the biggest
determinant to change success (Harter et al., 2020; Higgs & Rowland, 2000; O’Connor et al.,
2018).
The leadership style of the boss will partially determine the relationship the boss has with
the frontline manager. The Full Range Leadership Model (FRLM; Bass & Avolio, 1994)
describes leadership styles along a continuum from transformational to transactional to laissezfaire leadership and includes the behaviors of charisma and empathy as subsets of the model.
The FRLM has been empirically tested through the MLQ tool (MindGarden, n.d.) to describe
behaviors of an effective and noneffective leader.
Importantly, the power differential resulting from gender, race, and class dynamics
between the frontline manager and boss also impact the relationship and the results of the
enterprise change effort. The boss’s awareness and appreciation of these differences could help
enable the frontline managers to be their authentic selves at work, enabling focus on the difficult
task of the strategic change rather than how they are showing up to the organization.
Chapter III addresses the research question, methodology, and methods I intend to utilize
in this dissertation. I will describe the history of the methodology, the nuances of constructivist
grounded theory, and the steps I took to ensure an evidence-based view of the problem and
opportunities to resolve it.
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CHAPTER III: METHODOLOGY AND RESEARCH DESIGN
My passion for leadership and change is focused on the frontline manager. I have served
in this challenging position at the border between management and the workforce, trying to
encourage direct reports to enact the change required for the success of the business. I have
experienced resistance and uncertainty that can ensue when people are required to alter their use
of technology, modify team membership, or adjust the work itself. I have witnessed the critical
importance of enrolling the workforce in a successful strategic change.
The topic of change leadership is vast, and this dissertation could have focused on any
one of several themes, including boss and frontline manager leadership styles, the role of the
frontline manager in provoking corporate change, the culture within corporations that conduct
change, or the readiness of the workforce to accept change. I could have explored quantitative
business outcome results of corporate strategic change or the effectiveness of the frontline leader
as perceived by the workforce or the boss. Instead, I chose to explore the relationship between
the frontline leader and the boss during the change. Specifically, the purpose of this study was to
determine how the frontline leader experienced the boss relationship during the corporate
strategic change. I focused on this topic because the relationship between the frontline leader and
the boss is one of the most important attributes to a successful strategic change and it warranted
analysis (Harter et al., 2020; Higgs & Rowland, 2000; O’Connor et al., 2018).
By narrowing my focus to a felt experience, I chose a qualitative research methodology
that lent itself to subjective data collection. Creswell and Poth (2018) described qualitative
research as an emergent process where participants’ perspectives allow the researcher to create
themes from the collected data. The researcher begins with open-ended questions, and the focus
of the study and questions might evolve during the process as multiple participants share their
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stories and themes emerge. Different than quantitative studies, there is no hypothesis to prove in
qualitative research. Instead, the researcher develops a holistic picture of the phenomenon and
interprets the data to find patterns.
In a qualitative study, the researcher’s experience and worldview are present. My
experience as a frontline manager, then later as the boss of a frontline manager, and finally as a
coach of both the frontline manager and boss shaped my involvement with the participants and
the data. My positionality required attention as I designed the study, interpreted the data, and
considered the ethics of the research, to help create a final product that was credible and of high
quality.
Another characteristic of qualitative design is the researcher’s attempt to provide a
holistic account of the studied phenomenon. I interviewed 20 participants from numerous
corporations, asking open-ended questions to arrive at a broad picture of the varied relationship
between the frontline manager and boss. I also focused this dissertation on my sphere of interest,
limiting this study to large consumer product group (CPG) companies operating in the United
States.
I chose constructivist grounded theory as my methodology. Grounded theory is an
attractive qualitative methodology for generating new theory on a subject that warrants study and
is an appropriate methodology for researching business and management. Grounded theory
allows the study of new substantive areas as they emerge in business (Locke, 2001). Secondly,
grounded theory allows numerous participants to provide data that will evolve into a robust
theory. Parry (1998) suggested that leadership should be studied as a social process rather than
through the examination of one leader. Study of leadership should concern all levels of hierarchy
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in a variety of organizational contexts. This chapter reviews the history of grounded theory,
specifics of methodology, study design, ethical considerations, and trustworthiness.
History of Grounded Theory
Glaser and Strauss (1967) titled their first book The Discovery of Grounded Theory:
Strategies for Qualitative Research, indicating that the authors believed their seminal theory was
discovered and not developed. The authors argued that qualitative work beginning in the 1920s
left an “embarrassing gap between theory and empirical research” (p. vii). Glaser and Strauss
used their own experience to form grounded theory, beginning a 50-year evolution of this
qualitative methodology.
Glaser and Strauss
The founders of grounded theory began their journey with similar personal experiences
and a shared academic goal (Bryant & Charmaz, 2007). Strauss earned his undergraduate degree
in sociology at the University of Virginia, then attended graduate school at the University of
Chicago (Chicago School). From there, Strauss was appointed director of the new Department of
Social and Behavioral Science at the University of California San Francisco (UCSF), where he
successfully acquired a grant to study the experience of dying. Glaser completed his PhD at
Columbia University in New York, joining Strauss on the research team. Glaser and Strauss
studied hospital staff’s care and the management of dying patients (Birks & Mills, 2015; Locke,
2001). The seeds of grounded theory began to germinate during this research, and the team
published their first book, The Discovery of Grounded Theory, in 1967. Glaser and Strauss
worked together for 10 years teaching at University of California San Francisco (UCSF), after
which Glaser began publishing, consulting, and teaching on his own (Birks & Mills, 2015). Both
Strauss and Glaser had experienced the death of a parent within a short timeframe, which gave
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them a shared interest in the topic of death as well as positionality that lent itself to the
emergence of grounded theory (Bryant & Charmaz, 2007).
Although the two founders worked together to create grounded theory, they came from
very different backgrounds. Glaser, educated at Columbia University in New York, was trained
in the positivist stance with a rigorous education in quantitative methods. Strauss, from the
Chicago School, learned interpretivist techniques such as symbolic interactionism and held a
pragmatist philosophy (Bryant & Charmaz, 2007). Glaser brought logic and a systematic
approach to the theory, while Strauss offered human agency, social meaning, and an open-ended
study approach (Sebastian, 2019). Philosophically, both Glaser and Strauss offered a shared
dissatisfaction with current social science research, broad ideas that emerged from their
backgrounds and experiences, and an innovative mindset (Bryant & Charmaz, 2007). Glaser and
Strauss turned grounded theory into a viable qualitative research method by assuring the theory
had fit, was understandable, and was general enough to be widely used (Glaser & Strauss, 1967).
Divergence
The split between Glaser and Strauss became evident when Strauss published his book
Qualitative Analysis for Social Scientists in 1987. Shortly after, Strauss and Corbin published
Basics of Qualitative Research (1990). While Glaser continued to focus on classic or traditional
grounded theory, Strauss worked with Corbin in the 1990s to explore interpretive grounded
theory (IGT), a break from the more rigid structure of Glaser’s method (Sebastian, 2019).
Proponents of IGT acknowledge that the researcher has a role in the study through interpretation
of the phenomenon. Interpretive theories, including symbolic interactionism, proposed that there
are multiple, viable realities based upon the subjectivity of the participant and the researcher
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(Charmaz, 2014). Meanwhile, Glaser (1992) continued to practice and espouse classic grounded
theory and later claimed that the Straussian approach was no longer grounded theory.
Glaser’s (1978) work explained concepts like theoretical sampling, coding, and memos,
while Strauss and Corbin (1990) focused on creating analytical techniques (Heath & Cowley,
2004). Strauss and Corbin (1994) asserted that they did not believe in a “pre-existing reality ‘out
there’. To think otherwise is to take a positivist position that … we reject … Our position is that
truth is enacted” (Strauss & Corbin, 1994, p. 279). Strauss was pressured by students in the
1980s and 1990s to create a recipe for grounded theory practice. He never did.
Strauss died in 1996, yet his ideas continue to flourish. Charmaz, a student of Glaser and
Strauss, practiced the Strauss and Corbin interpretation of grounded theory and applied a new
constructivist approach to the theory (Charmaz, 2014). Meanwhile, Glaser today recognizes and
accommodates other variations of his and Strauss’s original theory. The two founders, Glaser
and Strauss, remained lifelong friends until Strauss’s death and left a stronger imprint on
grounded theory than any other founders have left on their qualitative theories, before or since
(Bryant & Charmaz, 2007).
Constructivist and Post-Modernist Grounded Theory
Constructivism
Constructivism denies the existence of an objective reality (Mills et al., 2006). The origin
of constructivist grounded theory began with Strauss and became fully formed and named by
Charmaz who created the term “constructivity.” Charmaz’s approach to grounded theory is a
symbolic interactionist theoretical perspective with constructivist methods (Charmaz &
Belgrave, 2012). Charmaz posited that constructivist grounded theory (CGT) enjoys the
flexibility of the grounded theory method while resisting mechanical application, instead seeing
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data and analysis as created from shared experiences with participants (Charmaz & Belgrave,
2012). Constructivist grounded theorists study how and why participants construct meaning from
specific situations and believe the values of the researchers and participants play a part in what
the researcher sees when conducting and participating in research.
Researchers using CGT methodology reject the possibility of a passive and detached
researcher, instead recognizing the researchers’ position, privilege, and perspective as they
construct research (Charmaz, 2014). Constructivist grounded theorists are relativists, believing
that multiple realities exist, and that data reflects a mutual construction between researcher and
participant, asserting that concepts such as rationality, truth, right, and norm must be understood
relative to a specific conceptual scheme or framework. Constructivist grounded theorists also
contend that the researcher is impacted by the participant’s stories (Charmaz & Belgrave, 2012;
Mills et al., 2006).
Post-Modernist
Another evolution of grounded theory is post-modernist grounded theory, where
researchers look for macro and meso political, social, and cultural forces that impact the process
of the human experience. In the post-modernist perspective, the researcher aims to avoid a
privileged perspective (Clarke, 2005; Holloway & Schwartz, 2018). Although the constructivist
paradigm leans towards post-modernist grounded theory, CGT practitioners do not necessarily
concern themselves with issues of class, gender, race, and power (Annells, 1996). Charmaz and
Belgrave (2012) offered that conducting focus groups can be a technique for data collection in
grounded theory research when there is a significant social status gap between researcher and
participants. Focus groups can give the participant the courage to speak up in situations that
might otherwise be intimidating. Researchers of different genders, classes, and statuses can
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impact the interview and could cause intimidated participants to be tight-lipped. The researcher’s
status should be acknowledged and addressed within the research (Sebastian, 2019; Seidman,
2013). A final reminder for post-modernist grounded theorists comes from Holloway and
Schwartz (2018) who cautioned the researcher that in constructivist and post-modern grounded
theory the organization, and not the individual, is problematized.
Methodology of Grounded Theory
There is no Grounded Theory for Dummies.
—Bryant & Charmaz, 2007
Despite the lack of a formula for grounded theory, all variants of grounded theory include
co-construction and integration of data. During co-construction, the researcher simultaneously
collects data and conducts analysis to arrive at theory. Generally, particularly early in the study,
each interview is analyzed before the next interview is conducted, a unique feature of grounded
theory. The data are then integrated into robust categories to form a theoretical framework.
Grounded theory is inductive, abductive, comparative, iterative, and interactive. Because
grounded theorists cannot identify the most important processes beforehand, they start with an
area of interest and ask preliminary questions (Charmaz & Belgrave, 2012). Figure 3.2 illustrates
the phases and circular nature of grounded theory research.
Grounded theorists describe different philosophies for conducting literature reviews,
interviewing, coding, memoing, and diagramming. The following section outlines some of the
approaches and provides a critical analysis of each.
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Figure 3.2
Phases of Grounded Theory Research Process

Reprinted with permission from “Drawing from the margins: Grounded theory research design and EDI studies” by E. L. Holloway and H. L.
Schwartz, in R. Bendl, L. A. E. Booysen and J. K. Pringle (Eds.), Handbook of research methods in diversity management, equality and inclusion
at work, 2018, Edward Elgar Publishing Limited.

Conducting Literature Reviews
Glaser and Strauss originally rejected literature reviews, believing that prior knowledge
of the topic would taint the researcher’s objectivity. Interestingly, the guidance to avoid a
literature review emanates today from people who are usually steeped in knowledge about the
field (Bryant & Charmaz, 2007).
Many other grounded theorists recommended conducting a literature review before
beginning a grounded theory study. Dey (1999) believed that researchers need to understand a
topic before beginning research, claiming that all researchers have preconceived ideas and that
an open mind does not imply an empty head. Cutcliffe (2000) suggested the researchers employ
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a literature review to clarify concepts and build an emergent theory to begin the research, while
Thornberg (2012) offered that researchers should conduct informed grounded theory and employ
the literature review as a source of inspiration and critical reflection.
For practical reasons, scholars recognize that a lack of familiarity with relevant literature
is untenable due to requirements to meet professor’s demands, publish their work, secure
funding, or assure the grounded theory brings original ideas. A researcher, in conducting a
literature review, can compare other scholar’s ideas and show where the new grounded theory
research extends or challenges dominant ideas in the field. Conducting a literature review also
avoids the unfortunate situation of theorists restudying topics already covered by grounded
theory due to a lack of pre-study research (Charmaz, 2014).
Researchers conducting literature reviews in preparation for a grounded theory study are
either gap-spotting or problematizing. Gap-spotting can be done by bringing two different
theories together to form a new idea. The humble/passionate leader (Collins, 2005) and the
adaptive/design thinking approach (Bernstein & Linsky, 2016) are examples of synthesized
cohesion where two ideas are combined in the research. Another form of gap-spotting is
coherence. Progressive coherence demonstrates what has advanced over time and non-coherence
is gap-spotting in a field that has been mired in disagreement. Sandberg and Alvesson (2010)
conducted an empirical study of research tests in organization studies and found that over half of
these research studies were of the gap-spotting type.
The other method of literature review includes researchers problematizing the established
work as being deficient and claiming the existing theory has a negligent perspective which
misguides the way knowledge was produced (Sandberg & Alvesson, 2010). The
problematization approach can be a more intriguing study because it offers the reader completely
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new and memorable insights on the topic (Kusy, 2020). Researchers are advised to follow four
recommendations for a grounded theory literature review: clarify ideas, make intriguing
comparisons, invite readers to begin a theoretical discussion, and show how and where work fits
or extends relevant literature (Charmaz, 2014).
Interviewing
Interviewing is the most widely used tool in all qualitative research data collection
(Creswell & Creswell, 2018). For grounded theory the researcher conducts intensive
interviewing with open-ended, directed, paced, and unrestricted questions (Charmaz, 2014;
Green & Thorogood, 2014).
Preparing for the Interview
The grounded theory researcher might prepare for the interviews through preconversations to form the research question (Holloway & Schwartz, 2018). I conducted a trial
interview based upon my original research question: How did your boss support you during
change? I was dismayed when the participant insisted that the boss did not provide support,
requiring the participant to spend most of the change “fighting corporate.” As a result of
preliminary coding and wise advice from a methods expert, I realized that I was searching for
theory from a preconceived notion of the relationship between the frontline manager and the
boss. I changed my initial research question to a more open-ended search for insight: Would you
please tell me about the relationship between you and your boss during the change?
Finding Participants. Seidman (2013) recommended that researchers avoid
interviewing colleagues, acquaintances, or anyone else that would suggest a conflict of interest
or jeopardize the validity of the study. Instead, the researcher should find participants through
formal gatekeepers like schools, corporations, or other institutions, or through informal processes
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such as callouts in a leadership forum website or by snowballing, where one participant recruits
another.
To select appropriate interviewees, Bernard (2015) and Spradley (2016) offered that a
participant’s knowledge and experience of the topic, their availability, and their willingness to
participate are all key attributes. The participant coming to the interview articulate, expressive,
and reflective also enhances the process (Charmaz, 2014). One watch-out for the researcher
recruiting participants is accepting overeager participants who have a fixation on the topic and a
partisan message to deliver (Seidman, 2013).
Determining How Many Participants to Interview. In a grounded theory study, the
researcher uses a theoretical sampling process with the goal of building theory, interview by
interview. Theory is created and expanded until no new ideas emerge, resulting in theoretical
saturation. If the interview process reveals insights that would be best discovered by focusing on
a subset of the interview group, then future interviews may target that category of participant to
find further insight. This idea of theoretical sampling distinguishes grounded theory from other
types of qualitative inquiry (Bryant & Charmaz, 2007).
Theoretical saturation aims to provide enough detail to capture all aspects of the
phenomenon being studied (Palinkas et al., 2013). The goal is to interview enough participants to
saturate the topic. Because qualitative research does not enjoy the scientific sample size
calculation available in quantitative research, the researcher has the responsibility to determine
when the topic has reached saturation through the grounded theory methods of coding, constant
comparison, memoing, and diagramming (Bryant & Charmaz, 2007; Malterud et al., 2015). In
grounded theory the researcher begins interviewing by inviting participants, recruiting no more
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than a few at one time to be mindful about purposeful sampling and saturation (Birks & Mills,
2015).
Determining the number of interviews to conduct is a complex process. The quality of the
interviews, the “aha” moments, and the topic can all affect the path to saturation. Controversial
topics, complex analysis, and the researcher’s desire to seek professional credibility can also
impact the number of required interviews. There is no right answer; however, numerous authors
of grounded theory research suggest the researcher should plan to recruit 20–30 participants
(Bryant & Charmaz, 2007; Palinkas et al., 2013).
Conducting the Interview
Framing questions takes skill and practice. For instance, the researcher should become
familiar with the jargon of the topic and their own positionality concerning the participant. By
using everyday language, asking open-ended questions at a slow pace, and asking only one
question at a time, the interviewer can attend to the comfort level of the participant. Interviewers
must keep their egos in check by creating a sense of equity with participants (Seidman, 2013).
The grounded theory researcher begins the interview with one open-ended question and
then expands on that question to explore the story. Encouraging the participant to continue
providing more insights about the story is important, and that can be achieved through minimal
encouragers like “uh-huhs”, allowing silence, and using phrases like “That’s interesting. Please
say more” rather than “Why did you do that?” The interviewer should ask for details of
experiences and avoid “why” questions and ask “how” questions instead in an attempt to draw
out a rich description of the person’s experience (Charmaz, 2014; Charmaz & Belgrave, 2012;
Foley et al., 2021; Seidman, 2013). Topics that participants had mentioned but not detailed could
be further explored during the second interview if needed. While researchers have conducted
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remote interviews through telephone and video calls for years, with the onset of the COVID-19
pandemic, remote real-time interviewing has become more prominent. It is especially important
that interviewers be attuned to silences and distress when interviewing on Zoom or other
collaboration software (Foley et al., 2021).
While interviewing, the researcher should pay particular attention to the nuances of the
participants’ words and separate the important from the trivial. The researcher gently guides a
one-sided conversation where the participant can wander and explore perspectives of their
personal experience with the topic (Charmaz, 2014; Mills et al., 2006). Theoretical sensitivity,
the ability to recognize relevant data that can be useful in creating theory, requires an analytic
temperament, competence, and practice (Holton, 2007). This is a delicate balance, as the research
should abstain from forcing preconceived ideas into the conversation by asking loaded or leading
questions (Bryant & Charmaz, 2007).
The interviewer brings the session to closure with a question that elicits a positive
response while giving the participant the last chance to add more to the richness of the interview.
A good ending question would be “What else you would like to add?” rather than “Do you have
anything else to say?” (Charmaz & Belgrave, 2012).
Interview Watch-Outs
The constructivist grounded theory researcher should not assume the participant will
describe the situation and actions as the researcher would. The researcher brings positionality to
the interview and should be aware of interpretation of the stories as both participant and
researcher co-construct the meaning of the words. In addition, the interviewer should aim to be
sincere, which comes through self-reflection, vulnerability, and honesty (Tracy, 2010).
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The researcher also looks for plausibility, which means the story could have happened as
described. Occasionally participants will distort, exaggerate, or fabricate a story. Collecting
significant data from other participants will help offset the negative effects of this particular
interview and will help the researcher avoid going astray. Further, these exaggerated accounts
can provide the researcher with important data about the participant and their situation (Charmaz,
2014).
Interviewing, as the main method of data collection in grounded theory, must be carefully
planned and conducted by the researcher. Once the interviewing process begins, coding
commences as well.
Coding
Coding demands equal time to that spent in the field and must not be rushed (Foley et al.,
2021; Yilmaz, 2013). Different grounded theory methods recommend different coding steps and
techniques, but theorists agree that coding should be done as part of a constant comparative
method, from the bottom up: code to category to concept (Bryant & Charmaz, 2007; Sebastian,
2019). The two types of codes are substantive coding and theoretical coding. During substantive
coding, the researcher works directly with the data, searching for a core category and related
concepts. Substantive coding includes open coding, or coding for any topic of interest, and
selective coding, or the combining of codes into categories. During theoretical coding, the coder
saturates the data until there are no new properties or dimensions that have emerged (Holton,
2007). Codes are the first analytical step towards creating theory, reflecting the researcher’s
interests and perspectives about the data.
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Initial Coding and the Constant Comparative Method
The constant comparative method dictates that coding should begin after the first
interview as the researcher establishes a relationship with the data and the participant (Mills et
al., 2006). While conducting initial coding, the researcher names segments of data with a label
that categorizes the data and summarizes the words used by the participant. During initial, or
open, coding, the researcher remains open to all possible theoretical directions by studying
words, lines segments, and incidents to find importance, and categorizes segments of data with
short, gerund names. Action words show what is happening and what people are doing and
reduce the tendency for researchers to code for types of people, structures, or topics (Charmaz &
Belgrave, 2012). During initial line-by-line coding, the researcher must remain open to all
theoretical directions indicated by the data. Important events are pulled apart and analyzed for
content. The researcher focuses on language and structure, tone, and metaphor (Holloway &
Schwartz, 2018). In vivo codes, or direct quotes, are markers of the subject’s speech pattern and
meaning and can help a researcher recall the cadence of the conversation (Charmaz, 2014).
Open coding ends when it locates a core category: a description of the main phenomenon
connecting the other categories together (Mills et al., 2006).
Focused Coding
The second phase, focused coding, creates categories and properties, naming the codes in
a way that groups them, searching for relationships between larger concepts in a constant
comparative way (Holloway & Schwartz, 2018; Mills et al., 2006). Focused coding involves
more than choosing the most interesting codes. It involves looking at what the initial codes say,
making comparisons between them, and scrutinizing the categories for purpose, power, and
patterns. A code that appears only once can give a spark of insight and be useful during focused
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coding. Charmaz (2014) suggested that “If it is telling, use it. Keep coming back to the codes
that won’t leave you alone” (p. 296). Categories that do not provide advancement to the theory
should be discarded or collapsed into other categories. Conversely, some outlying theoretical
ideas are meaningful and could become the breakthrough theory of the study (Charmaz, 2014;
Holloway & Schwartz, 2018).
Strauss and Corbin (1990) recommended a technique called axial coding that
looks for relationships between larger concepts by asking questions about conditions, actions,
and consequences of categories. Axial coding connects the subcategories to provide focus as the
theory is being developed. Integrated grounded theorists (IGT) recommend that researchers
move between open and axial coding many times before arriving at selective coding, which is the
third level of coding for IGT (Sebastian, 2019). Constructivists question whether axial coding is
useful, positing that a two-step process of initial coding and theoretical coding is sufficient
(Charmaz, 2014; Kelle, 2005).
The last phase of coding begins creation of the theoretical hypothesis. In constructivist
grounded theory all pieces of interview data are named in the initial coding, and the most useful
codes then form the theory during the focused coding (Sebastian, 2019).
Memoing and Diagramming
Memoing is a process that helps deliver the credibility of the research. Memoing should
begin as the research project is first conceptualized. Diagramming aids in data analysis, theme
creation, and theory formation (Birks & Mills, 2015).
Memoing
Memoing, an ongoing process, involves the recording of feelings, insights, and ideas
regarding the research. Memoing can be viewed as the distillation process that allows constant
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comparison to continually develop the codes and theory to further the analysis. There are two
forms of memoing. First, the researcher captures field notes as the incidents or interviews happen
with a focus on improving the process and articulating conceptual categories. Memos can also
capture fleeting ideas that could evolve into theory. Early memos may become vitally important
if the research progresses in a new direction as codes are analyzed. The researcher is advised to
develop memoing into a frequent habit to assure memos are complete and useful (Birks & Mills,
2015; Glaser, 2007; Lempert, 2007).
The second type of memoing helps to identify the properties of an emerging idea that
could form a theory (Locke, 2001). Advanced memos should be organized into identified
categories while the researcher integrates the codes and creates potential theories. At this point,
the researcher is comparing different types of participants, comparing categories, and comparing
analysis. These memos can then be resorted multiple times until a refined theory emerges (Birks
& Mills, 2015; Charmaz, 2014).
Memoing is a fluid process and should not be scheduled. Insights about the research can
occur at any time, and therefore memoing should be given top priority during the research
process. The researcher should capture, title, and store the memos by creating a memo bank that
holds all revisions of the memos. Memos can also be categorized into operational, coding, and
analytical memos, where operational memos discuss the process and rationale for decisions,
coding memos explore the codes that emerge from the interviews, and analytical memos help
explain the data. Researchers are also advised to keep all memos, as early thoughts could become
important if the research moves in a new direction (Birks et al., 2008; Charmaz, 2014).
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Diagramming
The diagramming process begins with the creation of messy maps and pictures. This
visual work is part of the development and constant comparative process used to create midrange
theory. Initial diagrams might look like flowcharts or mind maps, while integrative and
illustrative diagrams that are created later can show the complex connections that evolve into the
theory (Mills et al., 2006). Charmaz (2014) recommended the researcher make headings and
subheadings while diagramming, while Holloway and Schwartz (2018) suggested the researcher
provide visual clues in the diagrams to show where the model is grounded in the data. Finished
diagrams can be the model that the researcher uses to communicate the new grounded theory.
Coding, Memoing, and Diagramming Considerations
There are some considerations for coding, memoing, and diagramming. The process is
not linear. The researcher goes back and forth with new codes and new interviews while creating
theory. Nor is the process easy. The researcher must be prepared for confusion, hard work, and
tedium while using the constant comparative method, working to see concepts emerge (Heath &
Crowley, 2004).
The grounded theory process is designed to create new theory, so the researcher should
not take other theoretical frameworks and force-fit the participant’s words into these matrices.
Likewise, when publishing the theory, the researcher should not tell the readers what they want
to hear but tell the story that created the theory (Seidman, 2013).
Researchers should also ensure that the culture’s basic vocabulary, grammar, and
significant quotations are included in the paper and that the written theory affects the audience
through aesthetic merit: beautiful, evocative, and artistic. By including direct quotes, scene
descriptions, and excerpts from memos, the author strives for credibility and transferability, so
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that readers might feel as though the stories intuitively speak to their own lives (Glaser &
Strauss, 1967; Locke, 2001; Tracy, 2010).
Study Design
The constructivist grounded theory process is systematic yet flexible, allowing the
researcher to design a project that recruits a purposeful sampling of participants to arrive at coconstructed theory (Charmaz, 2014). This section discusses the steps of data collection,
participant selection, and recruitment, interviewing, coding, memoing, and diagramming.
Data Collection
My dissertation consisted of interviews as the sole method for data collection. I did not
analyze archival data or conduct observations as I was exclusively interested in the felt
experience of the participant during the change. This research project was originally limited in
scope to employees of Fortune 1000 corporations that had experienced recent strategic change,
defined as redefining the mission, strategy, priorities, or goals of an organization (Muller &
Kunish, 2017). Examples of strategic change include consolidating multiple facilities into a new
site, launching a product into new developing markets, or repurposing the equipment in a plant to
make new products during a pandemic. Although some participants described corporate change
experiences that were independent of the COVID-19 pandemic, all participants elaborated on the
difficulties that the pandemic caused for their roles and relationships.
The recruitment pool was expanded due to the bureaucracy encountered with leaders of
Fortune 1000 companies and the ensuing difficulty in recruiting sufficient participants to reach
theoretical saturation. In consultation with my committee chair, methodologist, and the
Institutional Review Board administrator, I expanded the study to include frontline managers of
large consumer products companies, whether publicly or privately held. Over half of the
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participants were recruited from top-ten consumer products companies, while the others worked
at privately held companies with revenues estimated between $10 million per year to $6 billion
per year. These large consumer product companies produce well-known brands and are in an
industry that supports one in 10 American job. CPG companies are the largest manufacturing
employers in the United States (Weatherwax, 2022). Fortune 1000 companies were originally
selected as the scope of the study so that participants would have had the experience of operating
in a large setting, leading multiple direct reports and experiencing corporate change. Expanding
the study to include other large consumer products companies did not change the nature of the
study.
The participants were frontline managers who were involved in the change. Participants
were recruited from companies operating in the United States. My interest in studying recent
strategic change provided a variety of participant experiences within the cultures of one country.
Participant Selection and Recruitment
Participants were purposefully selected to meet the criteria for the scope of the study. I
was interested in the viewpoint of all frontline manager participants as I begin this study, so the
age, education, race, gender, or experience of the participant was not part of the selection criteria.
I initially broadly recruited from Fortune 1000 companies by reaching out to formal
gatekeepers of large consumer products group (CPG) corporations to solicit participants.
Gatekeepers included senior human resource (HR) executives and senior executives of supply
chain and operations. To ensure confidentiality, I requested that the gatekeeper send an email to
frontline managers, asking interested parties to contact me directly. That effort failed. Altogether
I solicited interest from 22 HR and supply chain executives and only one resulted in an
interview. The others either replied that they were too busy “We are asking a lot of our frontline
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leaders right now,” or they were worried about confidentiality, “The company does not do this
type of thing.”
I also used informal processes to recruit participants. I recruited from the International
Leadership Association (https://ilaglobalnetwork.org/, n/d), an organization that frequently sends
requests for participants to engage in thesis and dissertation studies. I also send a broad request
through my LinkedIn page. Lastly, I employed the snowballing technique, where participants
recruit other participants. Table 3.1 shows the recruiting sources and results.
Table 3.1
Recruiting Sources for Dissertation Study
Recruiting Source

Number Solicited Number Recruited

Formal Gatekeepers 22

1

Informal Processes

84

5

LinkedIn

65

10

Snowballing

20

4

Total

191

20

Interviewing Process
The interview process began with initial contact to potential participants. I explained the
purpose of the study, requested one hour of their time for the interview, and asked if they were
willing to participate in a follow-up interview if requested. I outlined the timeframe of the
interview, and upon agreement by the participant, I sent an informed consent document and
collected demographic data thorough a SurveyMonkey (surveymonkey.com). The demographic
data facilitated coding: name, participant’s chosen pseudonym, age, length of time on job and
with company, education level, gender, and ethnicity.
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I was unable to interview any of the participants in person due to the pandemic. Given the
impracticality of traveling to a location for one interview and the refusal of many companies to
accept guests onsite due to the volatility of the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic, it was necessary to
conduct all of the interviews using a collaboration tool like Zoom or Microsoft Teams. The
interviews were recorded using both the embedded software in the collaboration tool and the
Smart Recorder app (https://smart-voice-recorder.en.softonic.com/android) to provide a backup.
I informed the participant that the session was being recorded and reminded them of my
requirement to keep their input confidential. To ease the participant into the interview, I stated
the purpose of my study and asked if they have any questions before we begin.
I then asked participant to describe the company’s strategic change. This question was for
grounding and allowed me to listen to the later relationship stories within the context of the
change. By describing the change first, the participant was able to transition the discussion more
smoothly to the relationship rather than continue focusing on the logistics of the change.
The last planned question was the research question: Would you please tell me about the
relationship between you and your boss during the change? This open-ended question allowed
the participant to take the conversation where they liked. My role was to listen and let the
participant lead the interview. I was, however, interested in felt experience and not facts about
the change. I redirected the participant if they went far off-topic or reverted to a logistical
explanation of the experience.
I did not assume I knew what the participant’s words meant and asked for clarification,
using the participant’s words in my questions. If a participant used the word “furious” I asked
them to describe how that situation made them furious. I did not soften the word to “angry”. I
probed by encouraging participants to say more, provide more detail, or describe the meaning of
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the words they used. Lastly, I was careful not to shut down a monologue too quickly. There
might have been significant meaning in the monologue.
Note-taking during the interview was used to capture keywords and topics to probe based
upon the participant’s stories. Note-taking was not extensive or intrusive. Memoing, covered
later in this chapter, was used to capture thoughts after the interview.
I closed the interview by asking the participant what else they would like to talk about or
ask me. I found this last question to be one that opened a new line of valuable storytelling. I
thanked the participant for their time, confirmed that I will provide a transcript for their review
and correction, and reminded them that I may request a second interview. Lastly, I offered to
send a link to my dissertation.
The interviews were immediately transcribed using the Otter Pro software, and I
reviewed the transcription for errors, reverting to the Zoom audio if necessary. I sent the
transcript to the participant for review and downloaded the transcription into the coding software,
DeDoose.
Coding
Coding is a significant part of a grounded theory study because it is the foundation for
generating midrange theory. DeDoose software was used to code the data from the Otter Pro
transcript. I applied this progression of interview to transcript to coding with one practice
interview and it worked well.
Initial Coding
I began coding within two days after the interview. The initial coding, called open
coding, involved organizing the interview by bracketing three-to-five-word phrases and
assigning a name to the grouping. Gerunds were frequently used as codes because they focused
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on the action rather than the person. Where the participant used a strong, meaningful expression,
I used the in-vivo expression as a code. I created up to 300 codes from a one-hour interview and
asked a coding buddy to independently code the first, second, and sixth interviews. This coding
buddy was a student in Antioch’s PhD program, familiar with the grounded theory methodology.
The second interview was conducted after I coded the first interview. This back and forth,
the constant-comparative method, is a foundational block of the grounded theory methodology.
Constant comparison facilitates theoretical sampling and is necessary to assure the data supports
the emerging categories, and when saturation is reached the interviewing should stop (Holton,
2007).
As the interviews progressed, codes were reused, and new codes were created for
new categories. Patterns began to emerge, which guided interviews later in the study, as I
developed theoretical sensitivity. Constant comparison allowed me to compare incidents as I
coded, searching for commonality of concepts and reuse of existing codes.
Focused Coding and Theoretical Sampling
Focused Coding. Once the initial line-by-line coding was completed for several
interviews, I began the process of sorting the codes to categorize the data, making decisions
about how the initial codes compared with each other, and determining which codes best
accounted for the data. This process is called focused coding (Charmaz, 2014). During focused
coding, I searched for codes that seem to be most significant for the evolving story. Although I
did not select a particular set of codes for focused coding, future interviews caused me to cycle
back to the initial codes and create new focused coding. The process was not linear.
Theoretical Sampling. The process of theoretical sampling follows initial sampling of
participants and was necessary to develop my analysis and theory. It involved constructing ideas
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from the codes and categories and then conducting further interviews with identified participants
to refine the categories that evolved into theory. The theoretical sample could not be determined
at the beginning of the interview process. Rather, it emerged. Theoretical sampling was the
reason that I was not able to solicit all my interview participants at the beginning of the
interviewing process.
These focused codes, along with my memos and diagrams, provided the foundation for
midrange theory development. The next section discusses two important tools.
Memoing
I began memoing as I refined my study interest and formulated my initial research
question. This early free-form writing allowed me to capture my thoughts about my interests,
reflect on my positionality, and determine the best methodology for my research.
As I started the dissertation research, I continued to memo about interview process
learning, interpretation of the codes, and early thoughts about categories. I scheduled time
immediately after each interview to memo and reserved time to memo after each coding session.
I kept one long-running memo, dated, with important concepts highlighted and color coded.
Diagramming
Situational analysis, a form of grounded theory, requires the researcher to create maps
and diagrams to capture all the human and nonhuman elements in a situation (Clark, 2020).
Although I am not conducting a situational analysis study, I employed diagramming as I
formulated midrange theory. I began with messy maps, placing code categories onto a board with
sticky notes, and finding connections between the categories. These messy maps evolved into
structured diagrams and finally theory.
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Ethical Considerations
The grounded theory methodology presents unique ethical issues. I intend that this
dissertation will cause no harm through submission of my research study proposal to the
Institutional Review Board (IRB), distribution of an informed consent form to participants, and
full awareness of potential ethical issues.
Institutional Review Board
The Institutional Review Board (IRB) was established as an outcome of the Belmont
Report, which detailed research violations of human rights during the 20th century. The Belmont
Report established three principles for the study of human beings: respect for persons,
beneficence, and justice. Universities created IRBs to assure that all research was conducted
ethically, following the Belmont Report guidelines. The University IRB is composed of specially
trained faculty, at least one outside representative, and administrative staff (Seidman, 2013).
I submitted my proposal to Antioch University’s IRB. Approval of this proposal
confirmed that my research followed ethical principles and federal regulations regarding the
interviewing of my participants. One challenge with the grounded theory methodology is the
unknown questions and participants that could be involved in the study. My IRB proposal
outlined the preliminary research question, discussed the type of participants I intended to
recruit, and confirmed that I did not solicit any vulnerable participants.
Informed Consent
The informed consent form alerted the participant to their rights concerning the research.
The informed consent included the invitation to participate, the risks involved with the research,
the rights of the participant to end the interview at any time, confirmation that there would be no
compensation, explanation of confidentiality, description of the dissertation publication, and
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contact information (Seidman, 2013). The participant signed the informed consent via the
SurveyMonkey.
Distress and Power
I asked open-ended questions during the interview and did not know where the
conversation with the participant would lead. Therefore, I considered ways to minimize possible
distress during the interview. I received coaching from the director of the Lindner Center of
Hope (Crosby, January 29, 2021) regarding ways to minimize stress during the interviews. I also
brought information regarding the Employee Assistance Program and other help networks to the
interview in case an extreme situation evolves.
I was also aware of the potential power differential between the participant and me and
took steps to share power during the interview. Interviewing on a collaboration platform allowed
for us to be on the same “physical” level but could have created stress for a participant who is
not familiar with the technology. During the call where I provide the information about the
study, I asked the participant about their familiarity with Zoom and offered to coach them
through the process. I dressed in business casual attire to ensure my clothing was not
intimidating and made sure my face did not take up the entire screen. By asking questions at a
slow pace, avoiding interruptions, and allowing for silence, I hoped to minimize a potential
power differential during the interview.
Privacy and Confidentiality
The participants had a right to privacy and confidentiality during this process.
Confidentiality began as I recruited participants. I asked the recruited corporations to send emails
to potential participants requesting they contact me directly, assuring that the company remained
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unaware of participants. Further, following guidance from Creswell and Creswell (2018) and
Seidman (2013) regarding confidentiality:
1. I selected participants from a variety of companies and sites.
2. Interviews were held on Zoom.
3. Each participant selected a pseudonym that was used in the transcript, coding, and
writing of the documents.
4. I did not discuss the names, sites, or companies of participants with anyone.
5. I used composite stories where possible in the dissertation so individuals could not be
identified.
6. The transcripts will remain in my direct possession for five years after publication of
the dissertation and then will be destroyed.
I used the criteria put forth by Guba and Lincoln (1994) to prepare and evaluate my
research: credibility, transferability, dependability, and confirmability.
Credibility
Credibility focuses on whether the research is believable (Corbin & Strauss, 2015). To
ensure credibility, I interviewed 20 participants to arrive at theoretical saturation, gathering rich
and thick descriptions from the interviews. My memo writing provided enough detail about the
process of gathering data, coding, and comparing to confirm I followed a sound system of
analysis. The categories covered a wide range of individual situations and the theory evolved
from the data in a way that readers can follow and see the support for my conclusions.
Transferability
When a reader believes that the grounded theory developed in my dissertation could be
applicable to their own situation, the study is transferable (Saldana, 2016; Tracy, 2010). First, I
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helped readers determine transferability by providing context for the findings. Second, I strove
for transferability by providing theory that is accessible, stemming from thick descriptions and
vibrant storytelling. Finally, I probed during the interviews, searching for nuggets of insight that
could form a robust and transferable theory. By developing concepts into theory, I took
individual ideas and framed them into a mid-level theory, enhancing transferability.
Dependability
A study is dependable when the interpretation of the interviews and theory derived from
the coding are supported by the data (Korstjens & Moser, 2018). I worked to create
dependability in several ways. First, I partnered with a coding buddy during the interview coding
process to prevent my personal bias from impacting the developing codes. I created an audit trail
by memoing after each interview, retaining the transcripts and codes, and capturing
conversations I had with my dissertation committee. I met with my methodologist to assure that
the methods I employed followed the constructivist grounded theory methodology.
Confirmability
Confirmability ensures the interpretation of my data is duly influenced by my
preconceived notions or desires for creating theory but is derived from the data itself (Korstjens
& Moser, 2018). Confirmability was achieved by following the same steps required to produce a
dependable study. In addition, I outlined and followed research steps consistent with the
constructivist grounded theory approach, asking the participant to check the transcript of the
interview and retaining records of the study. I memoed throughout the process to capture
learning and thoughts. I worked to create a trustworthy, quality dissertation by continuously
attending to credibility, transferability, dependability, and confirmability as I interviewed, coded,
memoed, and created theory.
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Summary
Constructivist grounded theory offers a way for the researcher to create theory that is
new, thought-provoking, and meaningful while honoring the participant’s viewpoint and
experience and acknowledging the researcher’s positionality (Bryant & Charmaz, 2007).
Through the process of interviewing, coding, and synthesizing data, grounded theorists use the
constant comparative method and an inductive process to create theory.
I have conducted a research study that recruited participants who are frontline managers
of CPG companies undergoing strategic change. My research question, Would you please tell me
about the relationship between you and your boss during the change?, was open-ended and
provided insight that evolved into new questions and produced theory on this largely unexplored
topic.
I realize that my training as an engineer could have challenged my ability to conduct an
emergent qualitative design. I have been trained to search for the answer to a problem and was
excited about the opportunity to conduct this research in a different, qualitative way. Chapter IV
reviews the results of the coded interviews and the theory that emerges.
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CHAPTER IV: RESULTS OF THE STUDY
Don’t be so fond of what you planned that somehow to change it seems like a violation of your
own choice and wisdom. It’s just the opposite.
–Lee Carroll
The willingness to change my research question as I began this study from How do
bosses support frontline managers during change? to What is the relationship between a
frontline manager and a boss during change? provided the impetus for further exploration and
adjustment in my grounded theory research. As I began the study and conducted a number of
interviews, I determined that I was still not asking the question that was core to the frontline
manager during change.
Schatzman (1991) asked, “What all is involved here?” (p. 310) as a way to uncover the
remarkable experiences of individuals as they lead their lives. I began my research exploring the
frontline manager’s (FLM’s) felt experiences with bosses during the times of great change. I
questioned the participants about their roles, their experiences with the all-encompassing
COVID-19 disruptions, and their crucial relationships with their bosses. Although the
participants elaborated on each of the questions asked, they also talked in detail about their
backgrounds, their positionality, and their experiences with their teams of direct reports.
Conversations about the boss frequently transformed into discussions about how the boss was
impacting the FLM’s ability to lead the team. Probes into the effects of COVID-19 often
revealed instances where the FLM searched for ways to protect the team’s financial, physical,
and emotional safety. The final question in the interview, What else do you want to tell me about
this subject?, resulted in many participants revisiting the special relationship they held with their
teams.
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I conducted the first 10 interviews: coding, memoing, often comparing with my coding
buddy, and engaging in the constant comparative process required of the grounded theory
methodology. I created categories and marked in-vivo comments that were particularly
insightful. By the 10th interview I began to realize that the big idea was not only about the
relationship with the boss. It was also about the relationship with the team. Excited to have
uncovered something new and unexpected, I revisited my codes, searching for overlooked ideas
that would deepen my understanding of the FLM’s relationship with the team as key to the
identity and success of the frontline manager. I found it. With the remaining 10 participants, I
asked open-ended questions about the role, the boss, and the team to learn how the participants
viewed their overall domain. The grounded theory methodology encourages the researcher to
find patterns in the data and adjust future interview questions to arrive at saturation of the
concept:
These patterns inform what you aim to accomplish in subsequent interviews and prompt
you to think about how you accomplish it. You may rethink what you seek in an
interview, what questions you ask, and when and how you ask them. In short, your
interview guide evolves with your study. (Charmaz, 2014, p. 90)
Altogether, I transcribed 309 pages and almost 18,000 words of interview content. I
examined the makeup of the participants to see if the insights were particular to one or more
demographic groups.
Demographic Mix of Participants
By targeting recruitment to a diverse group of frontline managers I was able to secure a
rich demographic mix of participants. Ethnically, the participants were much more diverse than
the reported 81% of United States frontline managers who identify as White
(https://www.bls.gov/cps/cpsaat11.htm). In my study, 50% of the interviewees were White, and
the remainder included Black, Hispanic, and Asian participants. The gender mix was equally
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robust, with a recruitment of 35% female participants, achieving over-representation of the 20%
of female industry frontline managers. Similarly, the age, experience, time with boss, and
education were varied, as shown in the Tables 4.1 through 4.6 below.
Table 4.1
Participant Ethnicity

Used with permission from Momentive Inc., San Mateo, California, USA, www.momentive.ai.

Table 4.2
Participant Gender

Used with permission from Momentive Inc., San Mateo, California, USA, www.momentive.ai.
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Table 4.3
Participant Age Range

Used with permission from Momentive Inc., San Mateo, California, USA, www.momentive.ai.

Table 4.4
Participant Tenure with Company

Used with permission from Momentive Inc., San Mateo, California, USA, www.momentive.ai.
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Table 4.5
Participant Tenure with Boss

Used with permission from Momentive Inc., San Mateo, California, USA, www.momentive.ai.

Table 4.6
Participant Education

Used with permission from Momentive Inc., San Mateo, California, USA, www.momentive.ai.
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Confident that I had achieved a representative demographic mix of participants, I classified the
codes and categories into broad dimensions.
Dimensional Analysis Matrix
Schatzman (1991) established dimensional analysis as a way to further the grounded
theory methodology by providing a way for the researcher to categorize and communicate the
discoveries found in the participant stories:
Dimensional analysis is committed to an expansive, early process of identifying and
designating dimensions and their properties to expand the analyst’s understanding of the
object of study; the relevance, complexity, and possibilities of any dimension can
generally only be determined by understanding the perspective from which it is viewed.
(Bowers & Schatzman, 2009, p. 95)
Schatzman’s dimensional properties included context, conditions, processes, and consequences,
or outcomes (Kools et al., 1996). Context, the first property, is the scope or boundary of the
dimension. Context determines what is included or relevant in the study. The second property,
conditions, is the most salient of the properties, as it determines the actions that follow.
Processes are the actions that occur within the dimension, and outcomes are the result of those
actions.
A signature element the grounded theory methodology is constant comparison analysis
(Charmaz, 2014). Upon completion of each interview, I created initial codes that consisted of
phrases and lines, often using the participants own words while naming the codes. These original
codes grew to a final list of 2,144 unique codes which I analyzed, sorted, and combined as I
continued to interview participants to find the most useful codes. I then tested these new insights
in future interviews. Similar codes were combined and evolved into broader categories
(Charmaz, 2014; Glaser, 1978). I approached saturation at 18 interviews, when I did not discover
any meaningful new insights during the interviews. I then interviewed two more participants to
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confirm saturation, and I stopped interviewing after I had reached 20 participants. Using the
categories derived from this grounded theory study, I formed dimensions, which are the main
components of the studied phenomenon (Kools et al., 1996). The dimensions are salient ideas
that “give specificity and range to concepts” (Corbin & Strauss, 2015, p. 220).
In this study I identified a core dimension, which is a central concept around which all of
the other primary dimensions orbit. My dimensional table included one core dimension,
Protecting the Team, and four primary dimensions: Leading Through VUCA Change, Claiming
Professional Self, Wanting More from the Boss, and Feeling Neglected or Abused. Within each
dimension, the properties included the context, conditions, processes, and outcomes. Gerund
words were used to describe most of the properties of each dimension, because in grounded
theory the categories focus on the subject of interest, which is the action, rather than the person.
By using gerunds to describe the categories I was able to avoid targeting the participant
themselves, rather than their feelings, emotions, and thoughts, in the category naming
(Holloway, Grounded Theory Tutorial, April 21, 2021).
Leading Through VUCA Change
The first primary dimension, Leading Through VUCA Change, can also be considered as
the overarching setting for the study. This dimension represents the actual work of the frontline
manager and the necessity to lead their teams during disruptive change. Table 4.7 illustrates this
primary dimension of the study and the four properties and categories of this dimension.
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Table 4.7
Dimensional Table for Frontline Manager Experiences: Leading Through VUCA Change

Leading Through VUCA Change-Context
The first property of Leading Through VUCA Change is the context. For a frontline
manager the context described a clear directive: deliver the goals while navigating the change.
The job of the consumer products group frontline manager is to lead a team of direct reports in
delivering goals that are accomplished through daily activities. In this study, frontline managers
included production, warehouse, transportation, sales, quality assurance, customer service, and
new product launch leaders. Each participant led a team of direct reports ranging from two to
160 hourly workers. The frontline managers who led very large groups employed team leaders
who oversaw subsets of the direct reports. Although the team leaders were hourly workers
themselves, these team leaders handled many of the day-to-day management tasks.
The frontline managers supervised each of three different shifts (days, evenings, and
nights) and many worked rotating seven-day schedules. Deliverables for these frontline
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managers included assuring personnel safety, product quality, and production output, reporting
results, improving cost, coaching and developing the team, and leading improvement projects.
These FLM roles were made more complex with the onslaught of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Some participants shared individual stories of leading through changes that included
enterprise-wide systems upgrade, the launching of new branded products, and the expansion of
the workforce into new shift schedules. However, all of the participants described the
overwhelming effects of the COVID-19 pandemic. Because my research was aimed at the
intersection between the frontline manager, the boss, and change, the pandemic provided a
suitable backdrop for investigating change leadership for the participants. Sharma et al. (2020)
described how globalization, natural disasters, and human debacles have created havoc for
companies and the overall global economy, and similar upsets will probably continue to do so in
the future. The COVID-19 pandemic represented a true upset, delivering a volatile, uncertain,
complex, and ambiguous (VUCA) challenge for companies and the people working in those
companies (Bennett & Lemoine, 2014).The impact of this pandemic on frontline managers has
been enormous.
Leading Through VUCA Change-Condition
Following context, conditions are the next property in the dimensional analysis table. For
consumer products companies, the pandemic has created the condition of a three-fold perfect
storm: staffing challenges, material shortages, and demand spikes. Staffing challenges were
driven by “the Great Resignation,” where 33 million people quit their jobs during the last nine
months of 2021 due to a combination of early retirement, fear of at-work COVID-19 impacts,
and burnout (Cook, 2021; Rosalsky, 2022). Employees’ desire for something more, coupled with
government incentives paid to unemployed workers, made hiring and retaining workers a
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considerable challenge, with 73% of 380 employers surveyed in 2021 having difficulty attracting
employees and 70% of these companies saying the problem would persist in 2022 (O’Connell,
2022).
Supply chain volatility resulted in shortages of raw and packing material required for
production operations. Supply-side outages were caused by materials manufacturing facilities
closing or curtailing operations due to either COVID-19 outbreaks at work or the overall
shortage of available talent to run the operations. Logistics capacity constraints further
exacerbated delivery of materials. Ninety percent of global items are transported by ship, and
when the COVID-19 lockdown occurred, a domino effect ensued. Factories in Asia suspended
operations, which caused a disruption of the flow of goods. Ports in the United States terminals
experienced a shortage of workers resulting in containers being stacked up offshore waiting for
off-loading. The turnaround time for containers to Asia increased from 60 to 100 days (Alicke et
al., 2021; Duhalde, 2022). Many of the raw and packing materials needed in CPG manufacturing
are sourced from Asia and must travel on these cross-continental containers. One essential
material that was not delivered caused upsets in the scheduling of production and team shifts.
Multiple material outages caused wild fluctuations requiring overtime in some instances and the
team shift being cut short in other cases.
Besides staffing outages and material shortages, Knowles et al. (2020), described the
stay-at-home directive resulting from the pandemic as creating drastic shifts in demand for
certain product categories. Demand spikes were driven by a change of consumer buying habits:
from the replacement of food purchased at restaurants to groceries for at-home cooking to toilet
paper usage migrating from industrial settings to the house. These shifts in buying patterns drove
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a need for CPG companies to alter their product offerings with different sized packs and, in some
cases, different products altogether.
Frontline managers described frustration with their ability to navigate the pandemic while
deliver goals. This frustration stemmed from each of the global supply chain COVID-19 related
issues: staffing shortages, material outages, and demand spikes. Several participants specifically
shared the challenge of keeping the production lines staffed during COVID-19:
I now have to figure out how to run my business, when I no longer have the people that
should have been here, or I have to run ragged the people who will be showing up,
because they should have had two extra people. (Participant 5)
When employees went home with COVID-19 symptoms, the staffing shortages were
exacerbated:
People shortage, the big thing, because a lot of time, in the middle of the day, somebody
will just decide, okay not, not feeling well, and which, what’s going on? If somebody
reports that, okay, I’m not feeling well, we usually send them home without any question,
send them home, and then we kind of deal with it from there. (Participant 12)
The second COVID-19 impact was material shortages at the facilities. These shortages
resulted in downtime, causing the hourly workforce to be sent home or to work mandatory
overtime once the materials arrived. Participants described the need to flex the schedule to
accommodate material availability:
There’ll be times like, a week where we’re actually let’s say, we’re running really, really
well. They’ll say, hey, this is all the materials you’re allocated, we can’t give you
anymore because we have other people we have to supply. Okay. There’ll be times where
we’ll work 14 days straight, let’s say, because for the production facility, due to the fact
maybe we were running poorly, but if you don’t use those materials, or this raw material,
if we don’t take it and run it, we’re going to lose it, because they’ll give it to another
client. So raw materials have been a very big challenge. (Participant 17)
Schedules were changed daily to accommodate material availability:
I can go in and go okay, I have a schedule from yesterday. But within an hour into the
shift, the schedule is turned upside down because we’re scrambling to find something to
fill, to fill up, to put on the line. Because what we’re supposed to run, we don’t have the
materials. We don’t have ingredients. You know, we have an ingredient that’s supposed
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to arrive, but it was supposed to arrive at 12 o’clock last night. And we get a call from the
supplier that all we can, we can’t provide it until Thursday of this week. So, it the biggest
disruption is just the uncertainty. (Participant 12)
Demand spikes were probably the largest CPG impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Some participants shared that the migration in consumer demand caused the need to add more
production shifts, start up new production lines while mothballing others, and lay off or hire new
workers. The demand increase impacts were vividly described by the participants:
We also have Product, right? Brand 1 and Brand 2. And so, no one was going out. In fact,
for a month, you couldn’t even go to a restaurant. Right? They were closed. Yes. So,
increase there to, to a percentage that we were never set up to succeeded. So, we are
always behind our service level. (Participant 15)
In other cases, the demand shifted in a way that reduced the need for production from some lines
at the plant to other lines:
People are not eating out as often. I think one of the things, it’s funny because some of
the, like customer for instance, their business actually took off because of you know,
people were staying home. So, we were actually working a lot of weekends to make up
the volume for that, but it was just one or two lines. In the rest of our facility, we had a lot
of lines that were shut down. We’ve had, it’s been difficult because you want to employ
everybody but yet, you know, we had difficulty maintaining that because we would have
to, you know, through some labor issues, you know, we would have to lay some people
off. (Participant 6)
A second condition for FLMs leading through VUCA change was the demand on
personal time. Frontline managers repeatedly described the need to work long hours as they
navigated the effects of the pandemic. Under normal circumstances, the FLMs either rotated
with their teams through a defined weekly shift schedule, or they were responsible for a portion
of the operation 24/7. Specifically, quality assurance, transportation management, and customer
service, as well as several of the warehouse and production frontline managers had
responsibilities that spanned all hours in the day and all days in the week, frequently resulting in
calls at home when unexpected issues arose.
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During COVID-19, the FLM’s working hours were lengthened due to staffing shortages,
last minute changes in production, and operational issues. These long hours were draining and
caused outcomes ranging from stress to exhaustion:
So currently, I’m a production supervisor. Been in this position almost three years,
usually in the night shift which starts, we have 10, 11-hour shifts, 10-by-4 they call them,
but it’s really like 11, 12, maybe 13 by four, and usually 4:00 PM to 3:00, 3:30, or 4:30
AM. (Participant 17)
I was often in the plant from 4:45 AM to 6:00 or 7:00 PM. And getting called in the
middle of the night, two, three, four times a week. Yeah, it was. And there’s, there’s only
one line leader per line. So, there is no one to rotate with in terms of, okay, and even on
vacation? You know, you’re the point of contact … I started to get to a point where, you
know, I was just too worn out to function effectively. (Participant 2)
I feel sometimes I’m running around like a chicken with my head cut off because
sometimes due to the amount of things I gotta keep track of I forget stuff that I’m trying
to keep track of. (Participant 7)
Leading Through VUCA Change-Processes
The conditions listed in the dimensional matrix resulted in processes, also called actions.
Shortages of staff and materials, coupled with demand spikes and long working hours, were the
conditions. The processes are represented in the third column of the dimensional analysis matrix
as displayed in Table 4.7. Participants described the action of being on the production floor and
handling daily issues as firefighting, which emerged as the first process category. Firefighting
was described as the daily activity of moving between one issue and another in order to keep the
lines staffed and the production flowing. Quality issues, material shortages, line breakdowns, and
customer complaints all contributed to the firefighting activities: “And then for the rest of the
day, it’s I say about 70% of the time you’ll be on the floor, putting out fires during various
issues” (Participant 12). Another participant actually described himself as the firefighter: “So,
you know, they pretty much rely on me, you know, I am kind of the firefighter troubleshooter
type person” (Participant 6).
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Firefighting was viewed as a large part of the role, and it consumed much of the day for
many of the participants. One participant longed for a transfer to first shift where there was more
of this type of action:
Whereas like on first shift, I think on first shift, you’re probably on the floor 60% of the
time, because there’s just, I feel like on first shift you have so many people so many
different hands in different buckets to where everybody’s just running around like
chickens with their head cut off. And I actually like that because you’re just up and
moving. (Participant 20)
Other participants described the process of balancing as they navigated their jobs through
COVID-19. Participants shared that in pre-pandemic times they balanced the time spent in the
office doing paperwork and managing projects with the time spent on the production floor.
During COVID-19, the term balancing was also used to describe societal, individual, and
company requirements, as well as the balance needed between production demands and
employees’ fear of contracting the virus:
It was scary, honestly, um, as a frontline supervisor, it was a balance of okay, we have a
demand to meet, we have goals we have to meet um, you know, we’re pushing as if we’re
living in a normal everyday world just to meet our target. And the people aspect of it was
hard, because as I mean, which is very understandable. You have a lot of concerned
employees like this is before the vaccine, like what about my health? Is it safe for us to be
here? You know, just anything you could think of. I feel like I’m putting my children at
risk by being here. And you know, everybody was super sensitive, super high alert.
(Participant 1)
Besides balancing the business needs and pandemic issues, one FLM described balancing
the needs of the employees regarding the vaccine:
So, you have some people that are saying, oh, thank goodness, I’ve been waiting for this,
actually, we should all need to have the boosters and all this stuff. And then there’s the
other end of the spectrum, like somebody told me that I would rather die than get this,
like this vaccine, like there’s, so it’s like to vary, and you’re like, trying to, trying to like
to have everybody have their opinions heard. (Participant 19)
One FLM, whose parents lived in a country where the COVID-19 vaccine was still not available
discussed balance as she conversed with employees who were refusing to take the vaccine:
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I think it’s really hard for me because I want, I didn’t grow up here. And so, I grew up in
Country. And just my whole, I think it’s an immensely privileged place. That a lot of
people have to come and say, hey, this thing that has been done to keep you safe, I’m
going to reject it when so many people in the world don’t even have the option to say no.
It’s really hard for me to then sit there and go I understand. Yep, it’s your choice. But at
the same time, it’s I always have to remind myself; I have to respect their point of view
because at the end of the day, that’s how they feel and that’s what they believe it’s
necessary to take care continue to have some, some sanity, and some self-peace.
(Participant 5)
The third process of the FLMs, following firefighting and balancing, was enabling. UhlBien et al. (2008) suggested that enabling leadership “broadens the organization’s capacity to
adapt to environmental changes and conditions” (p. 206). The FLMs enabled the teams by
treating the employees on the team as individuals and by sharing why changes were happening.
The FLMs described how they treated employees individually based upon their experience and
skills.
The FLMs also shared the need to treat employees individually while communicating
messages in a meaningful and effective way:
Each individual is different. So, I’ve got to, like, talk to them like differently, because I
mean, you cannot talk like, every person like that same attitude, or like, same time, so
you gotta understand their personality, like how the want like, so yeah, that’s pretty much
it. (Participant 4)
The FLMs exhibited enabling behaviors through why-focused communication. This was
especially important during the pandemic when procedures, schedules, and expectations changed
regularly:
It makes me realize what needs to be done. And I understand more, and then I can share
the reason back to my team. Like there’s a trickle effect. It gives them a clearer picture,
why we might be trying to do something, and I still have some that might disagree with
it, but at least they realize there is thought behind what we are doing for that purpose.
(Participant 15)
Denying vacation and explaining why enabled an FLM to share the required bad news:
I spend time talking with them, making sure I follow up on concerns that they have, like,
make sure make sure that their like, time off requests are being acknowledged. If I have
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to deny it, I have a face-to-face conversation with them. Why it’s being denied instead of
just leaving it up to their imagination. (Participant 7)
Leading Through VUCA Change-Outcomes
The final property of a dimensional matrix is the outcome, which is the result of the
specific processes assigned to a dimension (Kools et al., 1996). While leading their teams
through VUCA change, the FLMs described three outcomes resulting from their actions:
winning the trust of their teams, feeling capable, and becoming burned out. The participants
provided vivid examples of each of these outcomes.
The word “trust” was mentioned 51 times during the interviews. The participants viewed
the earning of team trust as a critical element of effective leadership:
There’s some things that they’re dependent on you to help it, as I said, you need to
provide them with proper tools, they need to, you need to make sure their work
environment is safe. And if you can, if you can, if they can trust you enough to know that,
okay, you know what, my supervisor has my back, is going to make sure, you know,
when I come to work my machine is in good working condition, and he’s not gonna put
me in a situation where I’m going to get hurt, you know, that is a good thing. (Participant
12)
One participant described his efforts to build trust with the veteran members of his
merchandizing team. These seasoned direct reports questioned the young FLM’s skill and
dedication to the role, and the FLM worked to build the needed trust. As the store merchandizers
were setting up for a holiday display in the early hours before the store opened, the FLM arrived
at the store at 3:30 AM to help the crew:
They were shocked. And I picked the ones that I knew, probably didn’t trust me the most,
if that makes sense. I pick the older guys, but then I also pick the ones that struggle but
you know, I went out in the you know, the three main veterans first and when I walked
in, and I remember very vividly, one of them was like, what are you doing here? I’m like,
Man, you’ve got to reset 16 feet, you got 20 feet to set for the Christmas display,
whatever else it is, I’m like, you know, we’re gonna knock it out together. (Participant 3)
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Once trust was built with the team, the FLMs were able to more seamlessly work with the
team to deliver results. This business success led to feelings of competence in the role: “I’m
made for this job. I think I love operations” (Participant 20). Another participant described pride
in getting the work completed by the end of the shift:
I know myself. I did my job the right way. And it was done correctly. And I know when I
leave that plant, whether it’s at four o’clock or six o’clock, that there’s not going to be
any problems. (Participant 11)
Despite the successes of winning the team trust and feeling competent, the FLMs expressed
exasperation at becoming burned out due to the long work hours and balancing required during
the COVID-19 uncertainty: “But it’s just been back and forth, day and night, and like night and
day and one day here, five days there. And it’s just, I’m kind of a wreck right now” (Participant
13).
One participant loved the work but ultimately requested a lateral move to a staff role,
where she would not have to work the long hours required of a production supervisor. “I just am
so burned out that I decided that this is, I can’t be here anymore. Well, so that’s, that’s kind of
where, like, so I can’t be here anymore” (Participant 19).
The first primary dimension, Leading Through VUCA Change, served as the overarching
sphere in which the FLM operates. The second primary dimension, Claiming Professional Space,
described how the FLMs view themselves as they lead their teams.
Claiming Professional Space
The FLM role is challenging, requiring a flexible work schedule, management of large
groups of people, hours of standing and walking each shift, and the ability to handle constant
production pressure. Despite these professional challenges, the FLMs described their passion for
the work and their satisfaction with their roles. The second primary dimension, Claiming
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Professional Space, described the properties that support the FLMs attachment to the position in
Table 4.8.
Table 4.8
Dimensional Table for Frontline Manager Experiences: Claiming Professional Space

Claiming Professional Space-Context
The FLMs’ background and expertise formed the context for Claiming Professional
Space. Background was a result of upbringing and education, while expertise, gained from
experience, provided the FLM with the confidence to broaden responsibilities and make difficult
decisions.
Several of the participants discussed in detail their upbringing and their parents’ efforts to
teach empathy to the FLMs, where empathy is defined as “the ability to experience and relate to
the thoughts, emotions, or experience of others” (Gentry et al., 2016, p. 2). The parents instilled a
positive work ethic, modeled servant leadership, and provided ongoing support for the FLM as
the participants approach their roles. By displaying empathy, the FLMs were able to build trust
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with the teams and deliver their results, which are key elements of leading through VUCA
change.
Holt and Marquis (2011) stressed that empathy is essential for 21st-century leaders. Yet
the pair’s empirical research confirmed that neither business schools nor business corporations
valued empathy in their students or leaders. By learning about empathy from their parents, FLMs
brought a vital attribute to their workplaces. One participant grew up in a family business and
worked his way through college in service industry jobs:
I had jobs since I was, you know, 10, 11, like I was, I was that kid that, like, on
weekends, like you’re not sleeping in, like you’re coming to set tables, like you’re
coming into, you know, clean dishes, whatever else it is. So, like, I always had instilled in
me the value of work. (Participant 3)
Another participant benefitted from belonging to a household with parent role models
who had also led large teams in the CPG industry. This FLM modeled his servant leadership
style after his parents’ coaching: “Something my parents have taught me about, since I think I
knew how to talk: servant leadership” (Participant 2).
One African American female participant described how her parents worked to develop
her into becoming a strong and capable leader through lessons taught at home and by relocating
the family to a majority Black country during her youth:
If that’s the kind of mother you grew up with, you don’t grow up as a girl in her house
feeling as if you can’t achieve the world. And so I think there is some factor of that, plus
the fact that, you know, my parents moved, moved us out of the United States in order to
give us a perspective that we could achieve anything that we put our mind, and not really
be, you know, shaped by the necessities of what society thinks that we can and cannot
achieve. (Participant 5)
Beyond familial help in forming the character of the FLMs, education provided the next
set of skills necessary for the FLMs to claim professional space. All of the participants had
completed at least some college, 11 participants had earned bachelor’s degrees, mostly in
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engineering, and six went on to attain graduate degrees. The FLMs brought problem-solving
skills acquired through their education to the roles:
I’d done four years of continuous improvement, knew a lot about the plants. Yeah, I’d
never been an operator, but I knew a lot about a lot. Plus, I’m semi educated. I think I can
do this I have to give them a solution. Like what problems they’re facing in the process,
how they can like, improve the process more. (Participant 4)
Participants were frequently requested to solve technical issues on the lines.
I find when you go out there, it helps you. Sometimes you need to, because there’s a
problem, they’ve been trying to articulate to you. It’s like, let’s just I’ll meet you out
there. Show me. (Participant 5)
Two participants described frustration with their inability to fully utilize their education and
problem-solving skills at work:
Oh, my God, like, you know, I have this this engineering degree. You hired us, we’re
thinking new, we’re bringing fresh, innovative thoughts, and you’re just like, that’s nice,
great. And we’re gonna do it this way. Anyway, you’re like, okay, all right, I just, I just
wasted all this time. And, you know, just kind of it like, takes the excitement from you of
problem solving. (Participant 1)
One participant went so far as to wonder if her bosses questioned her intelligence:
Um, and then I don’t think that they value, like my, I don’t know how to say it, my
intelligence. I don’t think they, I don’t think they know that I’m inspired as I feel like my
degree’s in engineering. So, I know, I was talking to someone recently, I kind of felt a
little insulted because I asked for more work. And another lady in the department was
like, hey, “Carrie”, like, I know you’ve been asking for more work. So, you know, I want
to delegate some to you. And I’m like, okay, yes, like, this is it. And she was like, We
want you to do annual locker inspections. And I was like, locker inspection. Okay, locker
inspections. (Participant 20)
When I asked the participants whether they had addressed these issues with their bosses,
they replied that they had not. Numerous factors went into their reluctance to share their
concerns, and these will be addressed when I review the last dimension: Feeling Neglected or
Abused.
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Frontline manager expertise, gained through experience, ranged from a few months to
over 30 years. Many had worked in multiple disciplines in manufacturing including production,
warehousing, and quality assurance (QA), and these experiences gave the FLMs both an
understanding of how the whole operation worked and also the ability to perform other functions
while doing their role. Participant 15 was required to cover all the functions while alone on the
night shift:
I think they hired me because I had like QA, QC. I did it before. I can handle these. I do
Quality test, I think maybe because that’s why they hired me. And so, when they go
home, I’m responsible for everything. (Participant 15)
Another FLM used his vast experience when called to troubleshoot issues:
I’ve had experience in the production side as well. So even when there’s a production
issues, sometimes I’ll get called out to the floor, because we have, you know, production
supervisors. There’s a few of them that don’t have very much experience. So, you know,
I’m kind of working with those guys, too. So, you know, I’m kind of the jack of all trades
type person, you know, I’ve done some sanitation, done some production. And now I’m
doing quality. (Participant 6)
Overall, the participants recognized that the background, experience, and skills they
brought to their roles were essential, and these provided a backdrop to their success in the job.
The next property for Claiming Professional Space only included one condition of the
dimension: Loving the Work.
Claiming Professional Space-Condition
“I’m made for this job. I think I love operations” (Participant 20). This quote aptly
described the passion that FLMs described for their role. Other participants expressed their joy
with the production work, as well as with the chance to lead a team: “I do I love my crew “
(Participant 14). Participant 17 had the same pleasure as I experienced while watching cases of
product move down a production line:
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I love it, I enjoy this, like we’re creating, we’re manufacturing a product, product
manufacturing is totally enjoyable to me. More than sales, more than, more than
purchasing ingredients, more than anything else, producing a product. It’s just everything
that has to happen to do that. And all the people, and how everybody has to be focused on
a certain task and make sure that everything that makes sense is done in the same way.
(Participant 17)
Loving the work implies passion for work, “I have a passion for quality” (Participant 6).
Work passion has been empirically studied. Chen et al. (2019) described a passionate employee
as someone who engages in and derives positive effects from the work. This engagement creates
motivation which “is associated with a host of beneficial outcomes, including greater career
commitment, lower levels of job burnout, less work-home conflict, and fewer physical
symptoms” (p. 141). Many of the participants of this study have made a career of frontline
management. Chen et al.’s (2019) research may explain part of the reason why these FLMs were
able to sustain the grueling pace of this role: they love the work.
Claiming Professional Space-Processes
The process that FLMs utilized as part the dimension of Claiming Professional Space was
Being Autonomous. Karasek (1985) described job autonomy as the extent to which a role
provides opportunities to make decisions and control tasks to be accomplished. Autonomy and
passion are linked as described by Fernet et al. (2014) who empirically studied passion and
autonomy among teachers. The researchers described a connection between harmonious,
sustainable passion and job autonomy.
Many of the participants operated on shifts when their bosses were not at work. Some
participants were the only managers at the facility during the night shift. In these cases, being
autonomous was an important process for the FLMs ability to claim professional space. Without
sensing autonomy, participants would have second-guessed their own decisions or would have
had to call bosses at home for advice. Participants described the feeling of autonomy and specific
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instances where they made difficult decisions while operating autonomously: “It makes you feel
empowered to a point. I mean, I don’t have to, I know if I make a decision, I’m not going to get
berated for it” (Participant 11).
Being in charge was another phrase used to describe autonomy: “But I am in charge,
especially at night. I am the boss. No one else is here” (Participant 13). Finally, knowing that the
boss would support decisions allowed the participant to behave in an autonomous way:
I said, just stop, we’re not running the rest of this material, like I’m not taking the
downtime, well, we’re just gonna scrap this, and like making those are, you know, you
can really make an awful decision. So having your leadership support any of the decision
maker are really crucial in that. (Participant 18)
The participants then described the positive outcome of their process of being
autonomous as they conducted their roles.
Claiming Professional Space-Outcome
Participants shared two outcomes that were the result of their success at Claiming
Professional Space: Bringing Authentic Self and Being Resilient. FLMs described their ability
to bring their authentic selves to work, where authentic self is expressed as the ability and
comfort to transparently share information and feelings as appropriate for the situations (Avolio
et al., 2009). This ability for the FLMs to be themselves at work allowed them to focus on the
role and avoided the need for them to consume their brain space with the effort of trying to fit in,
as they interacted with others during their day (Dr. K. Ventus-Darks, Personal Communication,
February 29, 2012). The participants also described how being authentic was important for the
team: “I just have to go to work and be like, my authentic self with everyone. And just let my
team know, like, that I understand what you’re going through” (Participant 20). Another
participant described how being his authentic self resulted in a positive impact on the team: “And
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I owe them being the best version of myself so that I can help them be the best version of
themselves” (Participant 5).
The last outcome of the Claiming Professional Space dimension was Being Resilient.
The backgrounds of the FLMs, including parental guidance, education, and experience set the
context for a resilient outcome. The participants described difficult situations where they
navigated challenges fraught with ongoing issues and operational failures, and the FLMs
remained resilient throughout:
It’s a very high intensity job. So, there are some days that you leave feeling so great. And
like, wow, we did a great job today. This was just an awesome day. And then the next
day could be like, you have two [equipment] break downs. And just so kind of managing
the roller coaster is, has been an adjustment for me when I first started. I’ve gotten kind
of, you know, used to it, I would say it’s just another part of the job. And I’ve learned to
kind of let that part of it at work and let myself kind of decompress when I go home.
(Participant 18)
One participant described the need for resilience in the face of failure:
How did I keep going through that? I don’t know. I’m just a resilient kind of guy. I don’t
know, I just keep going. You know, I would. I mean, I think there were times where, you
know, where we would fail. And, you know, I would look at myself as being the, then I, I
looked at everyone or everyone else around me. I mean, nobody else is helping. But, you
know, how did I do it? (Participant 6)
One participant described her resilience as she continued to persevere in her quest for a more
fulfilling role which she eventually attained:
It took me a long time to get a job as a supervisor, because I thought, one of the other one
of my favorite plant directors said, you know, you should, you should be a supervisor,
you should try it, you know, do that. And so, I thought, okay, and it took me over, way
over a year, of constant interviewing at being rejected, being, no one would give me a
chance. (Participant 13)
As the FLMs claimed their professional selves in their roles of leading through VUCA
change, the participants formed special relationships with their teams, and these relationships
became the core dimension of this study: Protecting the Team.
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Protecting the Team
The participants’ descriptions of Protecting the Team were multifaceted. The FLMs
described how they protected the individuals in the team from each other, from bad bosses and
outsiders, and from the actual FLMs themselves. They illustrated how they protected the team
from the anxiety of COVID-19, as well as from plant safety hazards, business uncertainty, and
burnout. The FLMs protected the team members from obscurity as the team worked the night
shift. Although only one participant applied the word “protecting” to their team relationship,
almost all of the participants passionately expressed their protective relationship. One participant
described herself as “feeling like a huge shield” (Participant 20) as she guarded between her bad
boss and her team.
Table 4.9
Dimensional Table for Frontline Manager Experiences: Protecting the Team

Protecting the Team became the core dimension of this study because all of the other
dimensions either fed into, or stemmed from, the FLMs belief that the most important aspect of
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their role was to protect their teams. Table 4.9 outlines the properties and categories of this core
category of Protecting the Team.
Protecting the Team-Context
The participants described Owning the Domain as they depicted their roles. The FLMs
normally worked with the same shift team, rotating schedules as the teams moved from one shift
to another. This togetherness in space and in work to achieve daily deliverables resulted in an
extreme attachment to the domain. This attachment emerged as kinship with the participants and
ownership of the space, culture, and results. Physical space, the people, the results, and the
culture all were included in this domain, as the FLMs described their feelings: “My Powwow”
(Participant 3), “My Space, my territory, my team. You don’t touch it unless I’m not here”
(Participant 5), “If I’m a production supervisor, the floor is mine” (Participant 14).
One participant discussed how she had come to an agreement with her boss about the
workspace and the team: “But he knows not to make decisions for my team without me present.
Because he’ll hear about it. I just feel like it’s me. Yes, he’s my boss, but it’s still not his place”
(Participant 5). Another participant described the power associated with owning the domain:
“You’re just by yourself in the plant, and you’re running the whole thing by yourself”
(Participant 8).
One FLM shared confrontations he had with a boss who was interfering in his domain,
“Then you need to back off and let me do the job” (Participant 7). An essential part of Owning
the Domain was Being Present, which emerged as the condition for this dimension.
Protecting the Team-Condition
Being Present was articulated in both the physical and emotional sense by the
participants. Physically, the FLMs were present with the teams, reporting that they spent between
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20% and 90 of their time on the floor. One participant gave a detailed description of the kind of
work he performed while interacting with the team:
So, you’re kind of doing this juggling act, where you can move people around and trying
to you know, so most of the days, and then in addition to that you got machinery
downtime, where you have to be coordinating with maintenance and make sure you
know, they prioritize what machines the, to what lines to work on and that kind of thing.
And then you as I also have to contend with quality control, when issue comes up, you
got a call, and you get to make a decision. So, do I run this, do I put it on hold? Do I stop
the line, you know, so yeah. So,70% of the time you’re there on the floor, and it’s always
action. (Participant 12)
Another participant discussed the importance of presence to the team: “It is kind of trying to
divide my time between going out there on the floor, being present in production, present in my
line, being available, making sure that people know that I’m available there” (Participant 18).
The word “love” was used more than once when describing presence: “They love seeing us out
there” (Participant 5).
The processes for Protecting the Team emanated from the context of Owning the Domain
and the condition of Being Present. These process properties were providing safety, securing
resources, and preventing obscurity.
Protecting the Team-Processes
While interviewing FLMs, I discovered three types of safety they provided to their teams.
The first type of safety was physical. Manufacturing plants can be dangerous places, averaging
2.9 recordable, or serious, accidents per 100 workers per year in 2020
(www.bls.gov/web/osh/summ1_00.htm, 2021). With this average safety record, a plant with 500
workers would expect to suffer more than one serious accident per month. Many FLMs
described the daily huddle meetings that were held with team members, covering topics of
importance for the day. Safety was always the first topic reviewed. Participants also described
how they regularly discussed safety with the teams:
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Then the first question I always ask like about work is, are there any safety or quality
which I think that’s more like the especially the safety is way more important that people
go home safe than that we produce a million cases. (Participant 19)
In one frightful case, a vertical high-rise forklift was fully extended two stories high in the
warehouse. A programming error caused a malfunction in the forklift, and the entire machine,
with operator onboard, fell over. The FLM had already asked to have the issue fixed, and the
technical team had denied the request: “I think it’s ridiculous for somebody who doesn’t have to
tell 22 technicians that it’s okay to go down an aisle with a vehicle that may or may not fall
down, that they don’t need something that could have protected them, just because somebody
didn’t die” (Participant 5). The FLM pursued resolution until someone in management with
authority demanded the forklifts be repaired.
The FLMs also provided emotional safety to the team. Many of the participants described
comforting people during distress over COVID-19 hardships and listening as employees shared
stories of joy and sorrow. Emotional safety was strikingly described by a participant whose team
consisted of one transgender employee and “a bunch of macho Mexican men.” While working
on the line, the FLM overheard some of the comments the men were making towards the
transgender woman. Although the woman had never complained, the FLM searched out
corporate training materials on diversity and shut down the lines to provide diversity, equity, and
inclusion training to all team members. She then threatened to discharge anyone who violated the
policy. In her own words:
In fact, right now we, that person is still with us in a new position. Moved up. She is
technically very apt, so she moved up and I think we got through that hump. But again, I
think I think the, my advantage was that I was out on the floor, looking at people’s faces,
looking at their reaction, look at the body language. (Participant 17)
When I asked about the outcome of this potentially volatile situation, the FLM expressed
extreme satisfaction:
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I’m thrilled that I’m very, very satisfied that we were able to change the bad environment
to be a very nurturing environment, and that this person decided to stick it out with us.
And, and we found another way to make her grow. (Participant 17)
Several of the abusive men lost their jobs over this incident.
The last type of safety the FLM provided was financial. After the pandemic hit, some
facilities lost production while others were required to add shifts and overtime. The FLMs
ensured 40 hours of work for the employees of the facilities that did not have sufficient
production due to low demand or a lack of materials. The FLMs allowed employees to move
their scheduled vacation to get paid for the hours:
But yeah, there have been times where we’ve had to shut down. And they just, they
didn’t get paid for the remainder of their hours, because they clocked out and went home.
But if it’s something like that, we know it’s gonna be the next day, we’ve we let people
know that they can, we normally schedule our vacation a year out. So, like everybody for
this year has their vacation on the schedule already. We will allow them to move days a
day like that. (Participant 16)
In one instance, the FLM made up work so the employees could get paid:
I talked to my boss. I said look, my crew’s not happy because we’re working like six,
seven hours a day. What we can do, sometimes I just you know, kind of invent some job
in there, to give more hours to them because everybody, you know, want to do at least his
forty hours. He be needing money. They said, you know, I have my house and my kids
have my. I said No, is why fight for you. I do I love my crew. (Participant 14)
The FLMs acted in their roles as protectors by providing physical, emotional, and
financial safety to the team. The participants also talked about securing resources for the team to
enable the work. These resources included tools to do their jobs, access to information and
headcount:
While you basically make sure they’re safe, make sure they get the tools that they need to
do the job properly and when they bring the complaint to you or the suggestion you
listen, and if something that is worth, it is something that is that can be done for the
betterment of them and for the betterment of production you do it. (Participant 12)
I think that my job really is breaking barriers, I would say is the biggest one. So, if
somebody has something that they need me to do, like, okay, they need access, or they
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can’t get ahold of somebody or something like that, I’m kind of facilitating that part.
(Participant 20)
One FLM specifically talked about providing physical masks, test kits, and cleaning supplies as
well as informational resources when employees became concerned about being at work during
the time before the COVID-19 vaccine was available:
You know, I’m in this with you guys, we’re here together, I understand your concerns.
And like I said, just really trying to guide them. So whatever resources we had at that
time, um, that’s just the way I handled it. But honestly, it was scary, you know, because I
didn’t know myself, I didn’t have the answers for myself. (Participant 1)
The final process the FLMs enacted as they protected their teams was Preventing
Obscurity. Teams of hourly workers suffer from at least two types of obscurity. Firstly, many
teams routinely work evening and night shifts and are not visible to dayshift management.
Human resources, mid-level managers, and others who could help coach and reward the off-shift
direct reports are typically not available to do this important work. Secondly, in many companies
there is a path to promotion from direct reports to frontline manager. This potential promotion
requires the FLM to actively train, make visible, and support the team member. The act of
preventing obscurity was accomplished by coaching and advancing the careers of the FLM’s
direct reports, while highlight their good work:
I like that I could develop people. I love how I can influence people to do what needs to
be done. I get excited to see people grow and move. And I even shared this to someone. I
don’t, and they’re quite a few years younger than me. I don’t care if you go beyond me. I
want to see you grow. (Participant 15)
Delegating decisions to the team leads, and assuring these leads had the skills to advance was
another way of preventing obscurity:
If I made a decision that maybe I made it on my own, and I should have consulted my
leads and it ended up being half, half successful or not at all. That’ll bother me. And I’ll
keep it around so that next time I’ll be sure to include this, this are considered this, this.
And that that’s how I’ve been dealing with these years to adapt, to be a better supervisor
or better support to my leads. (Participant 17)
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Participant 17 also described how she creatively worked to provide visibility for her second shift
team.
In second shift. one of my main objectives with the team was to give them visibility. I
always felt that particular second shift is the highest productivity and the lesser known.
You can see the numbers, but that’s it. And what they do to get their numbers to wasn’t
very visible, it wasn’t very well known. I was like, oh, that’s, that’s a good team. Yeah.
Why? Let’s get those faces out there. Let’s get name recognition. Let’s get people
recognized by the managers, let’s get people to be able to apply for first shift position
more easily. Yeah. Cheer. If I want to be their cheerleader, that’s fine. I want to cheer for
them and get their names out to corporate. And then you know, when somebody in
corporate comes up, hey, can you stay for second shift? You might enjoy how the
dynamics or whatever, just get a little bit more. It’s like I’m kinda in the marketing. So,
it’s kind of more brand recognition. (Participant 17)
She went on to describe how she was planning to reduce obscurity by including a reminder of
second shift in all of her emails:
I discovered in my new phone that panoramic pictures, so I can take picture of the whole,
the whole floor working, and I’ve been taking pictures and like look at what you’re
missing type of thing. Under my signature like, oh, by the way, here’s the floor working,
you know, type, that type of thing that saying we’re here. We’re alive. Yeah, you’re
producing. It’s not only a number it’s all these folks working. Look at it. Going real
good. I think we managed to get that obscurity. A little lighten the obscurity. (Participant
17)
For ambitious team members working on an “off shift”, it is essential to have an FLM who takes
the time to coach and showcase the work as a way to prevent obscurity. In many cases, that
support is the only way the team member will attain the desired promotion and rise to their
potential.
Finally, the outcomes of Protecting the Team are both personal and corporate: delivering
results, achieving competence, and feeling solidarity with the team.
Protecting the Team-Outcomes
From a business standpoint the successful outcome of a FLM role, and an FLM’s day, is
the delivery of the results. The FLMs know that in order to keep their jobs and advance their
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careers, they needed to deliver their metrics. This outcome was front and center as the
participants described their successes: “And as in in a production facility, the goal is to produce
and we got numbers we got, we got targets to meet. And on a day when we hit our targets or get
past our target, I am ecstatic” (Participant 12). I asked participants to describe a good day: “My
good days for me is I finished my production. First, with quality, I clean my place, I do my
report. I can go home, but the day I did not finish my production I tell you I just don’t like it”
(Participant 15).
Feeling competent was the second outcome of the Protecting the Team dimension. The
FLMs knew that they could not deliver the results on their own: They were beholden to their
teams. The business delivery outcome for the participants was due to their successful ability to
protect their teams.
Frontline manager competence was already discussed in the first dimension, Leading
Through VUCA Change, where the ability to deliver the goals while managing a change resulted
in feelings of competence for the FLMs in their in the role. Competence is also included in
Protecting the Team because the ability to care for and protect the team also resulted in the
participants’ feeling more confident in their roles. While protecting the team, the participants
gained confidence by assuring that the domain was calm and set up for success for the day: “The
first two hours, I’d be on the floor, basically, just walking around making sure everybody has
what they need and making sure everything is what is supposed to be for the day” (Participant
12). Other participants described their feelings of competence through their ability to do their
roles well: “When you find a role that you really connect with, and you can you really excel at it,
it’s great” (Participant 9).
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The final outcome of the core dimension was Declaring Solidarity, where solidarity was
defined as action where both parties have feelings of belonging, are motivated by altruism, feel
obliged to support and help each other, and have values of trustworthiness, fair sharing, and
consideration (Laitinen & Pessi, 2015; Wildt, 1999). Interestingly, Laitinen and Pressi also
described distress as a key element of solidarity, whether that distress was a moral issue or
injustice. The participants who described solidarity were distressed about how management was
treating the team, elucidating the injustice element of solidarity in their descriptions:
I, you know, try and take care of my team, I actually feel solidarity with them. And if
something were to come up or something was to go wrong, I’d be like, “No, you do this,
I’m quitting.” And I’m walking out with them. That’s it. Nothing. (Participant 13)
Participant 2 described how he quit his job over management’s handling of a safety accident, and
the ensuing punitive treatment of the innocent employee:
He chose the route of if you do anything to get injured, you’re going to get fired. And
skipping ahead a little bit, that’s actually why I quit. Was the straw that broke the camel’s
back was he asked me to fire one of the members of my team who had not even a
recordable injury but a first aid injury and didn’t break any rule. (Participant 2)
Participant 20 volunteered to do the operators’ roles for a full shift when they were short staffed,
as she realized that requesting someone work overtime would have been a burden for an already
overworked team. This action by the FLM demonstrated both altruism and fair sharing, key
components of solidarity:
I won’t like really go through the hassle of trying to get someone from first shift to stay
over, I just step in the place as that quality technician on the shift, and then I try to get
someone in for seven o’clock because that’s like the midway point. But if I don’t, then
I’ll just continue running the line. Um, so yeah, I try to step in and help them as much as I
can. And I think that’s how I’ve kind of worked on building the trust on my team,
especially with issues on the line. Like, there are some issues that they happen very often,
so they know what to do. But a lot of times, I’ll just be like, hey, you know, I got it. And
I’ll just go handle the issue. So, I just try to be present with my techs, and then on the
floor on my shift, so they know that I’m there. (Participant 20)
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Participant 2 shared an act of COVID-19 solidarity by wearing his mask even though it wasn’t
required:
I have a desk that I don’t have anyone for 20 feet around me. So, by the letter of the rules,
I could have probably taken my mask off at my desk, but it’s 100 degrees in City in the
summer, and everyone working in operation is wearing a mask in the warehouse, like I’m
keeping my mask on. (Participant 2)
Protecting the Team evolved to become the core dimension during my research, as this
was the dimension that participants revisited over and over as they discussed their roles, their
sense of self, and their bosses. I began this research searching for the unique relationship
between the FLMs and their bosses. I discovered several elements of the relationship that are
important to the FLMs as they enacted their roles. Wanting More from the Boss became the
fourth dimension.
Wanting More from the Boss
As I questioned their relationships with their bosses, the FLMs described a variety of
boss behaviors, ranging from very supportive to horrific. The latter will be discussed as the last
dimension. FLMs shared supportive boss behaviors, and I began to see a pattern emerge. In later
interviews I asked specifically if the participants desired anything more from their bosses. If the
previously listed behavioral categories were not mentioned, I asked about these categories.
Without fail, all participants replied that they would also like to see these additional behaviors
from their bosses. Similar to the other dimensions, Wanting More from the Boss described the
context, conditions, processes, and outcomes from the FLMs’ perspectives. I did not interview
bosses. As FLMs shared their perception of the boss’s supportive actions and described the
impact these actions had on the participants’ ability to perform in the role, they talked about their
appreciation or longing for more. Table 4.10 outlines the categories for Wanting More from the
Boss.
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Table 4.10
Dimensional Table for Frontline Manager Experiences: Wanting More from the Boss

Wanting More from the Boss-Context
The participants shared two contextual properties as they described what they wanted
from their bosses: assessing the boss and recalling past bosses. As the FLMs determined what
they should expect from their bosses, they began by assessing the current boss’s experience,
ability to do the FLM’s role, and time available for support.
Boss experience was the first driver of the FLMs’ expectations for support. Some
participants extoled the abilities of the boss to help the FLM and the team due to the boss’s deep
mastery of the operation:
So, you never saw him skip a beat. He just did it, like he just came in was clearly the best
in the room, knew his business cold. You know, still got everybody excited. But at the
same time, like didn’t put up with any BS. So, it was like he was managing this very,
very tough operation. And he did it well, and just, he would just do it. It was just like, I
don’t wanna call it like magical. It’s like Magic Johnson, I guess just like he came in, got
it all done. (Participant 3)
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One FLM shared that the boss was incapable of doing the role at all:
And he just, he was somebody that was he definitely was above way above. He was way
above his head over what was actually happening at the plant. I mean, just a couple of
years ago, he was an [hourly employee]. And all sudden he moved into this ops manager
position. (Participant 6)
Many of the FLM’s bosses had complex jobs themselves, and FLMs believed that the boss had
little time available for support. As a result, the participants were sometimes reluctant to ask for
help and were appreciative when the boss came to their aid: “So, he is very much available if I
need anything. And he’s responsive, he’ll help. He’ll drop everything. I think the difficulty for
him in his position, he owns a lot. He arguably owns too much” (Participant 5). The autonomy
theme reemerged with a participant who did not want to bother the boss:
I don’t like to bother my manager. I do everything I can to not go there. I’m telling you.
Yeah, because I know he’s a busy man, works a lot. So, these small things that I know I
can do it. I will do. Okay. So, if the things I know is complicated, or I will go to him, his
door is always open. (Participant 14)
The second contextual property shared was recalling past bosses. Some participants
described their past bosses as being very supportive and wished that current bosses exhibited
some of the same behaviors:
His analytical skills were very good. And I think through experience, he had developed
the people skills at the Plant. He had been a line leader there. So that helped and, and
while he might not, it might not have come as quite as naturally to him, he knew from
being in similar job we described before, from being a line leader, what it took to support,
you know, for teams working 24/7, 363 days a year. And so, he was great. (Participant 2)
Wanting More from the Boss-Condition
FLMs assessed the context of current bosses and past bosses as they formed their
condition for wanting more from the boss: The Boss’s Leadership Style. The observed
leadership style of the boss did not change how the FLM desired support, but rather it framed the
participants expectations from the boss. FLMs who wanted coaching about strategy and the
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bigger picture of the company were disappointed with hands-on bosses: “He’s a hands-on guy”
(Participant 11). Another example of a nonstrategic boss was share by Participant 6: “You know,
you think that they should be looking at some of the big picture type stuff, but he’s got his hands
in machines, he’s trying to do whatever he can.” One boss had a style that was straight and to the
point, providing feedback exactly the way the FLM desired:
If there’s something that I’m out of bounds on, he’ll just be like, no look, like, plain and
simple. I know that’s how you think it’s gonna work out. But trust me, man, I’ve been
there. That’s not how it’s gonna work. You need to do it this way. (Participant 3)
Another boss did not provide feedback at all, but rather expected the FLM to improve based
upon passive-aggressive gossip:
But I don’t know if I mean, it does make me feel, you know, I don’t want to say trusting.
You know, how does she really feel about me? If she’s talking like that way about other
people, you know, behind their back? You know, how does she how, what does she
actually feel about me? (Participant 3)
The contexts and condition that include the current and past bosses’ experiences, willingness to
help, and leadership styles fed the supportive processes the FLMs wanted from their bosses.
Wanting More from the Boss-Processes and Outcomes
I began this research looking for frontline managers’ depiction of their bosses’ supportive
behaviors during change. As I interviewed and began analysis, I was surprised that the
participants’ codes merged into only four conditions. The first condition, Craving Clarity, was
multifaceted. The FLMs wanted clarity regarding their roles, their deliverables, and their career
paths. They wanted clarity on executional items, like when they should call the boss at night.
They described both effective and ineffective ways that bosses were providing clarity. In one
instance, the participant wasn’t even sure of his own reporting relationship:
I’m not 100% sure as to who my who I report to, because when I interviewed, they told
me I was going to report to the PQs, but then when I’m actually there, there are my shift
manager was telling me that she’s not sure who I report to either. (Participant 7).
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Several participants described the lack of clarity with their role description, boss’ direction and
deliverables. Still another participant shared the flip-flopping direction the boss gave when the
FLM made decisions that impacted quality and cost:
One week, that pallet hits the floor, you know, whether it’s in the cases, if it’s still on the
shelves and stuff like that, not on the side, whatever. It needs to be thrown away. So, the
next week, it’ll change to alright, if the Product is in good shape, there’s no problems, no
scratches, no scuffs, no nothing wrong with it. Go ahead and you know, put it back
together and go because one week, he’ll get probably my assumption is he’ll probably get
something on his end. Our losses are too high. We’ve got BD&L really high or
something like that. And so, and then you’ll get some everything from the QA
department goes this way, you know, quality? Oh, no, you can’t do it this way. And the
problem is, you know, I have to make sure my team just wants a or b, or something like
that, we just need to stick with one thing with them. Because when I have to tell them to
do it a whole different way, the next week, it can be problematic. (Participant 16)
Chasing shiny objects was the description used by one participant about her management:
So, they’ll be very strict about it for a week or two or a month or two. And then it all kind
of gets very vague. And because then there’s another shiny object that we have to focus
on. And so that that kind of bothers me. (Participant 13)
One line leader participant described a situation where three people in her work group had
identical goals:
Yeah, so Process Engineer, Line Leader, Boss. All have very similar set of deliverables.
And like, on our Goals, what we’re supposed to do for the year, they’re all basically the
exact same. Now who does those is, was very, very unclear. So, what usually ended up
happening was the line leader, and the PE would end up doing everything. And so, it just
wasn’t very clear on like, who’s doing what. (Participant 19)
Other FLMs appreciated having clarity around roles and goals. Participants shared how they
made decisions based upon clear goals and appreciated the autonomy that came with this
decision-making power:
The biggest the greatest thing is, is clear and concise communication. That’s for me
anyway, I like to know what you expect. And if, if, if something is not going, right, you
need to say some bit, you know, you need to say. (Participant 12)
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Most participants discussed their career aspirations during the interviews. They commented
about their bosses’ unwillingness to have conversations about FLM careers or to provide clarity
on next steps.
I asked one participant about career coaching in general:
B: Is he coaching you on your career at all?
P: I’d say no.
B: Is anybody?
P: He talks, he talks a lot about PIE, like performance, image, exposure. But that’s kind
of like it feels like a buzzword almost like he says it and that’s like, kind of all he says.
(Participant 19)
Another FLM’s boss was unwilling to discuss her career, even when pressed: “Where do
you see I could grow into or work, what other opportunities or positions you see opening up?
And there wasn’t a really good answer. So, it’s just kind of like, all right” (Participant 10).
Although clarity on career was a disappointment for most participants, clarity on when to
escalate issues was more positively depicted. The Toyota company coined the phrase “trigger
limits” to describe the situation where the employee should metaphorically stop the production
line and call for help (Liker, 2021). Clarity of this escalation process was described by the
participants as very important because most of the FLMs worked at least some of their time on
night shift. The participants described the benefit of knowing when to call the boss as creating a
sense of security and calm as they dealt with long production breakdowns, employee COVID-19
concerns, or other infrequently occurring issues: “So, we actually do have an escalation
document that defines exactly when to reach out to people, which the teams are supposed to
follow” (Participant 19). During production breakdowns, some bosses wanted to be woken
multiple times during the night:
So, I call a manager first, and send a message. If he’s sleeping, because it’s one o’clock,
two o’clock in the morning, three o’clock? Yeah, so I wait for like, more 10 minutes, 15
minutes. I send a message to the plant manager. (Participant 14)
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Some participants expressed frustration when they did not have trigger limits, or when these
limits were indiscriminately changed:
I was told if it was over two hours. That was the standard that I was told to tell you if it
was down for more than two hours. He said no, you just tell me if it’s down for more than
half an hour. I’m like, that’s a different standard than what I’m being trained on. You
know? (Participant 7)
Beyond clarity, the FLMs expressed a need for a rapid response from the boss when
issues arose. Issues could be anything from the need for addition staffing to securing equipment
to communicating changes. Some bosses were better at this than others: “There was a lot of
friction and fighting over resources. And it’s, oh, we’re upside today, but we need to get these
tasks done. So, we’re not going to send help to your department” (Participant 2). One participant
was appreciative of the training and supplies her boss provided:
When I asked for help, like they’re like, they’re things like, like, autonomous
maintenance. Like, he’s, not going to be the one teaching me. But he’s got, he’s gotten
me more in touch with people who can. So, and like when something comes up, like,
even if it’s something silly, like, somebody needs a laptop, and I don’t have time to go do
it, like, he’s on it, and he, like, we’ll go figure out how to do that. (Participant 19)
Lack of communication was an area of concern for Participant 14, who wasn’t even told when
his direct reports were on vacation:
Tomorrow one of, you know, he’s not coming because of vacation, I will make my plan,
all my employees. Yeah, so when I go to work, I wait for one. Because everybody has
stuff to do. And I don’t see one employee, I say what’s going on? Okay, maybe sick.
Okay. I’m not really. So, I say what’s going on? I’ll go to my manager. I said, okay, these
employees like, just didn’t show up. And today, they did not show up again. So, he said
oh, he’s on vacation. Okay, this is the thing I don’t like. (Participant 14)
Job related training also emerged as an urgent request the FLMs made of the bosses.
“The first six months was really tough learning everything because there was absolutely,
absolutely. absolutely no training” (Participant 11). Participant 13 lamented that the team never
received training after new equipment was installed:
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They were supposed to help us with our startup. But yeah, because of COVID and the
lockdown we didn’t have any of that. So that added to the chaos. We’re just trying to
flounder around and fiddle it and figure it out ourselves. (Participant 13)
The third process category within the Wanting More from the Boss dimension was
Requesting One-to-One Meetings. The FLMs described these one-to-one meetings as different
from the daily interactions the boss had with the participants on the floor. The daily floor
discussions were focused on imminent issues like safety, quality, staffing, and production items
needed to deliver the shift. The one-to-one meetings were sit-down meetings in the boss’s office
focused on longer range subjects like training, coaching, career, and project leadership. The
participants who actively engaged in one-to-one meetings with their bosses described the
benefits:
I think, when your manager or plant manager call you and say sit here, talk to me what’s
going on, it’s better than, better than you can say. You know, you can work the
everyday, you don’t have time to tell the boss or is just a working thing. But if you sit
with a manager or human resource for 30 minutes, forty-five minutes, it’d be different.
Because they will ask you things that you don’t think about every day, or you can tell
them things they don’t know, you have time to tell them. So, I think if you have like 30
minutes in a month, or an hour in three months with your human resource or your
manager or it’s great for you. (Participant 14)

Most participants did not have one-on-one meetings with their bosses and longed for the
opportunity to share career aspirations more formally with their bosses:
One on ones? No, we do not have one on ones, um, which I said that I would like to start
having one on ones with my manager and my plant director, just because I’m coming on,
I’ll be two years in Month. And I keep saying like, I don’t like second shift. So, I’m like
this is two years, almost on second shift. So, I’m kind of trying to get an understanding of
like, where are my, what is the room for growth here. So just like, I want to start
discussing what my next steps are, maybe if they are at the plant, or if they are in the
company, or do I need to shop elsewhere. So, I do want to start having one on ones with
her for those reasons. (Participant 20)
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Although some FLMs had scheduled one-to-one meetings with their bosses, the participants
complained that these sessions were usually cancelled: “They’re set up weekly. But a lot of times
he forgets about them and then we don’t have them” (Participant 18).
The FLMs described how they craved clarity, demanded a fast response to their requests,
and wanted one-to-one meetings with their bosses. The final behavior the participants requested
of the boss was empathy. Empathy was defined by Gentry et al. (2016) as “the ability to
experience and relate to the thoughts, emotions, or experience of others” (p. 2). Participant 20, a
young woman working on the evening shift, strikingly described how her boss demonstrated
empathy regarding the FLMs personal life:
Boss, like I want to go out it’s Friday like, can I come in early and leaving like an hour
early. She’s very understanding with that as well. So, I think that’s kind of contributed,
contributed to us having like, not only a good like work relationship with me being able
to look at look up to her from a supervisor to a manager, um kind of standpoint but I kind
of also look up to her like, basically like from a woman to a woman standpoint.
(Participant 20)
There were also examples where bosses exhibited a shocking lack of empathy:
I think literally the day after surgery, he had texted me like, hey, I just want to make sure
that you updated your performance review on your HR tab, and I literally texted him,
like, I just got out of surgery, I’m in the hospital, like, this is Day One after surgery. I am
not by my laptop, like, I really don’t care at this moment, you know, so that was
something I was also kind of like, again, like, hello, how are you? How did the surgery
go? How are you? Well, you know, hope everything went. (Participant 1)
Another FLM was shocked when her peer was promoted into the role she had been promised,
with no warning:
But the way, the just, the lack of concern for how I might feel to not be released, not
getting my promotion, not really start a new, this new chapter that I had been mentally
preparing for for a year. Not a, you know, not a single, like, I know, this might be
disappointing. Nope. (Participant 5)
Empathy was viewed as important by the participants. Just as the display of empathy by the boss
resulted in feelings of comradery and loyalty by the FLM, the examples of bosses lacking
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empathy resulted in the employees thinking about leaving the role or the company. Quitting is
part of the last dimension.
Frontline managers described needing four processes from their bosses: clarity, fast
response, holding one-to-one meetings, and empathy. With the support of these processes, the
FLMs were able to thrive and do their best work, while being groomed for higher levels of
responsibility. One participant described how his work produced great results:
And I really, I see the fruits of my labor and that and the work that I put in, you know,
I’m getting great results out of, so it may be a combination of the two, right, like, I just
found a role that I really like, you know, we’re shipping the business well, we’re able to
support it, we’re hitting our targets, we’re seeing challenges, and as a group, we’re
working together to resolve them. Not saying that everything’s been perfect. But you
know, for the 95% of the work that we’re doing, it’s been really well. (Participant 9)
Another participant described the output of doing his best work, and how he thought about the
impression he was making on the team:
Someone taught me a long time ago your name is now that’s going to be brought up at
the dinner table. So, whoever reports to me it’s going to be me, good or bad. My name is
gonna be out there, so I want to be in the good category. (Participant 15)
Finally, the word trust appeared again, this time concerning the relationship between the boss
and the FLM: “It makes me feel very good. Like, I know that my manager trusts me. She trusts
me. And she stands behind me and my decisions” (Participant 20).
The last outcome of the Wanting More from the Boss dimension was Being Developed as
a Future Leader. It was important for participants to have a view of their career progression, and
good boss not only shared the possibilities, but also prepared the FLMs for their future roles:
He got me on a specific program, a pilot program for leaders, which was interesting. And
he’s been promoting me in that sense. So, I’ve got a lot of other besides the background
I’ve had in leadership and what I brought, he’s, he’s been worried about learning, my
learning more, and maybe newer things. And getting me into special projects or bringing,
bringing me on board with, with certain teams. And, and just giving me the best advice
that he can. (Participant 17)
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One participant described how his boss began developing him even before he secured the role:
So, I met my boss in 2019, and we started meeting on a monthly basis, totally different
departments but I knew I wanted to get into this role that I was now, but I’m not wanting
to just apply and then hope and pray. So, I wanted to, I wanted to make sure it was a good
fit for me and, it was good fit for them. So, like, if I didn’t like it, I didn’t want to pursue
it. So, her and I were meeting on a monthly basis. And then we finally, she offered me the
job. And so, I already had that started relationship. (Participant 15)
Some of the bosses exhibited one or more of the processes the FLMs were seeking.
However, none of the bosses exhibited all four processes, leaving all of the participants wanting
in some regard.
Being Neglected or Abused
Unfortunately, many of the bosses were described using disparaging terms. The final
dimension of this study reflects the effects of these bad bosses on the FLMs. The bad bosses
hindered the participants’ ability to do their work by either being absent or being present and
abusive. Workplace abuse is defined as abusive conduct that may include repeated infliction of
verbal abuse, such as the use of derogatory remarks, insults, and epithets, verbal, or physical
conduct that a reasonable person would find threatening, intimidating, or humiliating, or the
gratuitous sabotage or undermining of a person’s work performance (What Is Workplace
Bullying/Abusive Conduct, 2017). Table 4.11 illustrates the boss bad behaviors and the
processes and outcomes as described by the participants.
Some participants used the word “abuse” in their stories, while others used the word
“toxic.” Regardless of what they called the boss bad behavior, many FLMs had examples of
abuse that aptly fit the above definition. The context for the bosses’ negative behavior towards
the FLMs was their absence or presence.
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Table 4.11
Dimensional Table for Frontline Manager Experiences: Feeling Neglected or Abused

Being Neglected or Abused-Context
Bosses’ responsibilities and tasks tended to be more future focused than the FLM’s who
managed day-to-day production and spent much of their time with the direct reports on the floor.
The boss had discretionary time and chose to be involved with the FLM in the daily production
or not. Several participants described absent bosses who would not engage until requested. One
participant’s boss was so absent that he almost failed to tell the participant about a raise that had
already been processed. An independently minded FLM shared how she appreciated autonomy,
but when she requested help from the boss, expected an urgent response.
But I’ve never had a manager where if I ask for help, they show up. And the reason that
is it’s important for me is because I don’t believe the way I work, like my autonomy. And
so, when I asked for help, it’s because I need it. And if you don’t show up, I, It’s a flaw.
(Participant 5)
Another participant described the negative team impact of dealing with an absent boss:
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They just do the delegating and then go back to the office or walk away, or which kills
morale, especially if there’s a problem where it’s like man, I’m, that stinks, you should
do this, you know you should do a be cool and they’re gone. (Participant 10)
The last example of an absent boss was shared by a FLM who described him as “more of a talker
than a doer”: “If I asked him to do something for me, he’s going to go talk to someone on them
doing it. He will, he will not do things himself” (Participant 18). The other dimensional context,
being present, was viewed as helpful when the boss was able to do the FLM role and was willing
to help. However, when the bosses used their presence in abusive ways, the FLMs experienced
increased challenges leading their teams. For this dimension, being present represented being on
the floor. Many of the participants shared grievances that revolved around bosses giving
direction to the teams while bypassing the FLM:
I hate it. He’ll tell me to do something. And then by the time I’ve gotten over to do it,
he’s already taken care of it. I’m like, Why do you waste my time then? Why do you, if
you were gonna do it? Why didn’t you just do it? Why did you ask me? I don’t get it. I
think I’ve only actually said that to him once. But he does it all the time. (Participant 13)
Another participant question why he was making the decisions at all:
Why am I going to make these calls if you’re already going to do it? You know, if you’re
going to do it, then do it. If you want me to do it, then you need to bite the bullet and let
me take care of it, put the pressure on me to make those calls. Don’t just take it all
yourself. Yeah, it’s, it’s, do you want me to do it, tell me, hey, you need to do this,
alright, then you need to back off and let me do the job. (Participant 7)
Bosses’ presence on the shop floor was considered harmful when the boss was unfamiliar with
the protocols of the workspace. Some bosses came on the floor and were literally in the way:
I have had plenty of managers when I started out who would come on the floor, and now
I have to walk around them because they’re in my way, because they don’t know where
to stand. They don’t know what my machines doing. And they’re in my way. So, I don’t
need managers, I don’t need supervisors to do that. (Participant 10)
One participant described the team’s feelings when her boss came on the floor:
When they see him coming to the floor, they, I think they actually get kind of nervous
that he’s gonna touch something and the line is gonna go down. Because that has
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happened before. And they know that he’s gonna talk and talk. So, it isn’t the greatest
feeling when he comes out to the floor for the teams. (Participant 18)
There were two conditions the FLMs experienced when dealing with bad bosses: experiencing
boss’s detachment and facing boss’s awful behavior.
Being Neglected or Abused-Conditions
Boss detachment manifested itself in actions the boss took as a result of being out of
touch. These actions caused anxiety, anger, and rework for the FLMs. One participant shared her
view of a meeting that management called to discuss work-life balance with the hourly
workforce who were already plagued with overtime:
We had a town hall about overtime and hours. And it was said that we are promoting
work life balance. And an operator asked, well, what is your definition of work life
balance, and the response, and it sticks with me because it kind of upset me, because I
feel like work life balance shouldn’t have been the words that were used. The response
was, we’re going to ensure work life balance by capping everyone at 60 hours. That
approach was kind of like, I feel like 60, a 60-hour work week. Like, I don’t want to say
nonnegotiable, but nonnegotiable, like this is your work week, you are working 60 hours
every week. To say that that is work life balance, I don’t think that was the right route to
take. (Participant 20)
Another participant shared her frustration with the way the detached management group
attempted to communicate the new OSHA COVID-19 testing mandate to employees through
email. The rollout occurred on a weekend when management was not in the plant, so the
participant went into the plant to make sure the startup went smoothly:
Not great. There are two parts of it. One was if I didn’t do it, it would have hurt the team
a lot more. Because me going in there and least talking through people and kind of
talking some people off the ledge was, I think was helpful. But on the other end of the
spectrum, it was, I don’t think it was very well done, and how they did that, because, like,
if it was up to me, we would not have gone on a Saturday and Sunday. Because there was
nobody there. I obviously, I think I was the only one that went in. (Participant 19)
The second condition for the dimension of Being Neglected or Abused was Facing
Boss’s Awful Behavior. Ethics was an area of concern for some of the participants, as they
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described how their bosses sometimes made unethical choices. One FLM described how his
boss grossly overpaid a supplier:
Now on top of everything else, they’ll have me send a trailer to somebody. Oh, some of
it’s like the good old boy system. They’ll send it to one of their guys that’ve been doing
stuff for them. And he’ll, he’ll, he’ll charge us three times when anybody else would.
(Participant 11)
Two participants’ bosses unethically blamed the FLMs for bad outcomes that the FLM had not
caused:
My boss was always criticizing me and yell, I mean, he would yell at me, and berate me
and not answer my questions. Or if I, if he answered a question incorrectly, and I didn’t,
like immediately blame him for the bad, bad outcome, it was blamed on me, like I had
somehow messed up, whereas no, he, that’s what he told me to do. (Participant 13)
Participant 6 became the “fall guy” for an issue he had earlier reported:
We had a manufacturing issue. And she, you know, I told her, and I told the plant
manager, some of the issues and, you know, they didn’t really pay attention to it’s like,
you know, just “Andy” handle it or whatever, you know, but I was concerned. And a
couple days later, we put a bunch of product on hold. And I felt like they weren’t there to
back me up, they all of a sudden, all the blame was like, Man, I, I had this concern, and,
you know, somebody had to be the fall guy for it. And I was the fall guy for it. And, you
know, it got put in my file. And, um, I told them I did, I, you know, she was like, well,
don’t worry, this will never affect if you get promoted in future, we’ve just got to
document this. (Participant 6)
Bosses exhibited several other awful behaviors that emerged as the processes or actions
of this dimension of Being Neglected or Abused. These processes were Being Ignored or Feeling
Coercively Controlled.
Being Neglected or Abused-Processes and Outcomes
Absent bosses left the FLMs feeling ignored. One participant shared examples where she
offered ideas to her boss, and these ideas were snubbed:
We have literally gotten on a whiteboard, drawn up a plan, like ask all the questions we
thought the managers would ask, put a whole plan together, to, like, present it to them at
one time where we could all talk, and brainstorm and bounce ideas off of each other. And
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then for them to management, like, hey, here’s what it is, here’s what we thought we
thought about this a, b, c, d, here’s the backup plan to this. (Participant 1)
After planning the work with her teammates, the FLM was frustrated when her boss did not
seriously consider the proposal:
There’s been times when we’ve done that, and they’re like, that’s nice. And okay, we’re
moving on. Um, so you know, it kind of makes you look less, I don’t want to say useless,
but you’re like, oh, my God, like, you know, I have this this engineering degree, you
hired us, we’re thinking new, we’re bringing fresh, innovative thoughts, and you’re just
like, that’s nice, great. And we’re gonna do it this way. Anyway, you’re like, okay, all
right, I just, I just wasted all this time. And, you know, just kind of it like, takes the
excitement from you of problem solving. (Participant 1)
Absent bosses tended to ignore FLMs while abusive bosses coercively controlled the
participants. Participants used many words to describe the actions of the abusive bosses. Yelling
was mentioned numerous times. One FLM described a boss that focused on unknown issues and
then yelled when these issues were not addressed as the boss wanted: “He wouldn’t even be
yelling about the right thing sometimes. And he would literally be yelling and cursing and things
that probably borderline illegal from a labor law perspective or creating a hostile work
environment” (Participant 2). Another participant responded in a thick-skinned way, taking the
yelling in stride:
Different people respond to, to yelling and threats in a different way. You know, most
people will go, oh, okay, I’ll work on that immediately. Where people like me and her,
she just, we just kind of go, let us know, when you’re done with whatever this is. We’re
there? Okay. (Participant 5)
Along with yelling, the bosses were described as exhibiting threatening behavior.
Threatening was another way that bosses caused the FLMs to feel coercively controlled. Holding
back promotions was one way the bosses threatened the participants. One FLM had taken the
initiative to visit a store during a hurricane in order to replenish the store, and the product
became ruined in the storm:
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I’m just trying to find a solution, but you’re still just chewing me out that it looked bad
two days ago, it’s now Monday, we have something going there. And I’m still wrong.
And same thing, she gave me this whole spiel of like, look, you’re trying to at that time, I
was trying to get out of that I was kind of due for a promotion, like: “You think that
you’re, you know, you’re due for promotion, like not with, you know, not with this
behavior. Like I won’t accept, you know, this type of behavior, if you think you’re trying
to move up.” (Participant 3)
Another described a boss’s persistent questioning as aggressive behavior:
A red face very, very high strung. A little more verbally aggressive. About information
being passed on saying hey is like why, why is this line down? Why is this line down?
Do you need maintenance out there? Why is it down? Do you know why it’s down?
Constantly asking questions. (Participant 7)
A third coercively controlling behavior the bosses exhibited was asking FLMs to do
unreasonable or impossible work.
“Why the hell would you do it this way? Why are you not, you know, I gave you the
plan, why didn’t you do what I said?” I’m just like, very textbook, like, you know, you
did wrong, why would you ever consider that, or I remember that the catchphrase was,
“This is totally unacceptable.” (Participant 3)
One FLM described his boss’s applying unreasonable pressure as they pushed the
participants to do more: “But like not getting a lot of support from above, instead of just getting
like, and just getting a ton of pressure. But at the same time, having to pretend that I was okay”
(Participant 19).
An ineffective boss continually changed the direction for the FLM while applying
pressure to deliver:
Pressure is something really pushing, pushing somebody like too hard. You know, like
my other boss, like, he remembers I’m working on a different project. And still, he’s
coming in like a man I need this. I mean, you know, working like already working on the
other stuff, how can I like, like, leave that job in the middle. And I can like bounce that
stuff off. I can’t do that, like the everyday. (Participant 4)
Finally, bosses coercively controlled FLMs by conducting insidious acts of disrespect and
belittling. One participant was continuously and publicly berated:
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Some of it was just more of an emotional like, you know, numb type feeling from the
year and a half, two years of constantly being told that you’re not doing well, that you’re
an idiot, and like, that kind of thing. (Participant 2)
One boss alternated between insulting and cozying up to the participant:
She was very, what’s the word? Not mean, I wouldn’t say mean, but rather insulting to
me at times. And, and then she tried to act like you know, she’s my best friend. But
always trying to, you knew, she was always just trying to get information out of you, and
I’m just not going there. And, and so it just she was not a trustworthy person. (Participant
13)
Micromanaging was another behavior the bosses displayed. In some cases, the boss told the
FLMs how to do their jobs:
Like, she’ll always watch the lab techs, for instance, and she knows the way I feel about
like, say breaks. And, you know, she’ll say, “Yep, there she went again, she’s going to
have another cigarette break, in what do you know, like, what are you going to do about
it?” You know, and she makes me feel, you know, I mean, it’s not only in that instance,
but you know, sometimes, you know, she maybe it’s something I could talk to her about,
you know, but she does, at times make me feel a little bit small, when, when she’ll be
aggressive like that. (Participant 6)
In other cases, the bosses bypassed the FLM altogether and called orders directly to the teams:
They’ll just call out and say, we don’t want that, we want this instead. It’s like, okay, so
there’s some communication error that’s happening there. Because we text each other,
but then they’ll, they’ll call on the radio and asked me to do something instead of sending
me a text and let me talk to the operators about what we need to do. (Participant 7)
One FLM attempted to buffer the team from the abusive, micromanaging boss: “I can be the go
between for my team and him. And I’ll say ‘No, I’ll talk to Boss, you just stay over there.’ I
don’t need tears in my life today” (Participant 5). Finally, Participant 13 made a plea to the
bosses to stop the micromanagement: “Just leave me alone. Just let me do my job and stop
haranguing me, which is what they were doing.”
The consequences of the bosses’ detachment and awful behavior were either avoiding the
boss or suffering moral injury on the part of the FLMs. When participants were ignored or
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treated abusively, some chose to avoid the boss altogether. One FLM described how the boss
would elevate issues unnecessarily, so she avoided telling the boss:
When I had people issues, like, say something happened, I would actually try to avoid
that my boss knew about it, because he would usually make it worse. And I would handle
it myself. And I got to know the HR person pretty well. But I would handle it myself, and
then tell him later what happened. I didn’t realize how exhausting that was until I got a
new boss. (Participant 19)
Another participant described a boss who only wanted to talk about business, so she avoided
sharing any personal information:
Before we’re just like, oh, numbers, numbers, numbers, you know, like, yes, numbers are
important. Yes, this is our livelihood. But if I’m not, well, if I’m not okay, if something is
not going right, then I’m not going to perform well. And if I feel like you really don’t
care, that also deters me from wanting to share things with you. (Participant 1)
A participant described a hearing loss disability he was afraid to share with the bosses. Hearing
loss is particularly challenging when working around loud equipment. I asked the participant if
he had told his bosses: “I haven’t quite explained it in those terms to them. I usually I try to see if
there’s a way that I can work around it, see if I can get the feel of the room first before I say
anything” (Participant 7).
In some cases, the FLMs were unable to avoid the bad boss and as a result suffered moral
injury. Moral injury is defined as “the strong cognitive and emotional response that can occur
following events that violate a person’s moral or ethical code” (Williamson et al., 2021, p. 453).
One boss’s tormenting of the participant resulted in a physical response of numbness, as well as
an emotional outburst:
I am, you know, a subordinate. I do have to continue to improve and show results in order
to move up within the company. But I just kind of had to, in a sense, be numb. I had to
find a way to be numb to all of that. And realize that, you know, it’s frustrating. Yeah, I
did have two times where like I blew up about it just because I had finally reached my
breaking point, but I had to find ways of like maneuvering my way around that that
leadership stuff. (Participant 3)
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Moral injury also included unjust termination: “He said you’re just not capable. So that was
there. Now, the fact was that my boss was totally incapable. And as it turned out, several months
after I was let go, he was let go too” (Participant 13).
The most damaging type of moral injury is where the boss behavior is so egregious that
the FLM suffers physical, emotional, and psychological harm:
I had probably lost 20 or 30 pounds and was getting an average of three to four hours of
sleep at night. And, I mean, there was, I remember getting to turn my phone on vibrate
for the first time afterwards. Like, it got so bad where I told my family and my wife now,
but girlfriend at the time. “Hey, can you send me a text before you call me” because just
the sound of my ringing was like, I had, I mean, I literally went to therapy for anxiety.
(Participant 2)
When I asked what the participant thought about the length of time he stayed with the bad boss,
he replied that he stayed because he envisioned a career at the company, and he really wanted to
make it work:
There was some more of the integrity and safe, like, those issues that were very easy for
me to just say I disagree with this from a principled perspective, but yeah, I don’t know.
It’s almost like this weird Stockholm syndrome of getting used to it and like, “Okay what
am I going to get graded for today?” (Participant 2)
This participant finally shared, “I was a shell of a person by the end of that,” and eventually quit
the company for the people in his life.
Three participants described their search for a new job based upon the boss’s behavior:
“I’m looking for another job, what does that say?” (Participant 7), “I did apply to be honest with
you for a different company, because of my boss” (Participant 4), and:
I think I’ve learned a lot about myself through good and bad managers, inclusive of you
know, spent so many times thinking of leaving, and I really began to understand you
don’t leave the company, you leave the manager. Yes, that is a very real statement,
because I was very close. Because I just didn’t, I didn’t, you know, if you don’t feel cared
for supported or, you know, lack of a better word loved, you’re not going to put your all
into your work, you’re not going to put your all into, into the things that you’re supposed
to do. (Participant 5)
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A summary of the entire dimensional analysis table can be found in Table 4.12.
Table 4.12
Dimensional Analysis Table

Summary
The final participant quoted shared that employees leave bosses, not companies. Given
the stress and demands of a frontline manager role, and the participants’ protective identification
with their teams, it is essential that bosses provide sufficient support. Some bosses do exhibit the
needed behaviors, but an alarming number of bosses go beyond neutral behaviors to abusive and
toxic actions.
I have developed a theoretical model demonstrating the interrelationships between the
dimensions and their properties. Chapter V introduces the model and addresses implications for
leading change, scope of the study, and suggestions for further research.
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CHAPTER V: DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATION
Overview of Research
I began this study searching for ways that bosses were supporting frontline managers
(FLMs) of large consumer products companies during change. Frontline management was a
subject of great personal interest because I had been both the FLM and the boss of the FLM
earlier in my career. The FLM role is stressful even in stable times, and I was particularly
interested in how bosses provided help during times of significant change, when the role of the
FLM became even more challenging.
This chapter summarizes the key findings of my research and presents a new theoretical
model and midrange theory. I also explore implications for scholarship and practice within the
field of change leadership for frontline managers, examine scope of the study, discuss
recommendations for future research, and share my experience as a researcher in the conclusion.
Key Findings
Frontline managers are positioned in many organizational charts as the first layer of
management. These employee-facing leaders receive direction from bosses and upper
management to enact change yet are incapable of delivering that change without the support of
their teams. Many times, the hourly workforce does not benefit, nor are they invested in the
successful outcome of the change. The FLMs are stuck in the middle. As one participant shared:
You’re sandwiched in between, you know, you have to manage your team, and be a
leader and then trying to manage up and kind of manage your manager, if you will, on
how to work with you and deal with you. You don’t have, it gets daunting because
you’re, you’re literally in the middle, you know, you’d like bump your head one way,
you bump your head another way you’re like, oh my god, like, when does it end? Where
does it stop? Um, but yeah, it can be a bit draining at times. (Participant 1)
The COVID-19 pandemic provided a consistent backdrop of change for all of the FLMs
interviewed for this dissertation. Each of the 20 participants led an essential workforce that was
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required to report into their facility every day, regardless of the pandemic’s ferocity. Staffing
outages, material shortages, and demand spikes contributed to the volatility of the FLMs’ role.
In addition, the participants dealt with their teams’ emotional and safety concerns regarding
health, vaccination requirements, and family care. Lastly, the FLMs themselves had their own
concerns and personally suffered effects of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Even during stable times, without the complication of a pandemic, consumer products
companies (CPGs) initiate changes that impact the FLMs and teams. These changes range from
the installation of enterprise-wide computer systems to expansion of brands requiring new
equipment and staffing. Sometimes plants are closed, sometimes new plants are built, and
occasionally companies merge, requiring alterations to IT systems, processes, cultures, and
behaviors. Change for companies and FLMs is VUCA: volatile, uncertain, complex, and
ambiguous. And ongoing. Understanding how bosses can support FLMs during change is
important and has been scarcely studied.
The identified business change literature often provided advice to CEOs and top
management of companies. Topics included change models for corporations and individuals,
execution of internally driven versus externally imposed change, and dealing with resistance to
change. Frontline manager engagement was empirically tied to business success, but boss impact
on FLM engagement was sparce.
In this study I interviewed 20 FLMs of large publicly traded and privately held CPG
companies in the United States, with locations ranging from the West Coast to the East Coast,
and the South to the Midwest. All of the participants supervised teams of hourly employees as
they led production, warehousing, quality assurance, customer service, sales, or new product
launch functions for their companies. I chose to conduct grounded theory research for this study
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because I wanted to understand boss support from the FLMs’ standpoint. During the interviews,
boss support was discussed, as were the effects of absent or abusive bosses. In addition, I learned
how the participants viewed their roles, themselves, their peers, and their teams. Altogether, the
participants shared rich stories of their work during the VUCA time of the pandemic. The below
narrative is a compilation of their stories.
Claiming Professional Space
The job of the frontline manager is difficult and complex, often requiring long hours of
work, rotating shifts, and phone calls from the teams who sometimes awaken the FLM multiple
times in one day. The FLM is responsible for the safety of the crew, the quality of the product,
and the customer service. Many times, the FLM is also required to manage costs, implement
improvement projects, and create a culture of learning and professional respect within the
organization. Despite the challenges of the role, frontline managers love the excitement of the
work and the chance to lead a team. One participant described his feeling for the work: “I love
managing people. And hopefully, I’m good at it” (Participant 5). Many FLMs have been in their
positions for decades, sometimes moving between companies as they search for opportunities to
make a difference for their company and their team.
Frontline managers came to their roles with familial backgrounds and experiences that
positioned them to succeed. Many participants described their own parents as role models who
instilled work ethic, confidence, and respect for others in the participants. Some FLMs worked in
family businesses as children, creating an appreciation for the hard physical work of their direct
reports. All participants had achieved some college education, while six had completed a
graduate program. This formal training helped enable the FLMs to develop required mastery and
solve insidious technical problems on the line. Several participants had experience in other
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functions throughout their careers and were able to troubleshoot and fill in when required in
quality assurance, warehousing, and production: “I can do most of the jobs in every department”
(Participant 10). By relying on the context of their background and experience, the participants
were able to claim their professional space at work.
The participants described loving the work, using the word “love” 43 times during the
interviews to describe their roles and their teams. Loving the work supported the participants’
autonomy. Fernet et al. (2014) explored the relationship between passion and autonomy and
determined that there is an empirical connection. Through their passion and love for the work,
participants had the agency to autonomously lead their teams and make difficult decisions,
especially when the FLM was the only managers on shift. The autonomy then delivered an
outcome that allowed the FLM to bring their authentic self to work and demonstrate resiliency.
These outcomes of being authentic and resilient further solidified the FLMs love for the work.
Leading Through VUCA Change
Leading through VUCA change is the work of the FLM. The main responsibilities
include delivering the department’s goals and navigating the change. As described, COVID-19
was the overarching change for the participants who contributed to this study, although the
literature and some FLMs discussed other changes that could also heavily impact the ability of
the participants to enact their roles. Other changes could be organizational, such as downsizing,
or could be structural, such as adding new products and departments. During the pandemic, three
conditions emerged as issues requiring navigation by the FLMs: staffing outages, material
shortages, and demand uncertainty. Whether the participant worked in the beverage industry,
food production, or household goods, these three issues were endemic. Staffing shortages were
of particular concern because personnel voids required extensive overtime for the remaining
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team members, and sometimes the FLMs were required to fill in and run the lines themselves.
One FLM described the need to continue running all lines while dealing with staffing issues:
“Yeah, it’s a big, big thing right now, we’re still shorthanded. We’re still trying to get like our
people and everything so we can like, run at our full capacity” (Participant 4).
Material shortages surfaced as another production issue, causing the departments to run
copious amounts of overtime until the materials ran out and then delivering no production until
the material supplies could be restocked. This yo-yo effect on production impacted lifestyles,
pocketbooks, and emotional wellbeing as employees were forced to run up to 14 days straight
and then were sent home with no pay for days at a time. In addition, material shortages resulted
in reduced maintenance and cleaning time on the lines, because the lines ran full time when
materials were available. Scheduled maintenance was therefore delayed. This maintenance
interruption often resulted in unexpected breakdowns, which created even more complexity for
scheduling of the work to make up for lost production.
The last major issue impacting the supply chain was spikes in demand, causing
production volatility and uncertainty as consumers stopped frequenting restaurants and bars to
purchase food and beverages and even to consume toilet paper and instead hunkered down at
home during the pandemic. The immediate shift in consumption created havoc in plants that did
not have appropriate equipment to handle the change in case-count and format of the products.
Soft drinks delivered in large bags to restaurants requires very different filling equipment than
cans and bottles delivered to homes. One participant was proud of the way her department was
able to handle the demand spikes: “I think as a whole, we’ve continued, we’ve continued to
deliver record innovation, record levels of shipping record, record, record, record, record, in spite
of the environment that we’re in” (Participant 5).
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The challenges caused by the trifecta of staffing issues, material shortages, and demand
uncertainty resulted in long work hours for both the teams and the FLMs. Participants described
working one month straight without a day off or having their schedule changed three times in
one week from day shift to night shift and back again or getting called three to five times per
week at home to solve issues. These conditions resulted in the FLMs spending time firefighting,
balancing, and enabling the teams.
Many participants described “firefighting” as a key part of their roles: “You’re constantly
putting out fires, and or not running, or whatever you’re doing” (Participant 13). This firefighting
is a natural part of the role during calm times and became even more pronounced during
COVID-19. The FLM role calls for the frontline leader to be present in the operation 60%–70%
of the time, and when the leader is firefighting most of that time, other important work is
delayed. Coaching of team members, solving issues to root cause, and planning the schedule for
the next week all take a back burner to the immediate issues of staffing, material shortages, and
demand spikes. Participants described firefighting and the need to balance this activity with other
important work. One FLM shared that in order to balance her time, she reluctantly went into the
office and locked to door to get required paperwork done, so she didn’t have to take the work
home at the end of the day. Beyond firefighting and balancing, participants enabled the teams
when possible so that work could be appropriately delegated in order to share the workload. The
FLMs stressed that enabling included training and communication. One participant described
how he enabled his team by personally and individually engaging when communicating about
business issues:
You know, to get the best out of them, but it also just might be Hey, like, how’d you go
today? Like, I know, that store always sucks, you know, how was the store manager, like
things like that. I mean, I think that you have to learn what drives each individual because
one solid message is not always going to work. (Participant 3)
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There were three participant outcomes for Leading Through VUCA Change. First, by
staying with the team in person and in spirit, the FLMs were able to win the team’s trust. Kock et
al. (2018) found that the trust of a leader is critically important during strategic change, and team
trust became an important outcome for the FLMs as they worked to deliver goals. One
participant emphasized that by earning trust, she would gain buy-in to her requests of the team:
I feel like if I give them information that they will, the more that they, they gain trust, or
they gain, or they gain interest, or whatever, that they’re buying into me. And that’s what
I want, I want buy-in from them. So that when I do ask them for something that they’ll be
more inclined to maybe accommodate. (Participant 13)
The second outcome, feeling competent, emerged from the successes the participants
enjoyed as they navigated their complex roles. On participant touted: “I’m the guy who makes
things happen” (Participant 6). Frontline managers’ feelings of competence also transferred to
the direct reports, who then imagined the leader as competent and accepted “the leader’s goals
and believe they can contribute to reaching the goals” (Bass & Riggio, 2006, p. 46). Along with
trust, feeling competent feeds back to achieving goals.
The last outcome of Leading Through VUCA Change was burnout for the FLM and
potentially the team. The long hours, dealing with the team’s emotions regarding COVID-19,
and the uncertainty around work tasks from day to day resulted in stress and burnout. One FLM
succinctly described her feelings: “So, we work in a very stressful environment, especially when
it was first starting up. Very, very stressful” (Participant 19). Figure 5.1 depicts the frontline
manager’s claiming professional space while leading through the VUCA change.
Figure 5.1
Claiming Professional Space While Leading Through VUCA Change
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Protecting the Team
Protecting the team emerged as the core dimension of this study. As I talked with
participants, I discovered in them a deeply held belief that the FLM role is one of team
protection. Participants described protecting the team from safety accidents, financial hardships,
and emotional torment. FLMs were willing to become belligerent with their bosses in order to
get unsafe equipment fixed. They were willing to violate company policies and make-up work so
employees could get paid. They protected the team from unreasonable boss requests:
I felt like I was a huge shield, where there are all of these things that are getting pushed
down, that like, and none of them realistic. And there were Yeah, so I was trying to, like,
basically just, like, throw myself in front of all this stuff that’s coming. (Participant 19)
Participants even protected the teams from themselves by learning how to do the work of
the team in order to offer sound advice, solve issues, and run the lines while operators were
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having breaks and lunches. Protecting the Team became the core dimension of this study.
Figure 5.2 illustrates how the FLM protects the team.
Figure 5.2
Protecting the Team

I used an umbrella for the symbol of Protecting the Team, as this umbrella represents an
open and permeable, yet effective protection. Protection was not a guarding protection, wrapped
around the team and preventing access. Bosses and others were welcomed when they provided
value or could help elevate a team member’s position through promotion. I also did not adopt the
shield as the symbol of protection, because the FLM’s overall role is not one of doing battle
against the outside. Rather it was one of owning the domain. The participants described how they
owned the space, the floor, the store, and the lab. Within that physical space, the participants
then described their ownership of the results, most specifically the safety of the crew and the
quality of the product. They described how they owned the culture and took steps of remedial
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training and employee discipline when cultural norms were violated. Lastly, the participants
described their connection to the teams, declaring they felt more a part of the direct report team
than the management group with whom they structurally belonged. Owning the Domain became
the context for this core dimension. The dimensional condition then emerged as Being Present.
The FLMs were present with the team during most of their day, either firefighting or coaching.
Participants shared how they strove to get to know their team members individually and then
took steps to encourage, communicate, and support each team member throughout the shift. One
participant shared how he both solved an issue and provided emotional support during an
incident where the line was running poorly:
He’s having all these kinds of problems and nothing he’s doing is working. So, I’m like,
alright here, stop for a sec. Let’s go. And I just went back through his list of stuff. So, he
went in, checked on each thing one at a time checked weights, checked certain things.
And then he was just frustrated. So, I’m like, Look, I’ll tell you what, I’ll work on it. And
this is what I’m going to do. Take a minute, go get something to drink. When you’re cool
come back up. And we’ll continue with what the process I was starting. And so, we did,
he went got something to drink came back. We finished going through everything and we
got it running. (Participant 16)
Participants repeatedly discussed ways they protected the teams. The participants
provided safety. In the literal sense, most FLMs shared safety measures taken to prevent
COVID-19 impacts, while six FLMs described safety with regard to industrial accidents. In one
instance an FLM quit over the management’s poor handling of a safety issue. Besides personal
safety, participants boasted about their ability to maneuver the system to assure 40-hours of pay
for team members when there was limited work available. Physical safety and financial safety
were joined by emotional safety The FLMs felt responsible for the emotional safety of their
teams. When asked about her worst days, one participant described it as a day when someone
quit and left the team. The FLM lamented her failure in supporting and helping that team
member:
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I think it’s because I put so much of my stock as a leader in like, the culture and how
other people are doing and like how the teams are functioning. When somebody quits
even if it’s like, we all saw it coming and like they actually were probably there longer
than most people had expected, it felt like I had failed in like the part that I like, put my
stock in the most, in like as a leader. (Participant 19)
Protecting the team also included resource protection. Because operators were unable to
leave their workstations at will during the day, the FLMs were required to replenish broken tools,
reset line computers, and relieve the operators for breaks. The FLMs were also responsible for
replacing absent team members or hiring new employees when the line requirements became
more complex. Participants viewed the securing of resources as an important element of
protecting the team and were aware that the team could not do their roles without this protection.
The FLMs last major category of protecting the team was preventing obscurity. This final
element of team protection was especially important when the team was not working on the day
shift. There are multiple layers of responsibility and pay within a production team, and an
ambitious team member can usually continue to grow within a company. Once a basic level of
performance is achieved, broadening opportunities in quality assurance, logistics, or maintenance
offer more training and more pay. Frequently, companies will promote team members to
positions of higher authority first as team leads and eventually as frontline managers. In order for
a team member to attain one of these new roles, they need to exhibit a good work ethic and
demonstrate potential. The FLM sees the work of these team members daily and can recommend
the individuals for new positions; however, the receiving organization must also agree. It
becomes challenging for team members on night shift to secure support from a receiving
organization when the employee does not interact with a potential boss. This is the boundary
where the FLM can prevent obscurity. By documenting the good work of the individual,
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ensuring that exposure is provided through projects and tours, and offering to broker a
conversation, the FLM is instrumental in providing visibility to high-achieving team members.
A frontline manager who protects the team will have a better chance of delivering
department goals. If the team feels safe and emotionally supported, understands the reasons for
changes and requests, and knows that the FLM cares about them personally, the team members
will usually put extra effort into delivering the goals.
A second outcome of protecting the team was feeling competent. Once the FLM was able
to provide safety for the team, secure resources the team needed, and prevent obscurity, the FLM
felt appreciated by the team, and this resulted in feelings of competence. One participant
provided training for the team and enjoyed the feeling of proficiency than ensued: “It had gone
very well. And people really sort of, they appreciated what I could do” (Participant 13). The last
outcome the participants shared was the declaration of solidarity with the team. Although these
FLMs were all salaried employees and part of the management team, none described any
solidarity with their peers or bosses. Instead, they talked about times they went into the plant on
their day off to share bad news to the team in person, how they walked off the job if they felt the
teams were treated poorly, and how they enjoyed a close personal relationship with the team:
Like, just let them know, like, when we talk about things that aren’t work related, like I
am paying attention, like, you can come and talk to me about issues you’re having either
at work or like in life. So, I just try to have a balanced relationship with my team, even
though like sometimes there are things that are outside of my control, but I try to like just
let them know that, okay, I understand your frustration, I understand your joy. So, I think
I have a pretty close relationship with them. And I think over the past year and a half,
I’ve been able to build a good relationship, and good trust with them. (Participant 20)
My original quest was to determine how bosses supported FLMs during change. During
the interviews I asked participants about their relationships with their bosses, and each described
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their boss in depth. I was dismayed to learn that many FLMs described bad bosses and how the
participants suffered the effects of these absent or abusive bosses.
Being Neglected or Abused
Bad bosses abounded in this study. My own personal experience and conversations with
others in the field confirmed that this assortment of study participants was not unusual as they
described absent or abusive bosses. Some bosses were labelled as absent by the FLMs for failing
to engage when difficult issues arose, passing the problem to someone else to solve, or, in one
case, neglecting to tell a FLM about his approved raise until the FLM approached the boss
regarding the subject. Participants experienced the bosses’ detachment as being ignored and
bemoaned that they did not have more boss engagement in times of need.
Some bosses were present with the FLMs but behaved in destructive ways. Participants
described bad boss behavior in terms of abuse: cursing, yelling, insulting, threatening, berating,
badgering, intense and scary, degrading, awful, pitting the FLMs against each other, making
FLMs question their competence and ability, and being abusive. These FLMs felt coercively
controlled as the bad bosses tried to hide their own mistakes and blame the FLMs, extort more
work hours from the FLMs when production needs were high, and exert their own power and
authority by publicly berating the FLMs. The outcome for the FLMs of bad bosses was either
avoiding the boss or suffering moral injury.
Several participants enjoyed the night shifts where they were able to avoid abusive
bosses. One participant described having micromanaging bosses and loving working second shift
because “I feel less being hovered around when the managers go home” (Participant 10). Some
participants went around their bad bosses to another manager to solve problems, which was
another avoidance tactic.
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Different than absent bosses, abusive bosses caused participants to suffer moral injury.
The American Psychological Association defined moral injury as occurring when there is a
betrayal of “what’s right” in a high-stakes situation. In the workplace, the job itself is the

high-

stakes situation. Moral injury can cause the individual to suffer from despair and can reduce the
person’s ability and willingness to trust others (Shaw, 2010). FLMs quit jobs or moved
departments to get away from bad bosses. One participant decided that she wasn’t “cut out for
this work” after suffering the abuse of her boss, while another participant shared that he was
getting only three to four hours of sleep because of a boss that called and abused him throughout
the day and night. The participant lost 20 pounds and was so triggered by the phone calls from
the boss that he asked his family to text him before calling. This participant eventually quit the
job and sought therapy for the abuse he had suffered at work. In some cases, participants shared
that the company was aware of awful boss behavior and chose not to act. In other cases, the boss
was a master at “kissing up and knocking down” (Kusy, 2018. p. 66), rendering the abusive
behavior largely invisible to the upper management team.
Participants stayed in abusive relationships with bad bosses for several reasons. First,
they wanted the situation to work. These participants did not view themselves as quitters and
believed that sticking with the job would make the situation better. One participant used the term
Stockholm Syndrome when describing why he stayed with an abusive boss. Other FLMs said
that they were so busy working they did not have time to look for another job. Still others
believed the boss would eventually be fired or transferred. While six participants thought about
quitting their jobs, only one did. The dimension Being Neglected or Abused is depicted in Figure
5.3.
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Figure 5.3
Being Neglected or Abused

Wanting More from the Boss
While many participants described bad bosses, some FLMs talked favorably about their
boss’s leadership, using words like “awesome,” “great,” and “magical” when referring to their
boss. One participant declared: “I am willing to get on his boat” (Participant 17). Despite
appreciating good bosses, each participant discussed additional behaviors they would like to see
from their bosses. The participants assessed the bosses’ background and experience when
describing their desire for further support from a good boss. Some bosses were new to the role
and unfamiliar with the work. These bosses were not able to provide technical support or
understand fully what the FLM did from day to day. Some bosses had held the FLM’s role
themselves and were able to physically help on the floor during times of need. Many
participants recalled past bosses as they compared their current boss with their ideal boss.
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The bosses’ leadership styles also affected how the FLMs thought about support. Several
bosses were very involved with the day-to-day, engaging in tactical discussions with the
participants. This involvement was viewed positively by some FLMs who lacked experience and
wanted the guidance. Other bosses were more visionary and hands-off, allowing the FLMs to
autonomously do the work. The senior, experienced FLMs appreciated the strategic, hands-off
approach.
Interestingly, all participants asked for four specific behaviors from their bosses. First,
the participants craved clarity with regard to the role, the deliverables, and the escalation process
or trigger limits. Some participants described their boss as supportive but then wished there was
more clarity regarding their roles and deliverables. One participant worked for months in the role
before she was given guidance on her goals. Escalation limits were missing for most FLMs,
leaving the participants to decide when and who to call during outages at night. This uncertainty
produced stress and anxiety as different bosses demanded different levels of communication and
sometimes the same boss changed their mind from event to event. Only one participant described
having the kind of clarity that they all asked for.
The second request the FLMs expressed was to receive a fast response when asking for
help. The autonomy the participants enjoyed and the pride they held in their work resulted in
most FLMs striving to solve their own issues. Once the problem required a higher level of
involvement, the FLMs needed the boss to react immediately. Usually, these issues resulted in
line downtime or the inability to do cleanup or quality checks due to broken or missing
equipment. In some cases, the FLMs requested permission to add another team leader or to
replace employees who had quit. When bosses ignored the request, dawdled in their response, or
passed the information to someone else, the FLMs became annoyed with their bosses.
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The participants described the third element of a great boss as the willingness of the boss
to have regular, structured one-to-one meetings with the FLMs. Usually, the boss and FLM
talked frequently during the day, discussing the issue of the hour while on the production floor.
Some participants lamented that they never had the chance to sit with the boss in a quiet space
and discuss longer term projects, receive coaching, or solicit career advice. Most bosses either
did not schedule these meetings or scheduled and cancelled them. Many participants discussed
their career aspirations with me, and when I asked if they were having these conversations with
the boss, I was frequently told, “No, I need to find the time.” The participants wanted the bosses
to make the one-to-one conversation a priority, so they did not feel the need to chase the boss
down and interrupt work.
In addition to craving clarity, demanding a fast response, and requesting one-to-one
meetings, the participants wanted their bosses to display empathy. Gentry et al. (2016) defined
empathy as “the ability to experience and relate to the thoughts, emotions, or experience of
others” (p. 2). Six participants shared empathetic behaviors of their bosses and how much these
gestures were appreciated. The expressed empathy ranged from bosses learning the FLM role to
better help coach to bosses providing flexibility to the FLM to help balance work and family
time. COVID-19 concerns were addressed empathetically by some bosses, while other bosses
offered transformative career advice. Empathy was described as a critical component of good
boss behavior. Some FLMs suffered abuse from bosses that delivered the first three requirements
of creating clarity, delivering a fast response, and holding one-to-one meetings, but were missing
the key element of empathy. A model of Wanting More from the Boss is shown below in Figure
5.4.
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Figure 5.4
Wanting More from the Boss

The overall representation of frontline managers leading through VUCA change includes
the positionality of the frontline managers as they deliver results, incorporating the role of
protecting the team, the effects of being neglected or abused by a boss, and the benefits of having
an effective boss, as shown in Figure 5.5.The entire figure is encased in a factory, the domain of
the FLM. The teeth of the Wanting More from the Boss gear are partially missing or damaged,
representing the concept that unless the boss is providing all of the requirements, the gears will
not turn smoothly. The lever of Being Neglected or Abused damages the process to the point that
the FLM is unable to continue delivering adequate results. From the dimensional analysis,
modeling, and overall study learnings, I created four theoretical propositions.

Figure 5.5
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Frontline Managers Leading Through VUCA Change

Theoretical Propositions
My research produced dimensional learning as illustrated in the theoretical model, Figure
5.5. The research also delivered higher-order learning as a result of lifting the dimensions to a
level that answers the question: So, what? So what for practitioners, and so what for academics?
Where is the new concept? What emergent ideas were surprising and counterintuitive? In this
section I share four theoretical propositions, grounded in frontline manager interviews, constant
comparative coding, memoing, and modeling. Each proposition will be shared individually and
then collectively summarized under Implications for Scholarship and Practice within the field of
change leadership regarding frontline managers.
Proposition 1: Rethinking the Role of the Frontline Manager
The scholarly importance of the frontline manager was acknowledged as far back as 1945
when Roethlisberger in The foreman: Master and victim of Double talk (1968) described the
position as an amalgam of leader, accountant, engineer, teacher, inspector, disciplinarian, and
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counselor, among others. Today’s frontline managers are critical to the success of current
corporate change efforts, translating managements’ change plans into operational reality. These
FLMs represent half the management ranks and supervise about 80% of the workforce (Fleenor
et al., 1984; Hassan, 2011). The FLMs can help accelerate a change effort by positively engaging
employees during dozens of daily interactions with the teams, and this positive engagement has
been empirically proven to double the odds of a change effort’s success (Harter et al., 2020).
FLMs also serve as intermediaries between frontline employees and the management team,
communicating operational issues to upper management while passing information down to the
frontline workers (Patterson, 2014). Conversely, the FLM could resist the change, which would
slow down the change progress and jeopardize the chances for overall change success.
Despite the FLM’s criticality to the accomplishment of change and delivery of goals,
organizations typically provide inadequate training to this important first level of management
(Townsend et al., 2012). One participant described the lack of training:
I don’t feel like I’ve learned from either one of my production managers, anything. I
don’t think I’ve learned how to be a good production manager. I’ve learned a lot of things
not to do, like I don’t want to do, but I don’t feel like I’ve learned really good. Anything
good. (Participant 13)
Another seasoned participant described how none of his peers or managers was willing to train
him on parts of a specialized piece of equipment when he started a new role:
What was a break chamber? What was it? I didn’t do that ever before. So, I had to learn it
all. And nobody, nobody, nobody took the time to walk me out to the trailers and say,
“This is what this is.” (Participant 11)
Frontline managers are generally successful despite the lack of training, bringing their
experience and expertise to their roles so they can lead through change and deliver results.
The participants I talked with viewed themselves as professionals: some had engineering
degrees, others had Master of Business Administration (MBA) degrees, and several had decades
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of frontline manager experience. They loved their work and felt proud of their accomplishments,
despite the required long hours and pressure that came with the role. Regardless of their personal
agency, many participants felt underappreciated for their work. One participant described the
role as the “use and abuse position” (Participant 16), and several participants described how their
bosses were not fully aware of the intricacies of the FLM role: “He just wouldn’t be able to do
the work. He just doesn’t know enough about what I do day to day to be able to support that”
(Participant 5).
Participant 2 wanted the boss to have some basic understanding of the FLM role:
And they don’t need to be an expert. They don’t need to know how to run the line or fill
the orders here or whatever. But at least a basic understanding of your, what the day-today challenges are, because a lot of being a first level manager is really addressing day to
day issues, you know, you’re looking at most a week out versus months, and so being
able to take a step back from the project that you’re working on, or next month’s budgets,
or whatever it is, and say, How is today going? How was last week? (Participant 2)
FLMs leading change are required to professionally manage a majority of the workforce,
communicate information both up and down the hierarchy, wear many hats, and deliver a myriad
of results for the company. Despite these responsibilities, the professional FLM role can be
underappreciated and misunderstood, as evidenced by both the literature and the participant
interviews. Further, the uniqueness and requirements of the role as the management and
workforce go-between has been under-researched (Beijer et al., 2019).
Proposition 2: Protecting the Team
That was the one thing my EVP of manufacturing told me when I did finally get my first
gig as a supervisor. He said, “Okay, this is what you need to do.” He said, “You just take
care of your team. And they’ll take care of you.” So, he said, “You just treat them well.
And they will be there for you.” So that’s, that is sort of my, that’s my, that’s my priority.
(Participant 13)
I found Protecting the Team to be the most surprising dimension of this study. Having
enacted the role of a team leader myself for several years, I understood the challenges of
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delivering results while managing a large workforce. I had forgotten the comradery I felt with the
team as I worked night shift with the same crew week after week. Like Participant 20, I often
went out and bought dinner for the team at a fast-food restaurant at 11:00 at night: “Hey, y’all
like let’s get lunch or let’s get dinner. And then I’ll go and get their food” (Participant 20).
The FLMs most often described how they protected the team by providing safety.
COVID-19 caused many safety concerns for the essential workforces of the participants’
companies. Frequently changing procedures regarding masking, temperature taking, and
workspaces caused concern and confusion which the FLM had to interpret and accomplish with
the teams. One participant described relocating the daily shift meeting outside and using a
megaphone to communicate while everyone was spaced out, while another participant shared the
daily documentation required to assure employees entering the facility did not have COVID-19
symptoms. An FLM lamented that some of the female employees quit because they lost their
daycare providers, and another participant described how the daycare situation affected him
personally: “My biggest thing was daycare hours have changed. And that’s really impacted me. I
cannot start work as early and I can’t work as late because they squeezed the time on the front
and back end of daycare” (Participant 9).
FLMs also offered financial safety through the manipulation of work hours to assure that
every employee was paid 40-hours per week minimum when materials ran out. Sometimes the
participants violated company policy to assure workers were paid. Finally, the FLMs offered
emotional safety by assuring that bad bosses were kept off the production floor, that difficult
information was communicated in a caring way, and that employees did not get into fights over
their vaccine beliefs or other stress-causing incidents. One participant relayed how the day shift
employees routinely left the equipment dirty and the floor messy, so the second shift had to start
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their day by cleaning up after the previous shift. The FLM worked repeatedly with management
to get first shift to clean up, resorting to taking videos and escalating the issue until it was
resolved.
The FLMs felt ownership for the work domain but were sometimes subject to the actions
of their peers in other departments. Dawson (1991) described the FLM as in a “master and
victim” dilemma, as the master of the floor, but the victim of other departments’ policies.
Sometimes the FLMs’ desire to protect the team was challenged by their peers on other shifts, as
described in the last example. Sometimes another department caused issues with inconsistency:
The QA [Quality Assurance] department, goes this way, you know, quality? Oh, no, you
can’t do it this way. And the problem is, you know, I have to make sure my team just
wants a or b, or something like that, we just need to stick with one thing with them.
Because when I have to tell them to do it a whole different way, the next week, it can be
problematic. (Participant 16)
Still another participant was deliberately undermined by a peer who elevated communication of
his mistake after the issue had already been handled:
I had an issue back last year I keyed a railcar in wrong or, you know things happen and I
made a mistake. And all of a sudden are about two days later, and it was already
addressed to me by the plant manager, but three days later, I got a I got a nasty gram
email from her copied corporate. (Participant 11)
Despite the fact that the various FLMs are in a similar situation with regard to being
sandwiched between management and the workforce, Kehoe and Han (2020) found that there is
the least consensus within this frontline management group because policy design and direction
do not include their input. By leaving the FLMs to interpret adaptive requirements themselves,
leaders cause boundaries between the departments which can then result in friction (Heifitz et al.,
2014). As the FLMs work to protect their team, peers can and do inadvertently insert challenges
into the day-to-day activities as these peers also try to protect their own teams. Functions
experience a type of telephone game when policy and direction are deployed down the ladder of
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an organization. By the time the message is interpreted at the lower levels, there can be a large
deviation from the original intent. Figure 5.6 demonstrates the challenges faced by a frontline
manager trying to provide direction to the team.
Figure 5.6
Contradictory Direction to Teams

Proposition 3: The Human Cost
FLMs work to protect themselves and their teams from their bosses as well as their peers.
The effort required to protect is exacerbated when the FLM has a neglectful or abusive boss.
Tepper (2000) defined abusive supervision as “Sustained display of hostile verbal and nonverbal
behaviors, excluding physical contact” (p. 178). Much has been written about the effects of bad
bosses on teams and individuals (Attell et al., 2017; Kusy, 2018; Kusy & Holloway, 2009;
Pandey et al., 2021; Stempel & Rigotti, 2022; Tepper, 2000), yet the abuse continues. Hogan
(1994) claimed that up to 70% of employees were willing to take a pay cut if their boss were
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fired, and further researched and reported that between 60% and 75% of employees claimed that
dealing with their boss was the worst part of their job (Hogan, 2016). The question is: Why do
bad managers continue to persist in organizations?
Hogan (2016) claimed that once they arrive in an organization, toxic bosses spend their
efforts focused on climbing the corporate ladder by investing time with their own bosses,
politicking. These manipulative leaders also exaggerate their accomplishments, take credit for
the work of others, and blame others for mistakes, as happened with Participant 6 who discussed
a situation where he warned his boss of an issue. His boss ignored the warning and then
described and documented the problem as if it were Participant 6’s fault.
Great leaders, conversely, invest their time in coaching their teams and breaking barriers
for their departments. Unfortunately, these great leaders are not as visible to top management as
the upwardly focused toxic individuals, and despite their delivery of required results, great
leaders are frequently overlooked for promotion.
A cultural tactic of abusive bosses is manipulating the work environment. These bad
bosses avoid challenge by creating a culture of fear in the workplace and bullying subordinates
into remaining silent. Then, when the toxic boss is finally challenged, they use organizational
restructure or downsizing to fend off opponents and replace them with obedient followers
(Boddy et al., 2021).
Within the organization, the human resource (HR) gatekeepers are reluctant to challenge
the bad behavior of the toxic boss who is seen as popular, is protected by senior management,
and is usually in a critical position in the organization (Kaiser et al., 2008). Top management and
human resources will describe the individual’s aggression as competitiveness and their bullying
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as high standards. Frequently, the damage done to the organization is not evident until there is a
rapid turnover of subordinates or legal action is taken against the abusive boss.
The human cost of abusive bosses is extensive. Dreher (2015) described the stress and
fear a frontline leader feels when working for an abusive boss. These negative emotions prevent
the FLM from having the essential agency and resilience necessary to solve the changing
problems of the VUCA workplace. One participant described his feelings when his impatient and
controlling boss belittled him for asking a question: “That makes me feel crappy and makes me
feel like I’m not doing my job” (Participant 7). Withdrawal and avoidance are tactics FLMs use
when faced with an abusive boss (Pandy et al., 2021).
Bullying is a particularly damaging form of abuse where the boss assigns unmanageable
tasks, critically evaluates the work done, creates psychological pressure, shames, and sabotages
(Borská, 2005; Kusy, 2018). The bullying boss intimidates and strives to reduce the dignity of
the FLM in order to retain power while keeping the subordinate weak and dependent. The result
for the FLM is mental, moral, physical, and/or social harm, which includes reduced job and life
satisfaction, lower job commitment, and psychological distress (Birknerová et al., 2020; Tipper,
2000).
Beyond moral harm to the FLM, bullying bosses take a toll on the organization through
FLM attrition. Kusy and Holloway (2009) found that 51% of bullied individuals in the
workplace said they would quit, while Pearson and Porath (2010) determined that 12% actually
did quit. In my study, 35% of study participants who described having bad bosses talked about
quitting, while 6% quit. Bullying results not only in diminished performance, but also in
frontline manager turnover.
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Proposition 4: Caring for the Frontline Manager
This last proposition addresses the original question for this study: How does a boss
support a frontline manager during change? I use the word “care” in this proposition deliberately.
The Merriam-Webster dictionary defined caring for someone as “doing the things that are
needed to help and protect” while support was defined as “assist or help” (Merriam-Webster,
2022). Bosses have an opportunity to not only support, but to actively help and protect the FLM.
Just as the FLMs protect their teams, good bosses protect the FLMs. The participants described
four behaviors that were viewed as caring and necessary for the FLM to function at their peak.
Three behaviors were action oriented. The first behavior was to provide clarity on the role, the
deliverables, and the escalation limits. Bosses who delivered this transparency were described by
participants in the study as the best bosses. This clarity was especially important when the FLMs
were required to report production issues to the boss:
I just let him know like, hey, it’s 1 PM. The Equipment has been down since 12. He’s
like okay, just give me an ETA or what’s going on every hour. OK, every hour. Oh, tell
him like, hey, still down. Like what are they doing? Like? They’re welding this part, and
that part is broken. Like, Oh, wow. Okay, just let me know every hour. (Participant 8)
Second, the FLMs wanted the bosses to drop everything and respond when the FLM
called for help. Many times, the FLMs were either tied to the production floor or did not have the
budget or access to buy equipment, add resources, or fix system problems. Neglecting to fix even
a seemingly small issue like a broken scraper required for line cleaning could result in extreme
and justified frustration on the part of the line operator. By responding urgently to FLM requests,
the bosses were able to care for and protect the FLM from feeling incapable and foolish in front
of the team. These immediate responses also allowed the FLM and team to deliver the day’s
results.
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The third action-oriented behavior the FLMs requested from the bosses was to have
regularly scheduled one-to-one meetings. The participants believed that these uninterrupted
discussions would allow for better conversations, coaching, career guidance, and problem
solving. Many participants described to me the frustrations they were having with peers or other
bosses yet had not found time to seek counsel from their boss. Some participants were angry
about a languishing career and had not discussed their aspirations with their bosses because they
could not schedule time to talk during the busy workday.
The final behavior that FLMs requested was empathy. Some participants shared examples
where their bosses were empathetic towards the FLMs personal and family situations, while
others described an incredible lack of empathy regarding career, illness, and working hours.
Displaying empathy was another way the boss was able to care for and protect the FLM from
stress and anxiety. Participant 1 described her boss’s lack of empathy when he demanded she
start her long shift at 6:00 AM for no reason other than he wanted her there at that time. Another
FLM had been on the night shift, and there was ample time for a shift handover starting at 6:30.
This early start time with no reason prevented the participant from bringing her whole self to
work and performing at her optimal peak.
When the boss provided clarity, one-on-one meetings, and empathy, the FLM also had an
opportunity to be prepared for future promotion. Clarity on deliverables and roles supported the
FLM’s ability to deliver goals and attain a positive performance review, which is a requirement
for career advancement. Career clarity was also described by some participants as a way to
prepare for the next assignment. When the boss was clear with the requirements for promotion,
the FLM had the opportunity to choose to take on those additional responsibilities. Participant 2
described how he led his department through COVID-19 by assuming additional tasks that were
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offered and then was promoted quickly when a vacancy arose. The participants also received
grooming in the one-on-one meetings with bosses where career, project management, and overall
leadership were discussed. Finally, empathic bosses were also able to have meaningful career
discussions with FLMs. One participant shared her delight when her boss, who did not regularly
hold one-to-one meetings, offered to talk about career:
Sometimes she would just, you know, set up a one on one and say, you know, this isn’t
about anything in particular, I just want to check in with you, how are you? You know,
how’s your day going? How’s your week going? Is there anything you want to talk about
career wise, life wise? (Participant 1)
Literature confirmed that these four caring acts by the boss individually improved job
satisfaction and performance. Role clarity, the most requested caring act by the FLMs, was first
described by Kahn (1964) as a lack of ambiguity about job expectations and responsibilities,
along with transparency regarding behavioral responsibilities needed to fulfill the role. Role
clarity has been addressed by a number of current researchers for at-work and at-home
employees, with the pandemic driving a need for this type of remote-work study. Birkinshaw et
al. (2021) conducted a quantitative study and found that when large companies provided clarity,
FLM risk taking and creativity were enhanced. Panda and Saini (2021) qualitatively interviewed
professional employees regarding boss communication and confirmed that clarity was the most
essential dimension in communication effectiveness. A study of the Greek hotel sector by Belias
et al. (2021) found a correlation between role clarity and job satisfaction. Further, the Toyota
Production System/Lean process emphasized role clarity and the importance of escalating issues
in real time as ways to deliver breakthrough results for an organization (Larsen et al., 2021;
Liker, 2021).
The second desire of the FLMs was to have bosses who responded to requests. Empirical
research has been performed on this topic, focusing on types of requests made by the FLM.
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Veider (2021) conducted a mixed-method study examining the correlation between stress and
email response wait time when requests were made of the boss. Of 400 emails analyzed, the
average response time was 31 hours, and the median response time was two hours,
demonstrating significant outliers. Slow responses on urgent emails resulted in stress on the part
of the sender.
Haesevoets et al. (2021) determined that an indecisive leader undermined the willingness
for the subordinate to embrace change. My study participants agreed with the research findings:
“Oh, here’s the 10th idea I’ve had, and nobody wants to listen, or nobody wants to consider it.
Nobody wants to try it. You’re just kind of like, okay, well, I’m done making up suggestions.
Let’s just wait” (Participant 1).
Usman et al. (2020) studied overall laissez-faire leadership, researching 92 different
Chinese firms. The authors concluded that absent bosses led to burnout and work alienation.
Bass and Avolio (1993) connected laissez-faire leadership to the negative outcomes of low
productivity, team conflict, and lack of innovation.
The third request of FLMs from the boss was for regularly scheduled one-to-one
meetings. These personalized meetings are particularly important when either the boss or the
FLM is changing roles. Thomas and Osborne-McKenzie (2018) suggested that new bosses
schedule one-to-one meetings to allow subordinates an opportunity to share thoughts on help
needed and to establish a good working relationship. Wells (2007) proposed that one-to-one
meetings with the boss be utilized by new employees to discuss job proficiency, specifically
success factors for the role, and how the FLM and team are contributing to the overall goals of
the company.
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Regularly scheduled meetings between the FLM and boss can provide necessary
development and career coaching. By understanding the capabilities and desires of an FLM, the
boss is able to suggest specialized opportunities for growth, like leading a project team or
attending training (Bass & Riggio, 2006). These cadenced meetings also give the boss an
opportunity to coach and providing timely feedback and encouragement, which has been proven
to enhance workplace wellbeing (Zhao & Liu, 2019). One participant appreciated the coaching
he received from his boss after giving a tour to upper management:
But then he would also pull me aside afterwards and say, okay, you know, what, what do
you think the branch manager meant when they asked this? And then I would give my
response. And he would say, “Well, you know, actually, I think this is kind of what they
were getting at.” And so, he wouldn’t give me the answer, but he would coach me on
how to communicate effectively upwards. (Participant 2)
The final request the FLMs made of the bosses was for empathy. Allas and Schaninger
(2020) posited that the boss’s display of empathy contributed to psychological safety and
delivery of the FLMs best work: “Bring your full self to work on time and you know, perform at
your optimal peak” (Participant 1).
Empathetic gestures like asking how an employee was doing offered an opportunity for
an employee to safely raise issues and concerns. By working together to address identified
issues, the boss can help create agency and reduce stress for the FLM (Allas & Schaninger,
2020). One participant shared his vision of a boss’s empathy:
Also, a sense of empathy and openness, where someone can share that, you know, the
first line manager can share, hey, I’ve got too much on my plate, I’ve, I don’t, you know,
I don’t feel like I’m doing a good job. And like, they feel like they can ask questions.
And it’s not just a transactional relationship. I think that’s critical to any direct report.
(Participant 2)
Although I discovered significant literature regarding each of the four requests of
providing clarity, delivering a fast response to requests, conducting one-to-one meetings, and
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being empathetic, I found no article or book that suggested a boss employ all four requirements
of caring and support. Instead, research focused one of the boss behaviors listed and the
causational outcome. Participants in this study, however, desired all four actions from their
bosses.
Implications for Scholarship and Practice
Original research is aimed at providing insights to scholars and practitioners to enable
expansion of thoughts and behaviors. This study provides new learning, arguing that frontline
manager experiences and self-concepts are important and that proper engagement of the frontline
managers can help accelerate change. The participants’ experiences in this research project
helped create midrange theory which built upon existing literature. Five implications emerged
from the results this study of frontline managers leading VUCA change.
Implication 1: Treat Frontline Managers as Professionals Who Identify Mostly with Their
Teams
The frontline manager is the organizational conduit for change success, translating the
company’s direction into behaviors the workforce enacts to deliver the change (Al-Daaja, 2017).
Leadership can deploy mandates, post new company visions on break-room TVs, and hold town
hall meetings to explain the changes, but these activities must be enhanced by a committed FLM
who communicates the change benefits to the team. In order for a change to succeed, more than
half of the workforce must buy into the change, and one fourth of the employees must be
champions of the change (Kotter, 2012; Nielsen, 2013). Communication about change is a
critical role of the FLM and is part of the dozens of daily conversations conducted between the
FLM and the team.
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The FLMs are willing to work long hours, holidays, and rotating shifts, dealing with daily
production pressures, stress, and VUCA change. They are doing it for the team as much as for
the company. The participants I interviewed identified more with their teams than with
management, viewing themselves as protectors of a vulnerable population. The FLMs were
accomplished professionals, operating at the boundary between management and the workforce,
yet many felt as if they were treated as an extension of the hourly workforce.
Leadership can help improve a company’s typical 30% change success rate (O’Conner et
al., 2018) by assuring that the FLMs have the training they need to understand and enact the
change, the access to company information, and the respect they deserve for the demanding work
they are doing. Leaders should also consider including FLMs in change design meetings, asking
for input from FLMs on change status, and supporting FLM career progress as ways to engage
the FLM so the FLM can better engage the workforce (Carter et al., 2014; Townsend et al.,
2012). The best chance for engaging the workforce in the change is for management to engage
and respect the FLM. Participants shared examples of respect where their bosses took the time to
personally work on the night shifts with the FLM to learn what the FLM did on a daily basis,
where bosses intervened to help fill in when the FLM was working very long hours and where
bosses provided constructive feedback to the FLM. This engagement and respect involved no
capital expenditure or incremental resources, and with some planning and outreach can be the
maker or breaker of the change effort.
Implication 2: Prevent the Human Cost of Awful Bosses
I really began to understand you don’t leave the company; you leave the manager.
-Participant 5
Abusive and absent bosses have been studied extensively, and blockbuster movies about
bad bosses have been made and remade, with Gordon Gekko (Wall Street, 1987), Bubby Pellit
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(Horrible Bosses, 2011), Miranda Priestly (Devil Wears Prada, 2006), and Frank Hart Jr. (9 to 5,
1980) providing examples of some of the worst. Despite research of the effect of bad bosses on
organizations (Hare, 1993; Kurzban & Houser, 2005; Kusy, 2018), the abuse continues. Besides
the financial loss and morale issues caused by abusive bosses, unethical leaders can provoke
other employees to also behave unethically by pressures participation in unethical activities
(Hare, 1993; Kurzban & Houser, 2005). Concerned companies have ways to address the abusive
boss behavior before it erupts into a retention or morale issue.
While interviewing for a new leader, Wilkie (2021) suggested leaders and HR
departments contact applicant references to ask questions about the management style of the
potential new employee. The hiring manager should peruse the resume to determine if there are
many short-tenured roles in jobs that seem to be a good fit. During the interview process,
interviewers would be well served to look for a tone of teamwork and more examples of “we”
than “I.” Finally, by asking open-ended questions, interviewers can gain insight into the
applicant’s management style.
For companies that are searching for an empirical way to assess candidates, Spencer and
Wargo (2010) suggested the use of selection instruments aimed at identifying future toxic
personalized charismatic or psychopathic bosses. Many companies offer validated instruments
designed to weed out abusive bosses (www.Criteriacorp.com; www.Predictiveindex.com).
Employees transferring roles or joining new companies can also interview future bosses
to determine whether the boss will be caring, negligent, or abusive. Neal (2022) suggested that
potential new recruits ask bosses about their management philosophy. Leaders who describe
absentee or micromanaging behaviors should be avoided. Asking a prospective boss about how
they like to receive feedback will hint at whether or not the boss is willing to take feedback.
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Lastly, by requesting that the potential boss tell interviewees about a personal failure, the
prospective follower will better understand how the boss learns and how they deal with
disappointment.
If an abusive boss is identified, then the toxic leader’s boss has the responsibility, and in
some cases the legal obligation, to confront the individual, to provide an improvement plan, and
to follow through, up to and including termination (Kusy, 2018).
Leaders can also equip frontline managers to deal with toxic bosses through training and
importantly should provide opportunities for the organization to express critique of toxic bosses
or ask for help in dealing with abuse (Gonzales-Morales et al., 2018). Abusive leaders are
pervasive in organizations and usually do not change. Hoping this bad behavior will fix itself
with a bit of coaching is naive at best and harmful to the people in the organization at worst.
Implication 3: FLMs, Demand Time with the Boss
Despite the participants’ sharing the benefits of one-to-one meetings with the boss, only
six of the FLMs interviewed described having effective cadenced meetings with the boss. Over
half had no meetings at all, and two participants described having the meetings routinely
cancelled. One participant described having the meetings but gaining no benefit: “I honestly
can’t think of anything of substance” (Participant 19).
During the interviews, participants described the need to talk with their bosses about time
off, career, help with peers, coaching on technical issues, and feedback from the team. They had
not had these conversations, citing a lack of time and busy bosses as the reasons. By not having
these discussions, the FLMs were required to implement work arounds or fret about issues that
could have been easily solved.
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FLMs can and should declare the need to have scheduled one-to-one meetings with
bosses as a way to improve two-way communication and deliver better results. Reluctant bosses
who claimed to have an open-door policy should be challenged. I was one of those open-door
bosses for many years, and when I was pushed, I did schedule the meetings. It was not until late
in my career that I realized the benefit of spending quality time with my direct reports on a
regular basis. Through these meetings I learned about the details of the operation in a more
profound way and discovered when my “clear” direction setting had gone astray.
Implication 4: Bosses, Do the Work and Show You Care
Frontline managers, despite their pride of autonomy, are asking for more from bosses.
The literature reviews and the participants interviews demonstrated that when bosses add four
elements to their role, frontline managers are able to do their best work, deliver better results,
and become prepared for promotion opportunities. Providing clarity of the role, the deliverables,
and the escalation limits requires some thought and planning, but is a necessary doable activity
for bosses at any level and in any role. When the boss changes expectations, this too should be
clearly articulated: “Things can be clear for a minute, and then change. And then you’re
somehow expected to know the change with, when there hasn’t been necessarily clear
communication, at least not in my mind, that maybe I’m particularly dense” (Participant 13).
Caring bosses also respond quickly to requests, whether they be in email or in person.
Requesting that the FLM write “Urgent” in the title of the email will allow the boss to sift
through the inbox quickly in order to provide the requested support (Brown et al., 2014). Having
office hours, walking regularly on the floor, or requesting that the FLM interrupt as needed are
other ways bosses can make themselves available.
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The subject of one-to-one meetings was thoroughly discussed in the section on
Implication 3, but additional meeting support is needed regarding peer interactions. Because
strategy and direction are deployed down through an organization’s functions from the top, and
because each function interprets guidance through a different lens, peer interaction can be
problematic and job satisfaction for the FLM impacted (Kehoe & Han, 2020; Montani et al.,
2019). Participants complained of peers providing instruction to the team without knowing the
role or the situation. In some cases, peers fought over scarce resources or did not do their share
of the work. One participant described working with peers to provide a consistent message to all
of the teams: “And if you’re working with another supervisor, you’re constantly in constant
communication, just so we are on the same page, or we’re giving the same message on the floor”
(Participant 12). Bosses can help dampen the peer-to-peer miscommunication and conflict by
holding regular department meetings to assure the work plan is understood and the issues are
resolved. These meetings need to encourage transparency and safety for all participants so the
boundary spanning issues can be addressed (Heifitz et al., 2014).
The final request of FLMs was for bosses to exhibit empathy. Some people naturally
emanate empathy. Others avoid empathy because of the perceived emotional toll, believing that
being empathic is not worth the effort (Cameron et al., 2016). Empathy in the workplace has
proven benefits. By exhibiting empathy, the boss will be viewed by both their own management
and the FLMs as being a better leader (Gentry et al., 2016). Further, empirical evidence exists
that empathetic leaders are more ethical (Baker, 2017), reduce employee stress (Decety et al.,
2011), and produce higher job satisfaction and more innovation within the subordinate group
(Kock et al., 2018). Empathy is also a key component of successful change leadership (Burch et
al., 2016).
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Bosses who are interested in becoming more empathetic will be encouraged to know that
empathy can be taught, using both behavioral and attitudinal techniques (Shapiro, 2002).
Behavioral skills include being fully present for the other person through eye contact, listening,
and paraphrasing what the other person said. Listening, in particular, is a key element of learning
and displaying empathy. An empathetic boss listens to subordinates to hear the whole story,
paraphrases to assure the message was received as intended, and holds judgement (Gentry et al.,
2016). Attitudinally, putting oneself in the other’s shoes is another way to build empathy.
Atticus Finch described this phenomenon aptly in Harper Lee’s To Kill a Mockingbird (1960):
“You can never understand someone unless you understand their point of view, climb in that
person’s skin, or stand and walk in that person’s shoes” (p. 36). Having a nonjudgmental tone of
voice, body posture, and facial expression are also ways to display empathy (Shapiro, 2002).
Finally, empathy is the active welcoming of others’ viewpoints rather than the resisting of
others’ opinions (Baron-Cohen, 2020).
Implication 5: Scholars, Include Frontline Managers in Your Change Leadership
Research
Despite the abundance of change leadership research, studies regarding frontline
managers during change are scarce. Frontline leadership change literature is overwhelmingly
targeted towards the healthcare industry (Block & Manning, 2007; Holge-Hazelton et al., 2021;
Stonehouse, 2013; Vazquez-Calatayun et al., 2021), while much change leadership research
targets either midlevel or upper management (Balogun, Bartunek et al., 2015; Neumann et al.,
2019; Wrede et al., 2020) or the frontline workers themselves (Balogun, Best, et al., 2015; Breit
et al., 2020; Castanheira & Chambal, 2011). Many of the articles intersected the healthcare
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industry and the frontline worker during change (LeRoux et al., 2019; Noelker et al., 2009; Yau
et al., 2021)
Change articles addressing manufacturing industry frontline managers often described
tools and methods to help drive change. De Smet et al. (2009) suggested that FLMs in best
practice companies, like the companies included in this study, invest 60% to 70% of their time in
the operation with the frontline workers, coaching and leading change. The participants in my
study, as protectors of their teams, did indeed spend time coaching their direct reports and
leading the pandemic-related change efforts. Dewettinck and Vroonen (2016) conducted an
empirical study of Belgian FLMs and direct reports and found a correlation between FLMs’
willingness to conduct performance management and the span of control (number of direct
reports) and FLM belief in the company policy regarding these performance management
changes. My study revealed a number of FLMs who did not agree with company policy and
therefore did not address employee performance the way their bosses would have wanted.
Overall, the learning from this research agreed with the few found articles regarding FLMs and
change.
There are several areas where academics could further study frontline managers and
change. Specifically, there is scant literature on the impact of change on frontline manager
wellbeing, the positionality of frontline managers with respect to their teams, or the holistic need
for care from the boss. There is an opportunity for scholars to include the important frontline
manager roles, challenges, and perspectives as they study strategic and organizational change in
industry. The next three sections of this chapter review the scope of this study, the implications
for future research, and the conclusion.
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Scope of the Study
Many times, this section of a dissertation is called “Limitations of the Study.” I chose to
conduct grounded theory research and learn about participants’ view of their role, their boss, and
change leadership, searching for insights rather than a quantitatively arrived generalizability.
Therefore, “Scope of the Study” seems a more appropriate title.
I spent my career working in the large consumer products sector of the for-profit industry
and was interested in talking with frontline managers in that same sector. I have experience with
the work, know the language of the trade, and can easily relate to the stories. I also chose large
consumer products companies as my focus because I suspected that good leadership practices
would be present, and leadership training would have been available to the FLMs. My
assumptions were confirmed by the 2021 Training Industry Report. The manufacturing sector
was second only to the military in per-person training expenditure (Freifeld, 2021).
I limited the research to participants living in the United States (U.S.) to provide a more
consistent context, particularly in light of the pandemic and the various national responses to the
pandemic. Despite confining my study to the United States, I did interview participants from
three different countries who had moved to this country after college, and their shared
experiences working in the U.S. did not produce any theoretical uniqueness.
I also chose to interview the frontline managers. This level of leadership is at the
boundary between the management team and the hourly workforce, the latter representing 80%
of employees in industry (Hassan, 2011). I felt that the stories told by the FLMs were meaningful
and were the outcome of all of the physical, mental, and emotional sensations they experienced
during change. I also interviewed participants during the COVID-19 pandemic, which has been
the most stressful and impactful incident to occur in our lifetimes in the United States. The
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pandemic provided a consistent and enormous change focus for all of the participants to discuss,
and I am confident that I reached theoretical saturation regarding change leadership.
Lastly, I selected research participants who are now, or have recently been, in frontline
roles. I was offered opportunities to interview many individuals who managed frontline leaders
or had been frontline leaders decades ago. I declined these offers because I wanted the
experiences to be fresh in the participant’s minds. Interviewing the bosses is an opportunity for
future research.
Recommendations for Future Research
As I conducted this study, I began a scribbled list of future research topics. I became
curious during the interviews as the participants described behavior of their bosses or elaborated
on the impacts of the FLM’s leadership on the team. Change leadership from all angles remains a
topic ripe for further exploration.
This study included 20 frontline managers in the CPG industry, and there remains a
significant gap in the understanding of frontline managers’ experiences during change. Further
exploration of the frontline manager practice could be conducted qualitatively or quantitatively.
Narrative inquiry, case studies, and critical incident technique studies could more deeply explore
the concepts I have offered. A quantitative study of FLM’s viewpoints, attitudes, and stresses
during change would produce empirical knowledge that could be helpful for bosses and
researchers.
Alternately, research on the boss could shed further light on the interaction between
bosses and FLMs. Further research could include grounded theory interviews of bosses to
determine how they view their own roles and the roles of the FLMs during change. A paired
study, interviewing both the FLM and the boss, could reveal any discrepancies or similarities
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between the worldviews of these two corporate players. The researcher could conduct mixed
method research, administering an empirically proven leadership instrument to determine the
boss’s leadership style and correlating that style with the FLM’s description of the boss and
personal engagement with the role.
The third group of interest is the workforce: the direct reports of the FLM. The core
dimension of this study, Protecting the Team, was colorfully detailed by the participants,
describing numerous ways that these FLMs protected their teams. Conducting focus groups with
team members could be a way to safely tease out whether the team viewed the actions of the
FLM as providing protection.
There is also an opportunity to expand the industry, geography, and company size in
future research. Healthcare, education, and nonprofit organizations also have frontline workers
and leaders. The past two years have delivered much research in the healthcare industry, often
focused exclusively on burnout of the frontline worker as a result of the pandemic (Cotel et al.,
2021; Di Trani et al., 2021; Lasalvia et al., 2021). A qualitative study, focused on frontline
managers in any of these other industries could help develop the field of frontline management
studies.
Including frontline managers from other countries in future studies would allow for
cultural-specific nuances to emerge. Project GLOBE (global leadership and organizational
behavioral effectiveness) researched the leadership attributes and behaviors across 62 countries
and determined that there were variations in leadership style by culture (House et al., 2004). It
might be interesting to study the discourse among FLMs from different countries.
Smaller companies would also be a potential subject for future research. Using the
corporate lifecycle theory as a predictor of company size and lifecycle stage, Lester et al. (2003)
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described large companies as being in the middle stages of success and renewal. In these stages,
the organization is divided into functions and divisions and is run bureaucratically. A model of
the corporate lifecycle theory can be found on page 30. This description of culture and structure
was true for the participants in this study. Smaller companies are frequently in the first two
stages of the corporate lifecycle: existence and survival. At these early stages decision making is
controlled by one person or a small group, the organization is single-focused on making enough
money to stay solvent, and the structure is informal and fluid (Lester et al., 2003). It is possible
that a research project aimed at interviewing FLMs in small companies would result in a very
different outcome from mine.
Demographically, my study included FLMs who were newly graduated from college,
seasoned FLMs who had been doing the role for decades, women, men, and people of different
ethnic backgrounds. Bosses were also ethnically and gender diverse. I did not find any indicators
of theoretical sensitivity based upon the demographic of the participant. However, studies of
female leaders have determined that the women develop deeper relationships with their followers
and are more active in follower development (Yammarino et al., 1997), and women score higher
than men on attributes of transformational leadership (Bass and Riggio, 2006). I encourage
others to extend my study by researching the impact of the boss’s gender on FLMs experiences.
In addition, there is an opportunity to analyze same-gender or same-ethnicity boss-FLM pairs to
determine if there is any difference in perceived effectiveness of the boss.
Conclusion
I began this research attempting to learn how FLMs viewed boss support during times of
VUCA change. I learned much more than I anticipated.
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By conducting a qualitative study, I came to appreciate the power of personal
experiences. I spent my career working for a company that demanded we present data on a onepage memo to justify business requests. Entering the academic environment, I was fascinated
with the opportunity to learn about qualitative research, where personal perspectives and
experiences were studied more deeply than quantitative data. While preparing for the participant
interviews, I researched how I could most effectively ask open-ended questions and listen deeply
to the FLMs stories. When I began the interviews, I realized the process was harder than I
anticipated. I found myself eager to share my opinions and advice and literally bit my tongue in
order to let the participant continue to talk. I learned not to ask leading questions and to request
that the participants describe fully the feelings they had experienced. By the last interviews, I
was effective at this type of qualitative research and have been able to apply unstructured
interviewing successfully to two subsequent consulting projects.
I also learned to appreciate and effectively utilize academic literature. I can now scan
papers by reading the abstract and conclusion of articles and then decide whether the subject of
the article meets my research need. I am able to critically examine the research methodology, the
references, and the conclusions to determine if I believe the outcome of the study. I have also
enjoyed reading the plethora of subjects addressed in research papers from around the world and
across the years.
I have also deepened my appreciation for the challenges of being a frontline manager
during these very stressful times. Frontline managers (FLMs) are the key to successful business
change, transforming corporate direction into action and results. The FLM responsibilities of
team safety, product quality and cost, and organizational culture are amplified during change.
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Layering the COVID-19 pandemic onto the essential FLM role increases work hours, stress, and
uncertainty for the FLM and the whole team.
The COVID-19 pandemic has brought change to every consumer products company by
interrupting supply chains due to staffing challenges, material shortages, and frequent demand
spikes. The pandemic brought to the forefront the ongoing necessity for leaders to operate in a
VUCA world: volatile, uncertain, complex, and ambiguous. I have extreme admiration for
today’s FLM leaders.
The FLMs interviewed were professional, competent, resilient leaders who gave much
credit for their success to their upbringing and experience. They loved the work of managing a
team to deliver daily result and were willing to work the long hours and erratic schedules
required in the role. Collectively, the frontline managers viewed themselves as protectors of their
team. The protection was wide ranging, from providing financial safety when the company
wanted to cut hours and the FLM “made up work” so the employees could work their full shift to
psychological safety by keeping an abusive boss “off the floor” to physical safety where a trans
employee was protected from transphobic team members.
Unfortunately, many FLMs were required to navigate bosses that ranged from negligent
to abusive, describing their leaders as absent, bullying, micromanaging, badgering, intense,
scary, and awful, with behaviors ranging from avoiding to cursing and yelling. The frontline
managers declared a need for help. They called for bosses to provide four elements of care,
outlined in the framework below:
1. delivering clarity on the role, expectations, and escalation limit for the job
2. producing resources when asked
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3. holding one-to-one meetings with the FLM where issues, projects, coaching, and career
are discussed
4. engaging with empathy while giving the FLM autonomy to do the job
This study revealed the challenges faced by frontline leaders during VUCA change and
explored the specific help needed to enable the FLMs to bring their full selves to their role. It
extended the knowledge regarding how FLMs think about themselves and their roles as
protectors of the team. The boss care framework expanded existing research by combining
individual elements of effective boss support that have already been studied and documented.
My hope is that this research will prod companies into including FLMs in the design of
change work, provide the requisite training and communication for the FLM to be successful,
ferret out abusive leaders, and coach bosses of FLMs to exhibit the four caring behaviors of
providing clarity, delivering a fast response to requests, holding one-to-one meetings, and being
empathetic to offer frontline managers the autonomy, confidence, and partnership to fully engage
in their challenging work.
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Appendix A: Recruitment Letter to Formal Gatekeepers
Hello [Name]
This is a request for you to help me recruit participants at XXXX company for my dissertation.
My name is Bonnie Curtis, and I am a Ph.D. candidate at Antioch University within the
Leadership and Change graduate program. I am conducting research to support my dissertation
on the relationship between frontline leaders and bosses during strategic change. I am interested
in interviewing frontline leaders at large corporations within the United States.
I am contacting you as a Human Resource leader who can forward my recruitment letter to
frontline leaders within the company. I am looking to interview U.S. based frontline leaders who
have recently experience strategic change. The participants should have at least five direct
reports and should have experienced the strategic change within the past two years. I am not
searching for any demographic or social identity within the participant recruitment pool, so any
frontline leader of a group of five or more direct reports will be appropriate.
I am using the grounded theory methodology which is a technique that includes interviewing
participants and finding themes from the interviews. I will then create a theory about the
relationships between the frontline leaders and their bosses.
I will be conducting one-on-one interviews on Zoom conferencing (for transcription purposes,
only). I will record the interviews. I will ask participants to provide a pseudonym (fake name) to
be used as I transcribe the interview. I will not use their real name or the name of the company
in my dissertation to protect your and their confidentiality. Further, neither the boss nor will be
informed of the research participants in this study.
If you agree, I ask that you send the attached email to potential participants. If you are interested
in talking with me, I would love to set up a call so we could discuss this project further. Please
contact me at XXX.com or (XXX) XXX-XXXX.
Thank you.

Bonnie Curtis
PhD Candidate
Antioch University, Leadership and Change
Yellow Springs, Ohio
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Appendix B: Recruitment Letter for International Leadership Association and LinkedIn
Heading: Please Help Me with My Dissertation
Body: I am recruiting participants to participate in my Ph.D. dissertation research at Antioch
University. My topic of interest is the relationship between frontline leaders and their boss
during strategic change. For my research interviews, I am recruiting frontline leaders of
large consumer product companies that have gone through strategic change within the past
two years. I am specifically looking for employees of companies with operations in the
United States. Your participation is completely confidential and voluntary. I anticipate our
conversation to last between 45 minutes and one hour and would like to conduct these interviews
by the end of the year. I will provide you with a link to my dissertation upon completion. My
goal is to create midlevel theory that will advance the body of knowledge regarding frontline
manager and boss relationship during change. I expect this research will be valuable to both
practitioners and academics.
If you are interested in participating, please reply or contact me at XXXX.com or (XXX-XXXXXX). Please also reach out if you know someone who would be interested and willing to talk
with me.
Thank you.
Bonnie Curtis
PhD Candidate
Antioch University, Leadership and Change
Yellow Springs, Ohio
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Appendix C: Snowball Recruitment Letter
Subject: Help with Dissertation Research
Please see the below recruitment letter from a PhD student who is looking to interview frontline
managers. I believe you might be a good candidate. If you are interested, please read below, and
follow up directly with Bonnie.

Hello!
For many frontline leaders the relationship with one’s boss is important.
My name is Bonnie Curtis, and I am a Ph.D. candidate at Antioch University within the
Leadership and Change graduate program. I seek to learn more about frontline leaders and their
experiences with their boss, particularly during times of significant change in the organization
(operations, structure, etc.). I am interested in interviewing frontline leaders at large corporations
within the United States for this study.
Your name was provided to me as someone who may have experience as a frontline leader who
has experienced change within your company during the past two years.
I am writing to invite you to participate in an interview, designed not to last more than one hour,
to discuss your experiences with your boss during these times of change. Multiple measures will
be taken to protect your confidentiality (more information below). By joining in this study, you
will help increase understanding of this important workplace relationship.
I will be conducting and recording one-on-one interviews on Zoom conferencing (for
transcription purposes, only). I will ask you to provide a pseudonym (a name other than your
own) to be used as I transcribe the interview. I will not use your real name or company in my
dissertation to protect your confidentiality. Further, your boss and the company will not be
informed that you are participating in this research.
If you are interested in talking with me, I would be delighted to set up a call so we could discuss
your participation further. Please contact me at XXX.com or (XXX) XXX-XXXX.
Thank you.
Bonnie Curtis
PhD Candidate
Antioch University, Leadership and Change
Yellow Springs, Ohio
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Appendix D: Informed Consent Document
Informed Consent
Name of Principle Investigator: Bonnie Curtis
Name of Organization: Antioch University, PhD in Leadership and Change Program
Name of Project: Boss Relationships with Frontline Leaders During Strategic Business Change
You will be given a copy of the informed consent
Introduction
I am Bonnie Curtis; a Ph.D. candidate enrolled in the Leadership and Change program at
Antioch University. I am interested in the subject of the relationship between frontline
leaders and bosses during strategic change. As part of my dissertation, I will interview
frontline leaders to gain knowledge about these relationships. My goal is to create theory
that will be useful for both people in academia and leaders in business.
I am going to give you information about the project and invite you to participate. You
may talk to anyone you feel comfortable talking with about the project and take time to
reflect on whether you want to participate or not. You may ask questions at any time.
Purpose of the Project
The purpose of this project is to gain insight into the relationships between frontline
leaders and their bosses during strategic change. I hope to learn from these discussions
and create a theory about relationships between frontline leaders and bosses.
Project Activities
This project will involve your participation in an interview. The interview will be on
Zoom and will last about one hour. I will be the only interviewer and you will be the
only participant in your individual interview session. The interview will be audio
recorded solely for this project. I will send you a copy of the interview transcript for your
review. This transcript review may take up to 90 minutes to complete and I will provide
you one week for the review. I may ask for a second interview.
Participant Selection
You are being invited to take part in this project because you are a frontline leader that
has undergone strategic change in a large corporation. You should not consider
participation in this project if you are reluctant to talk openly about your experiences.
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Voluntary Participation
Your participation in this project is completely voluntary. You may choose not to
participate. You may also withdraw from this project at any time.
Risks
I do not anticipate that you will be harmed in any way during the project. In this
interview you may discuss difficult workplace experiences. We will not explore trauma
or any other deeply personal topics.
Benefits
There will be no direct benefit to you, but your participation may help me to learn more
about relationships between frontline leaders and bosses. The theory I create from these
interviews will help academics and business leaders as they research and conduct
strategic change. You may also benefit from reflecting on meaningful work experiences.
Reimbursements
You will not be provided any monetary incentive to take part in this project. Upon
completion of the dissertation, I will send you a link so that you may read my
dissertation.
Confidentiality
All information will be de-identified, which means that it cannot be connected back to
you. Your real name will be replaced with a pseudonym of your choosing in my
dissertation, as will the name of your company. Any additional identifying information
will be removed. The list with your pseudonym, along with any audio recordings will be
kept in a secure, password protected location.
Future Publication
This dissertation will be published. Information gathered may also be presented at a
future conference and used in journal and other publications.
Right to Refuse or Withdraw
You do not have to take part in this research if you do not wish to do so, and you may
withdraw from the study at any time.
Who to Contact
If you have any questions, you may ask them now or later. If you have questions later,
you may contact Bonnie Curtis at XXXX.edu.
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If you have any ethical concerns about this study, contact Lisa Kreeger, PhD, Chair, Institutional
Review Board, Antioch University Ph.D. in Leadership and Change, Email: XXXX.edu.

THE REMAINDER OF THIS PAGE IS BLANK.
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DO YOU WISH TO PARTICIPATE IN THIS PROJECT?
I have read the foregoing information, or it has been read to me. I have had the
opportunity to ask questions about it and my questions have been answered to my
satisfaction. I consent voluntarily to participate in this project.

Print Name of Participant _____________________________________________

Signature of Participant________________________________________________

Date__________________
Day/month/year
Are you willing to be audio recorded as part of this project?
I voluntarily agree to be audio recorded for this project. I agree to allow the use of my
recording as described in this form.

Print Name of Participant _____________________________________________

Signature of Participant________________________________________________

Date__________________
Day/month/year
To be filled out by the person taking consent:
I confirm that the participant was given an opportunity to ask questions about the project
and all the questions asked by the participant have been answered correctly and to the best
of my ability. I confirm that the individual has not been coerced into giving consent, and
the consent has been given freely and voluntarily.
A copy of this Informed Consent Form has been provided to the participant.

Print Name of person taking the consent __________________________________

Signature of person taking consent_______________________________________
Date_________________
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Appendix E: 2144 Codes

5-day schedule
A certain amount of pressure is good
A leader enjoys the people
A little too late for that now invivo
A lot of growing pains
Accepting bad boss behavior
Accepting direction from the boss
Accepting team ideas
Acknowledging FLM doesn’t have
personal things in common with team
Acknowledging mistakes
Acknowledging sense of humor is off
putting
Acknowledging skills of direct reports
Acknowledging time off requests
Acknowledging warehouse work doesn’t
require computer skills
Acting as the firefighter
Addressing day to day issues
Admitting he could have done work boss
expected
Admitting he seems to push back on
management
Advancing career despite bad boss
Advertising for the team
Advocating for the team
Afraid to ask for exception to policy
Afraid to confront boss
Afraid to make boss feel badly
All the managers just decided they hated
me invivo
Allocating production
Almost quitting
Amazing team
And if they need us, they’ll call us invivo
And I’m still wrong invivo
Anticipating lack of empathy
Anticipating reprimands
Apologizing to the team
Appreciating autonomy

Appreciating being allowed to make
decisions
Appreciating boss technical mastery
Appreciating COVID procedures
Appreciating daily interaction with boss
Appreciating differences on the team
Appreciating having 1:1 meetings
Appreciating mentors career guidance
Appreciating the boss
Appreciating understanding boss
Appreciating upper management coming
on the floor
Asking boss to let FLM do his job
Asking difficult questions
Asking employees if they are OK
Asking for feedback
Asking for help
Asking questions
Asking questions of upper management
Asking team about family
Asking the right questions
Asking the team to call FLM
Aspiring for boss role
Assuming boss gossips about FLM
Assuring the customer
At the end of the day, we have jobs to do
invivo
Attempting to call people in during
COVID
Attention for upper management tours
Avoiding telling boss about disability
Avoidance behaviors
Avoiding boss
Avoiding boss is exhausting
Avoiding disobeying upper manager
Avoiding feedback to boss
Avoiding getting chewed out
Avoiding gossip
Avoiding interrupting the team
Avoiding playing favorites
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Avoiding sharing personal information
Avoiding showing emotion
Avoiding showing weakness
Back and Forth Policy
Bad Boss
Bad boss attitude
Balance between standards and empathy
at all levels
Balancing between doing and managing
Balancing company and societal COVID
expectations
Balancing doing and managing
Baptism by fire training
Barking at team
Bean counters of the warehouse
Behaving like a team
Being a low-keyed supervisor
Being a new FLM
Being a patient person
Being a people person
Being a smiling face makes me feel good
Being a woman in manufacturing
Being able to handle harsh feedback
Being able to question the boss
Being accused of being a know it all
Being accused of pushing back
Being agile
Being an effective people manager
Being angry doesn’t help
Being asked to do impossible task
Being autonomous
Being available 24/7
Being available to the team
Being best buddies with employees
Being blamed
Being blind because boss didn’t share
expectations
Being called at home
Being called cocky
Being careful when talking with boss
Being competitive
Being confused with a new hire
Being creative

Being denied promotion
Being discouraged
Being distracted
Being empathic to employee situations
Being enabled by angry boss
Being everywhere on the line
Being exhausted
Being flexible with career
Being friendly with the team
Being friends with boss
Being frustrated with boss
Being frustrated with boss not doing job
Being frustrated with shift schedule
Being in a split-divide invivo
Being in a startup
Being in charge of event planning
Being in constant communication with
boss
Being in the middle between the team and
management
Being inexperienced FLM
Being insulted by offer of mindless work
Being intimidated by new role
Being mentally absent
Being mentally present at work
Being more concerned about business
than people
Being more just insult than feedback
invivo
Being not plugged in
Being offered training to run the lines
Being on top of things for the team
Being open to hearing
Being out of the loop on communication
about employees
Being outspoken
Being overlooked from promotion
Being patient with the team
Being physically present at work
Being positive
Being present
Being proud of improvements
Being quiet
Being recruited by friend
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Being rejected for FLM role
Being resilient
Being responsible for the team
Being scapegoated
Being sleep-deprived
Being solicited for FLM opinion
Being stoic
Being strategic with requests of boss
Being surprised FLM got the job
Being thanked by customer for going the
extra mile
Being the best every day
Being the buffer for the boss
Being the fall guy
Being the female scapegoat
Being the go-between with employees
Being the jack of all trades
Being the only manager in the plant on off
shifts
Being there when people are tired
Being thrown into a startup
Being told FLM is incapable
Being told you are an idiot
Being told you’re not doing enough
Being transparent
Being transparent with customer
Being transparent with team
Being understanding
Being unfocused
Being unsure of reporting relationship
Being unsure of what the boss is doing
Being upset when making mistakes
Being upset with boss
Being vocal when expectations are not
met
Being well matched with boss
Being willing to listen to new ideas
Being willing to walk out for the sake of
the team
Being with Team when COVID testing
rolled out
Being with the team
Believing anyone is capable of being a
FLM

Believing boss doesn’t care enough to
help
Believing everyone has strengths and
weaknesses
Believing feedback is punitive
Believing FLM is spoiled here
Believing FLM will be blamed
Believing improvements won’t happen
Believing in boss competence
Believing in learning subordinate roles
Believing it is important for the company
to care for the team
Believing people are adaptable
Believing she is not the typical woman
FLM
Believing she would have been hired as a
man
Believing team is just there to make a
living
Believing the bad times are temporary
Believing the job is repetitive
Believing the U.S. is a privileged place
Believing tired people make poorer
decisions
Believing toxic boss relationship is
temporary
Believing you cannot bully the team
Benefits of 1:1 meeting
Between a rock and a hard place invivo
Big company has unreasonable
expectations
Bite the bullet and let me take care of it
invivo
Bonding with team
Boss abdicating
Boss abdication kills morale
Boss abruptly ending conversations
Boss absent
Boss acting as if I should already know
the answer
Boss acting in job
Boss administering discipline
Boss advocating
Boss afraid to hit me hard invivo
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Boss afraid to hit me over the head invivo
Boss allowing FLM to manage according
to his style
Boss allowing focus
Boss and FLM have differing opinions
Boss annoyed with FLM
Boss annoying other employees
Boss appreciating FLM
Boss appreciating strong FLM
Boss asking for help
Boss asking how today is going
Boss available to FLM
Boss avoiding conflict
Boss background
Boss badgering FLM
Boss barking out orders
Boss behaving inconsistently
Boss behaving unethically
Boss behavior influencing FLM behavior
positively
Boss behavior not making sense
Boss behavior showed her true colors
Boss being collocated
Boss being condescending to FLM
Boss being emotional
Boss being involved in decisions
Boss being mean
Boss being open minded and flexible
Boss being passive aggressive is not
effective
Boss being straightforward
Boss being superficially nice
Boss being transparent
Boss being verbally aggressive
Boss being very high strung
Boss believing in FLM
Boss believing Team is lazy
Boss blaming himself
Boss blaming things on FLM
Boss blaming things on upper
management
Boss buffering against upper management
Boss building trust

Boss burned out
Boss burning bridges
Boss bypassing FLM
Boss calling FLM to communicate
Boss calling out the FLM
Boss calming FLM down
Boss cancelling 1:1 meetings
Boss caught in the middle
Boss causing FLM stress
Boss changes from good to bad
Boss changing direction
Boss changing standard
Boss checking in as a person
Boss checking in with work
Boss checking up on FLM
Boss claiming he knows everything about
the work
Boss coaching
Boss coaching FLM on communication
Boss coaching FLM on team issues
Boss coaching intensely
Boss coaching on a personal level
Boss coaching professionally
Boss coaching to lead with a business
mindset
Boss communicating directly with team
Boss communicating on personal level
Boss communication
Boss communication inconsistent
Boss constantly asking questions
Boss controlling what she can
Boss creates rather than eliminates
barriers invivo
Boss creating chaos and anxiety
Boss creating toxic environment
Boss criticizing
Boss criticizing the team
Boss deer in the headlights
Boss defending peer
Boss deflecting
Boss defying upper management
Boss delegating work
Boss deliberate about 1:1 conversations
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Boss delivering goals
Boss demanding fast turnaround
Boss demanding the job is done
Boss demands quick results
Boss demonstrating empathy
Boss developing people skills from
experience
Boss did not buffer
Boss did not know how to support me
Boss did not know the business
Boss didn’t explain why
Boss didn’t put up with any BS invivo
Boss didn’t really say a lot invivo
Boss directing unethical practices
Boss disrespectful of FLM time
Boss doesn’t micromanage
Boss doesn’t pinpoint
Boss doesn’t pinpoint
Boss doesn’t train
Boss doesn’t yell
Boss doing the work herself
Boss doing work for the wrong reasons
Boss drilling FLM
Boss dumping extra work on FLM
Boss duplicitous
Boss effective through intimidation
Boss efficient and effective
Boss embodying servant leadership
Boss enabling great performance
Boss encouraging FLM ideas
Boss encouraging FLM learning
Boss escalating issues for FLM
Boss escalating issues wrongly
Boss everything is black and white invivo
Boss exhibiting servant leadership
Boss expecting FLM to be on the floor
Boss experience at solving problems
Boss experienced at coaching
Boss explaining why
Boss fake it til I make it invivo
Boss fake kind of jargon invivo
Boss feedback causing stress
Boss focusing on cleaning

Boss freaking out if the line was down
Boss ganging up on FLM
Boss getting easily agitated
Boss getting job through nepotism
Boss getting the team excited
Boss getting worked up
Boss gives me a free hand
Boss gives this whole PC spiel invivo
Boss giving constructive feedback
Boss giving different direction than
company
Boss giving improvement feedback
Boss giving opportunities for exposure to
top mgmt.
Boss giving transparent feedback
Boss going to bat for FLM
Boss gossiping about peers
Boss got angry
Boss got battlefield promotion
Boss got it all done
Boss grooming FLM
Boss hands tied by their boss
Boss has degree
Boss has power complex
Boss has your back
Boss having a hard time letting go
Boss having a red face
Boss having a reputation for being a good
trainer
Boss having been in FLM shoes
Boss having common experience with
FLM
Boss having confidence in FLM
Boss having impromptu meetings with
FLM
Boss having ineffective 1:1 meetings
Boss having my back
Boss having open door
Boss having people management skills
Boss having severe anxiety
Boss having strict habits
Boss having unreasonable standards
Boss helping FLM with communication
Boss helping FLM with technology
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Boss helping pass out bags at family day
Boss helps me out of situation
Boss hiding sweat
Boss history in armed forces
Boss holding onto good FLM against
wishes
Boss hovering over FLM
Boss ignoring FLM project work
Boss in good relationship with mentor
Boss in lots of meetings
Boss instructing FLM to calm down
Boss insulting FLM with no recourse
Boss insults
Boss intentions not apparent
Boss is a hothead invivo
Boss is a leader
Boss is a nice guy
Boss is abrasive
Boss is afraid of FLM
Boss is chill
Boss is competent
Boss is controlling
Boss is cool
Boss is critical
Boss is cynical
Boss is depressed
Boss is friendly
Boss is funny
Boss is good buddies with upper
management
Boss is great
Boss is hands on guy
Boss is honest
Boss is impatient
Boss is in my corner invivo
Boss is in your face invivo
Boss is intense
Boss is negative
Boss is not a leader
Boss is patient
Boss is perfect
Boss is quiet
Boss is scary

Boss is smart
Boss is the best
Boss is the face of production
Boss is tired and moody invivo
Boss joking around with the team
Boss jumps the gun
Boss just doing his 8 hours invivo
Boss keeping a pulse on work
Boss keeping ear to the ground
Boss killing all of our metrics invivo
Boss knew his business cold invivo
Boss knowledge of FLM work helpful
Boss knows how to get the most out of
FLM
Boss knows my personality
Boss lacking empathy
Boss lacking experience managing a large
group
Boss lacking integrity
Boss lacking people skills
Boss leadership was magical invivo
Boss leading by example
Boss learning the operation
Boss leaves FLM alone
Boss lecturing about safety
Boss lets you figure stuff out on your own
Boss letting FLM do the job
Boss letting FLM make mistakes to learn
Boss location
Boss long tenured
Boss looking out for me invivo
Boss lying about FLM
Boss making a statement for the team
Boss making FLM look like a fool
Boss making me feel badly passive
aggressive
Boss managing his style with upper
management
Boss managing in old school way
Boss mentoring FLM
Boss micromanaging
Boss micromanaging the team
Boss might have secret agenda invivo
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Boss missing expectations hurts FLM
relationship
Boss motivating FLM
Boss needing to show up
Boss needs training on team jobs
Boss neglecting positive reinforcement
Boss neglecting to get input from FLM on
shift reconfiguration
Boss never been in FLM shoes
Boss new in role
Boss not able to do FLM role
Boss not being present
Boss not buffering
Boss not checking in as a person
Boss not coaching on career
Boss not communicating
Boss not communicating business status
Boss not communicating results
Boss not filtering
Boss not following up
Boss not friendly
Boss not high-pressure manager
Boss not holding peer accountable
Boss not listening to suggestions
Boss not offering suggestions for
improvement
Boss not practicing what they preach
Boss not providing all the answers
Boss not recognizing good work
Boss Not scheduling 1:1 meetings
Boss not spending time on the floor
Boss not supporting FLM
Boss not understanding the business
Boss not understanding the work
Boss offering work life balance
Boss organizing the crews
Boss overloading FLM
Boss overriding FLM direction
Boss overseeing work of FLM to prevent
mistakes
Boss passing down anger
Boss passing FLM accomplishment to
upper management
Boss passing the buck

Boss passive aggressive
Boss people skills not coming naturally
Boss personality
Boss physically sweating
Boss picking up some of the work
Boss pick points FLM
Boss playing favorites
Boss poor communication
Boss possessing analytical skills
Boss priorities changing
Boss prioritizing time with FLM
Boss providing autonomy
Boss providing budget
Boss providing confidence
Boss providing cushion
Boss providing direction
Boss providing filter
Boss providing guidance
Boss providing resource support
Boss providing support
Boss providing technical support
Boss providing training
Boss pushing FLM to be better
Boss putting FLM on the defensive
Boss putting pressure on FLM
Boss questioning FLM
Boss rarely demands work be done his
way
Boss recognizing FLMs experience
Boss recognizing potential in FLM
Boss refusing to acknowledge good work
by FLM
Boss refusing to answer questions
Boss relationship with direct reports
Boss removing barriers
Boss reprimanding FLM
Boss respecting FLM time
Boss responsive to FLM
Boss riding FLM
Boss role
Boss role insulated
Boss role is tricky
Boss role too big
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Boss self-promoting
Boss sending employee home to grieve
Boss setting targets
Boss sharing business information
Boss sharing expectations
Boss sharing experiences with FLM
Boss sharing FLM growth is stagnant
Boss shutting down frontline manager
ideas
Boss slacking off
Boss socializing with FLM
Boss spending time in the office
Boss spending time on the floor
Boss spinning coaching as positive when
others around
Boss standing her ground
Boss standing over your shoulder
Boss stands up for FLM
Boss staying the course
Boss storming around
Boss stuck up for me invivo
Boss superficial
Boss supporting by hiring
Boss supporting FLM
Boss supporting FLM decisions
Boss supporting FLM extracurricular
activities
Boss supporting FLM promotion
Boss systematic in a bad way
Boss taking things personally
Boss teaching the value of work
Boss terminating due to injury
Boss threatening
Boss threatening to stop promotion
Boss throwing FLM under the bus
Boss tone when giving feedback to FLM
Boss toxic to team
Boss training FLM
Boss trusting FLM
Boss trying to satisfy upper management
Boss turnover
Boss unable to explain why

Boss unable to give specific examples for
FLM feedback
Boss under pressure
Boss understanding FLM work
Boss understanding the work
Boss understands downtime
Boss understands FLM
Boss understands the way I think and act
invivo
Boss unwilling to communicate to upper
management
Boss upset because situation was out of
her control
Boss upset with FLM
Boss used to do FLM role
Boss using corporate speak
Boss using rote phrases
Boss valuing punctuality
Boss violating trust of FLM
Boss wanting respect
Boss wants things quickly
Boss was an hourly worker
Boss was awesome
Boss was easy going
Boss was great
Boss was horrible person
Boss was knowledgeable
Boss was unhappy with FLM
Boss was very relaxed invivo
Boss was way above his head invivo
Boss wasn’t easy on me
Boss wiling to learn
Boss will not back down
Boss will show up
Boss willing to give feedback
Boss without FLM experience making the
effort
Boss worked his way up from the ranks
Boss working side by side with team
Boss yelling and making them feel
smaller invivo
Boss yelling and threatening
Bosses covering their ass
Breaking barriers
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Breaking barriers for the team
Breaking the bad news
Bridging between strategy and execution
Bucking the system
Building a relationship with the team
Building rapport
Building rapport takes time
Building trust with employees
Business disruptions due to COVID
Business needs agility
Butting heads
Butting heads with peer
Butting heads with QA
Butting heads with the boss
Buying meals for the team
Cadenced work
Calling boss in the middle of the night
Calling the boss for help
Calling the team to work the holiday
Can you work with me invivo
Can’t do that every day invivo
Cantankerous old men
Career hitting a wall
Caring for employees
Caring for the team safety
Catered his coaching
Catering leadership to individuals
Centralized work
Challenging time at work
Challenging to move from FLM to boss
level
Change happens
Changing direction is disconcerting
Chatting with operators
Checking in on people
Checking in with the team
Choosing management style
Claiming he doesn’t care about boss
behavior
Coaching boss
Coaching by holding people accountable
Coaching low performers
Coaching teams on personal problems

Coaching the boss
College educated team
Comforting employee who didn’t want
vaccine
Comforting the team
Coming out of college and wanting to
change the world
Coming to work putting children at risk
Coming up short
Commiserating with team
Committing to deliver KPIs
Committing to go the extra mile
Communicating about issues that could
affect performance
Communicating bad news at shift
meetings
Communicating COVID changes
Communicating downtime
Communicating expectations about
COVID
Communicating expectations to FLM
Communicating frankly
Communicating Management decisions re
COVID
Communicating promptly
Communicating status
Communicating support to direct reports
during COVID
Communicating to team as individuals
Communicating with boss
Communicating with peer
Communicating with the team
Communication from FLM to Team was
not clear
Company behaving inconsistently
Company being change averse
Company culture enabling training
Company having lax standards
Company having strict safety standards
Company values diversity
Complex role
Compromising
Conducting regular meetings with the
boss
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Conducting self-talk
Confiding in boss about career
Confirming FLM is hearing team’s needs
Confronting peers
Connecting with role
Constantly being told that you’re not
doing well invivo
Consumer hoarding
Contributing to the family environment
Controlling communication with boss
Convincing Shop Steward
COVID anti vaxers
COVID as the new normal
COVID business delivery could have
been worse
COVID business growth
COVID caring for older relatives
COVID cases
COVID causing employee concern
COVID challenges at stores
COVID challenges for business
COVID Cleaning Days
COVID communication through zoom
COVID curfew
COVID diversity of opinion
COVID everyone’s expectation of what is
needed to safeguard health is different
invivo
COVID FLM needing to be on top of
things
COVID getting a site nurse
COVID home with children no childcare
COVID impacts
COVID isolating employees at work
COVID laying people off
COVID leadership style changed
COVID managing around quarantined
employees
COVID missing celebrations
COVID needing to go into the plant
COVID not impacting personal life
COVID offering free meals
COVID policy for office environment, not
warehouse

COVID quarantine procedure
COVID setting expectations of
contractors
COVID so we had to lead from afar
invivo
COVID temperature screening
COVID Tracer hired
COVID turnover
COVID unknowns
COVID vaccine mandate
Covid WFH
COVID working from home
Creating a better work life by talking with
team
Creating a culture of working together
with peer
Creating a family feeling
Creating a friendly culture
Creating a text trail of abusive direction
Creating a ton of pressure invivo
Creating an operating strategy
Creating competition within the team
Creating effective working relationship
Creating engagement breakthrough for
team member
Creating networks
Critiquing boss leadership
Critiquing parents as you mature
Culture ignores training
Culture is being competitive
Culture is created from learning about
individuals
Culture is wanting to win
Culture needs to change. This isn’t the
70’s invivo
Culture reinforces policies and guidelines
Customer increasing orders
Damaging product
Daunting
Dealing with boss is a challenge
Dealing with home issues
Dealing with issues
Dealing with issues on the team
Dealing with long-term anti vaxers
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Dealing with nonperforming peers
Dealing with people constantly
Dealing with people refusing vaccine that
could save lives
Dealing with people who won’t get
vaccine
Dealing with political anti vaxers
Dealing with slow learners
Dealing with the hard part of the job
Dealing with urgent and unimportant
tasks
Deciding on priorities when short staffed
Deciding to take a stand
Deciding to tell boss about disability
Defending company despite bad boss
Defending goodness of company
Deferring to the boss
Defining roles and responsibilities
Delegating caring to FLM
Delegating complexity upwards
Delegating to the team
Delivering best results
Delivering goals
Delivering results to get promoted
Demand skyrocketed
Demanding autonomy
Demonstrating empathy through
flexibility
Demonstrating through actions
Demoralized by lack of empathy from
management
Designing training course
Desiring empathy
Determining to be a better leader than bad
boss
Detriment that boss doesn’t know job
Devastating personal issue
Developing leadership style
Developing the team
Did not increase production time
Didn’t leave for the money
Didn’t stay for the money
Difference between pressure and
deadlines

Differences in managing people
Difficult understanding anti vaxers
COVID
Difficulty meeting demand during
COVID
Direct Report passed over for FLM job
Direct Report wanted FLM job
Direct reports getting to know FLM
Directing managers to go on night shift to
learn
Disagreeing with boss
Disagreeing with management direction
Disappointed on company planning for
testing
Disappointing the boss
Discounting management direction
Discussing issues with individuals
Discussing options with the boss
Disliking uncertainty of the job
Displaying empathy
Displaying empathy through career
guidance
Displaying empathy through COVID
Displaying empathy through
understanding work
Displaying understanding
Dividing up the work with the boss
Doesn’t make for a happy workplace
invivo
Doing a juggling act
Doing administrative tasks
Doing cadenced work
Doing hourly work as a teenager
Doing improvement projects
Doing it alone
Doing it my own way
Doing the work
Doing things differently than the boss
Doing what we can to get through
Doing work as part of learning
Doing work making FLM better leaders
Doing work to improve employee
experience
Don’t be the things you hated invivo
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Don’t want to spend energy convincing
anti vaxers
Draining
Driving the business
Earning confidence from the boss
Earning respect of the team
Easier for FLM if boss has experience in
general area
Effect of being distracted
Eliminating excitement
Emotional toll from managing people
during change
Empathizing for boss pressure
Empathizing with the team
Emphasizing safety through Come to
Jesus meeting
Employee quitting worst day
Employee turnover due to COVID
Employees getting disease and having
immunity
Employees quitting due to overtime
Employees taking initiative
Empowered by being able to make
appropriate decisions
Empowering the team
Empty store shelves
Empty warehouses
Emulating management style
Encouraging FLM to apply for job
Encouraging team to call maintenance
Encouraging team to value FLM
perspectives
Enjoying doing direct report work
Enjoying people
Enjoying work
Equipping the boss with information
Escalating issues
Establishing a strong foundation during
challenging times
Establishing and working in culture
Exhibiting empathy
Exhibiting fixed mindset
Exhibiting genuine behavior towards team
Expectations of the boss

Expectations to do work while learning
Expecting boss to put FLM wellbeing first
Expecting boss to support
Expecting feedback from the boss
Expecting team individuals to grow
Experiencing a rough startup
Experiencing business growth
Experiencing chaotic job
Experiencing lack of production volume
due to COVID
Experiencing lack of work life balance
Experiencing low morale of team
Experiencing medical issues
Experiencing pressure working with team
Explaining purpose
Explaining why to individuals
Explaining why to the team
Failing to communicate with boss
Failing to follow up
Family getting tired of FLM hours
Family Influence
Family intensity breeds same response
Family is intense
Family ran small business
Fear of talking with manager
Feeling appreciated by the boss
Feeling appreciated by the team
Feeling as if there is something wrong
with me
Feeling badly when team shift is cut short
Feeling badly without daily plan
Feeling boss is not genuine
Feeling boss is too busy to bother with
little things
Feeling career dead end
Feeling comfortable talking with
management about personal or
professional issues
Feeling communication must be priority
Feeling competent
Feeling COVID procedures are excessive
Feeling empathy for boss
Feeling empowered by autonomy
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Feeling good maintaining relationships
Feeling hopeful with new Upper
Management
Feeling hopeless
Feeling like a failure when someone quits
Feeling like a huge shield invivo
Feeling like FLM is qualified for the job
Feeling like she is failing at the job
Feeling like this isn’t the job for me
invivo
Feeling like you don’t have a choice
Feeling negative emotion
Feeling out of place
Feeling positive emotions
Feeling rebuffed by the boss
Feeling resigned
Feeling rewarded by team
Feeling rewarded when team asks for help
Feeling sad that FLM is not getting
feedback
Feeling sick
Feeling solidarity with the team
Feeling team will prepare if FLM prepares
Feeling tired due to long hours
Feeling uncomfortable about this
interview
Feeling underappreciated
Feeling underutilized
Felling crappy
Fielding COVID questions
Fight through personal situation
Fighting for the team
Fighting over resources
Figuring it out myself
Fill in and limp along invivo
Filling Gaps
Filling out reports
Finding a solution
Finding balance between standards and
empathy
Finding it easier with a boss that knows
your work
Finding solutions to homework balance
Firefighting due to lack of maintenance

Firing the boss
First team question about safety
Fixing mistakes
FLM a product of parent upbringing
FLM able to run lines
FLM appreciating boss as barrier remover
FLM approach working well
FLM avoiding talking with Peers about
boss
FLM Background
FLM being an introvert
FLM being disciplined
FLM being sensitive to Team needs
FLM being willing to make decisions
FLM believing communication with boss
isn’t critical
FLM calming down boss
FLM can’t do team jobs
FLM coaching the team on technical
issues
FLM commiserating
FLM correcting individual behavior
FLM covering shifts during COVID
FLM deep thinker
FLM defending behavior
FLM defying boss
FLM delegating to team
FLM didn’t know what to do
FLM didn’t like working with boss
FLM displaying servant leadership
FLM doesn’t have degree
FLM doesn’t like shift schedule
FLM doesn’t micromanage
FLM doesn’t try to be a boss
FLM Doing cadenced work
FLM feeling comfortable addressing
issues with boss
FLM feeling he is not a good
communicator
FLM feeling secure with upper
management visits
FLM forgetting
FLM frustrated with boss
FLM getting feedback from the team
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FLM getting organized
FLM getting paid for overtime
FLM Getting tired of the career pushback
FLM goals
FLM going around boss to Upper
Management
FLM going the extra mile
FLM has engineering degree
FLM having capabilities
FLM having difficulty explaining himself
FLM having no managers on shift
FLM having personal goals
FLM having thick skin with boss
FLM having tools to do the work
FLM helping boss
FLM helping the team with issues
FLM holding my ground
FLM impacting the team
FLM is different role
FLM is experienced
FLM is grumpy
FLM is not a quick thinker
FLM isolated location
FLM learning the technology
FLM monitoring new crew for mistakes
FLM needing to focus on the whole plate
FLM needing to understand why
FLM needs training on team jobs
FLM not controlling
FLM not feeling slighted
FLM not getting feedback from team
FLM not gossiping
FLM not shortchanged
FLM not spending time on the floor
FLM not understanding the work
FLM on call all the time
FLM perceiving boss
FLM perceiving peers
FLM perceiving self
FLM perceiving team
FLM perceiving upper management
FLM questioning himself
FLM receiving consistent direction

FLM recognizing hard work of team
FLM Requesting daily meetings
FLM role
FLM role is not hard
FLM rotating shifts
FLM stopping team fights
FLM supporting team
FLM surprising team with competence
FLM teaching himself the role
FLM texting the boss for help
FLM training on new technology
FLM trusting team
FLM used to be an operator
FLM used to tight deadlines
FLM using colorful language
FLM walking many steps on the floor
FLM worked in armed services
FLM working long hours
FLM working with boss for a long time
FLM younger than direct reports
Flowing to the work
Following management’s direction
Forgetting things
Forgiving the boss
Frontline COVID procedures
Frontline leader style
Frontline managers no wanting to do
direct report work
Frontline manager is a difficult role
Gaining buy in from the team
Gearing up for more production
GEMBA walk
Getting a comp day to work the weekends
Getting advice from mom
Getting along with everyone
Getting along with the boss because both
served in the military
Getting angry
Getting appreciation
Getting approval for work changes
Getting boss off my back
Getting career advancement from working
through COVID
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Getting coaching from HR
Getting emails on the weekend
Getting fired by upper management
Getting fired if you get hurt
Getting frustrated
Getting harsh feedback from family dad
Getting my way
Getting no feedback
Getting out of the office
Getting positive feedback from others
Getting scolded
Getting termination feedback
Getting the best out of team
Getting the feel of the room
Getting them to do their job
Getting tired of the career pushback
Getting to know the team
Getting to know upper management
Getting to root cause
Getting toxic feedback all the time
Giving feedback to the boss
Giving FLM space
Giving me a choice
Giving something to the company of my
own invivo
Giving team autonomy
Giving the boss feedback
Giving the team leeway
Going back into the office invivo
Going to therapy for anxiety
Good intention gone bad
Good riddance to FLM who don’t want to
do work
Good working relationship with boss
Grabbing corrugate
Granting employee flexibility request
Grew up overseas
Growing faster with 1:1 meetings
Guiding management to not do direct
report work
Guiding principle
Guiding the team
Happy with the boss

Happy with the job
Haranguing the FLM
Hard to support when unhappy
Harsh feedback gets to me
Having 1:1 with teams
Having a bad experience with the Boss
Having a big mouth
Having a disability
Having a disability that affects
comprehension
Having a dry, sarcastic sense of humor
Having a fantastic boss
Having a good day when the lines are
running well
Having a good relationship with peer
Having a good relationship with team
leaders
Having a great boss
Having a helpful peer
Having a learning culture
Having a low vaccination rate
Having a personal relationship with the
boss
Having a positive experience doing work
Having a unique mindset
Having an opinion
Having an average relationship with the
boss
Having an informed team
Having annual discussions about career
Having cadenced production meetings
every 2 hours
Having choice words with direct reports
Having clear goals
Having concerns
Having controlling peer
Having daily interaction with boss
Having daily shift meetings
Having different priorities than the boss
Having difficult conversation with boss
Having difficulty comprehending
directions due to disability
Having difficulty working with boss
Having effective 1:1
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Having effective work processes
Having escalation process with upper
management
Having extra hands is extra hands invivo
Having face to face time with the team
Having favorites
Having good days with the team
Having inability to communicate with
Spanish speaking team
Having issues with communication
Having lack of training for FLM
Having less experience than the boss
Having mutual respect with boss
Having no solution
Having one of the better boss experiences
Having open conversation with boss
Having passion for the work
Having pressure
Having questions
Having reciprocal relationship with team
Having serious blowup with boss
Having similar experience with bad boss
Having startup issues with project
Having strong mentor sponsor network
Having technical mastery
Having terrible managers
Having their back even if their decision is
wrong invivo
Having to be a leader
Having to be a stickler
Having to check up on boss work
Having too many problems
Having training without qualification
Having transparent 1:1 with boss
Having trigger limits with boss
Having trigger limits with team
Having trouble communicating with team
due to language barrier
Having unscheduled, organic 1:1
He just ran a tough operation and made it
look easy invivo
He would just do it invivo
He would pit us against each other invivo
Healthy culture

Heated discussions with team
He’ll drop everything invivo
He’ll just kind of set you straight
Helping morale of team
Helping overcome obstacles
Helping solve problems
Helping team to feel comfortable
He’s a no BS type of guy invivo
He’s more of a talker than a doer invivo
He’s not putting pressure; he’s just giving
deadlines invivo
Hesitant to have management do work
Hiding behind the computer
Hiding concern from employees
Hiding feelings at work
High pressure role
High workload
Hitting your head against a brick wall
invivo
Holding FLM accountable
Holding people accountable
Holding the company COVID standard
Holding the line on disciplinary issues
Hoping she is a good manager
Hoping to have a strategic conversation
with the boss
Hourly team leads run the shift
How does she really feel about me?
invivo
HR not equipped to deal with COVID
I almost left the company a couple of
times invivo
I am ecstatic when we hit our targets
invivo
I am willing to get on his boat invivo
I beat myself up all the time invivo
I blew up invivo
I can’t be here anymore invivo
I can’t do this anymore invivo
I can’t make something up because he
knows invivo
I can’t stunt my growth invivo
I didn’t have the strong background
I didn’t think it was a high priority invivo
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I didn’t want to throw in the towel invivo
I do like working here invivo
I don’t engage invivo
I don’t have a bad relationship with the
boss invivo
I don’t like being pushed around invivo
I don’t see any duplicity in him invivo
I don’t see him going with his fangs out
invivo
I don’t think I ever took it out on the team
invivo
I don’t think I’m higher than them invivo
I don’t think they know that I’m inspired
I don’t think they value my intelligence
invivo
I don’t want to push too hard
I don’t want to steer the boat to the wrong
dock invivo
I get mesmerized by a machine and
product coming out of the machine invivo
I got a lot of pushback at first Invivo
I got good at letting it just roll off my
back invivo
I got shock and awe invivo
I guess the world revolves around me,
right? invivo
I had enough invivo
I had probably lost 20 to 30 pounds invivo
I haven’t told her this because I don’t
know how to tell her this invivo
I just don’t like to fail
I just keep plugging along invivo
I just kind of hand enough of it invivo
I like that because you’re just up and
moving invivo
I like this boss invivo
I like tight deadlines invivo
I love my team
I love operations invivo
I love production invivo
I made a difference
I need another job invivo

I owe them being the best version of
myself so I can help them be the best
version of themselves invivo
I really didn’t feel the same with her
invivo
I think I’m able to make a difference in
people’s lives invivo
I thought I was better than I was invivo
I try to be a leader invivo
I want to make things happen
I wanted it to work so badly invivo
I was a shell of a person
I was just so taken aback invivo
I was just too worn out to function
effectively invivo
I was upset by that invivo
I was working tons of hours invivo
If they get the perception a supervisor
doesn’t care, they don’t care invivo
If they need us they call us invivo
If you fall apart, everything falls apart
invivo
If you need anything, just let me know
invivo
I’m busting my ass to make sure that you
get off my case invivo
I’m coming fresh out of the gates Invivo
I’m getting conflicting direction invivo
I’m happy with my job invivo
I’m just a resilient kind of guy invivo
I’m just gonna bust it invivo
I’m kind of a wreck right now invivo
I’m kind of like a high-priced data entry
clerk invivo
I’m made for this job invivo
I’m more of a laid-back kind of leader
I’m not broken invivo
I’m the guy that makes things happen
invivo
I’m working as a real specialist invivo
Impactful moments
Impacting the culture
Improving task completion
Improving the process
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In comes this college grad Invivo
In it together
Inability to work from home
Incompetent boss calling out FLM
Inconsistency bothering FLM
Increased production pressure
Increased staff for COVID
Increasing volume
Influencing the team
Installing systems
Interacting with boss
Interacting with peers
Interacting with team
Interacting with upper management
Interpersonal relationship balance
Interpersonal relationship is key to
effectiveness
Interpreting COVID policy
Interview is important invivo
Investigating safety incident
Isolation with zoom
It could get a little hairy invivo
It damned near feels like pulling them out
of the office invivo
It feels good to have a good boss
It knocked your confidence down a level
It might help if I explained it to them
invivo
It put me in a weird spot
It was a difficult time in my life invivo
It was a slap in the face invivo
It was a stressful time in my life invivo
It was just mostly about him invivo
It was tough
It’s a personality flaw invivo
It’s a self-flaw (to not ask for help) invivo
It’s a very high intensity job invivo
It’s almost like this weird Stockholm
syndrome invivo
It’s kind of like an NBA team invivo
It’s not like I’m taking a shot at him
It’s not that I’m reaching higher than I
should invivo

I’ve been a production guy all my life
invivo
I’ve learned to kind of let that part of it at
work and let myself decompress at the
end of the day invivo
Job responsibilities
Joking with the boss
Jump to boss role is biggest jump
Jumping in to help team
Just because I know how she made me
feel.
Just him as a person invivo
Justifying behavior
Justifying customer behavior
Justifying customer behavior to the team
Justifying issues
Justifying lack of communication with
boss
Justifying lack of expertise
Justifying time off due to long hours
Keeping emotional distance from
employees
Keeping in touch with past bosses
Keeping in touch with past direct reports
Keeping people safe through COVID
Keeping team engaged with work
Keeping the lines running
Keeping things running smoothly
Know I am doing a good job invivo
Knowing all the functions
Knowing improvement areas
Knowing manufacturing
Knowing when to push boss
Kobe Bryant’s mamba mentality invivo
Labor law differences
Lacking appreciation
Lacking communication about escalation
Lacking communication about reporting
relationships
Lacking communication with boss
Lacking communication with HR
Lacking daily meetings
Lacking feedback
Lacking maintenance
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Lacking power to make decisions
Lacking support
Lacking well communicated expectations
Laughing it off
Laughing with the team
Launching new products
Lazy boss gets promoted
Leading change project
Leading energetic people
Leading from afar
Leading in a people business
Leading in a professional environment
Leading through COVID
Learning a complicated business
Learning everyone’s names on the team
Learning from 1:1 meetings
Learning from bad bosses
Learning from great managers
Learning from parents
Learning from the boss
Learning from the team
Learning how to be resourceful
Learning how to work around insults
Learning individual strengths and
weaknesses
Learning on the fly
Learning the direct report job
Learning the ins and outs
Learning what it is that drives all these
individuals invivo
Learning what not to do
Leaving role due to stress
Life happens
Liking boss on personal level
Listen to the people invivo
Listening to the team
Listening to the team’s frustration
Listening to their joys and frustrations
Listening when employees talk about
personal stuff
Lively, bubbly and smiling
Living with team structure
Longing for more job responsibility

Looking for a slower paced job
Looking the other way for breaks
Looping in the boss invivo
Losing volume due to COVID demand
Losing weight from stress
Losing weight in a good way while
working
Loves managing people
Loving the job
Maintaining relationship with team is
rewarding
Maintaining relationships long-term with
team
Makes me feel like I’m not doing my job
invivo
Making a checklist
Making a good first impression
Making an impact
Making boss look bad
Making FLM job easier
Making improvements
Making me look bad in front of my direct
reports
Making people feel good as a leadership
practice
Making suggestions
Making sure the team has the tools they
need
Making team meetings fun
Making team meetings newsy fun invivo
Making the job easier
Making up with team
Management out of touch with 60-hour
work life balance statement
Management out of touch with timeclock
crash and no pay
Management pet peeves
Management supporting participant
success
Management valuing doing frontline work
Manager pulling rank
Manager rigid in ways of work
Manager was laid back invivo
Managing a large group of employees
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Managing Career
Managing consistently
Managing difference of opinion on
COVID
Managing expectations of COVID
requirements
Managing people with different
viewpoints on COVID
Managing perception
Managing team communications
Managing through change and
challenging times
Managing through COVID difficult
Managing work based on qualification of
employees
Mandatory COVID procedures
Maneuvering around bad boss
Manufacturing business needs
Maybe this is partially my fault
Me and my boss are alike in a lot of ways
invivo
Meeting deadlines
Meeting in the middle with peers
Meeting people where they are
Micromanaging is off-putting
Misreading signal that FLM was doing a
great job
Missing casual conversations due to WFH
Missing empathy
Missing face to face with boss
Missing face to face with team
Missing out on human contact
Missing the people piece
Missing training because of COVID
Mobilizing team
More than a transactional relationship
Morning greeting question not about work
Motivated by the team
My idea of urgency is different than hers
invivo
My name at the dinner table invivo
My Powwow--Invivo
My team, my space invivo
Needing boss guidance

Needing clear and concise communication
invivo
Needing daily support
Needing support
Needing support from Peers
Needing time to recover from bad boss
Needing time to think
Needing to balance
Needing to be adaptable
Needing to earn confidence from the boss
Needing to feel loved at work
Needing to give boss feedback
Needing to have each other’s backs
Needing to manage the business
Needing to remain calm
Needing to run it like a business
Needing to speak up more
Needing training
Needing work life balance
Neglecting training
Networking to cut out boss
Never strive for weakness
New Company being change averse
New company practicing what they
preach regarding culture
New employees making mistakes
New FLM
New role will be challenging
No excuses
No one considered how I felt invivo
No one told me
No ongoing training
No pressure
No sweeping infractions under the rug
No sweeping it under the rug
No time to look for another job
No time to think about quitting
No work life balance
Nobody helping
Not a smooth startup
Not appearing a fluffy shiny package
invivo
Not barking orders on the radio
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Not believing you will get help when you
ask
Not communicating team dissatisfaction
with boss
Not conducting regular meetings with the
boss
Not defining culture as swag
Not delivering results
Not enjoying working for Boss
Not feeling good about incompetent boss
calling out FLM
Not following through
Not getting the best out of someone
Not having a daily team meeting
Not having face to face time with boss
Not having interactions with the boss
Not having permanent effects from bad
boss
Not meeting customer commitments
Not my place to convince anti vaxers
Not passionate about role
Not prepared for COVID cases
Not providing career advice
Not scheduling 1:1 meetings
Not setting up relationship for success
Not sure who the boss is
Not taking things personally
Not tenured as a production supervisor
Not that I’m not human invivo
Not tolerating boss yelling
Not what they signed up for invivo
Not working overtime
Noticing behavior changes
Noticing when she is gone
Numb feeling
Odd situations
Offering balance in the how of work
Offering ideas for improvement
Oh my God, when does it end? invivo
On a fence about job
Operating reactively
Other employees don’t like boss pressure
Others questioning bad boss
Others supporting FLM

Otherwise, you just don’t ever ask for
help invivo
Parents creating an environment where
FLM is empowered
Parents empowering FLM
Parents guiding FLM to leave job
Parents installing value for employees
Parents instilling value of work
Parents not putting pressure
Parents teaching servant leadership
Partnering with peers
Passing down corporate communication
Passing questions to others
Peer avoiding confrontation
Peer being untrustworthy
Peer complaining about WLB while
taking work home
Peer hogging day shift schedule
Peer hogging the audit log
Peer hogging the work
Peer throwing FLM under the bus
Peers forcing overtime
Peers not comfortable with boss
Peers quitting
Peers were more laid back
People aspect hard
People feeling COVID policy removes
personal choice
People getting burned out
People grappling with COVID changes
People have to come first
People Leader
People skills not coming naturally
People will forget what you say, but
they’ll never forget how you made them
feel.
Perception of Dedication
Perception of peers
Perception of the boss
Performing at peak
Permission to bring whole self to work
Picking my battles
Planning career
Planning for a career at one company
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Planning for promotion
Planning to quit
Plant being overloaded
Plant culture causing friction between
FLM and boss
Plant manager focusing on uptime
Plant manager walking the floor
Please say you should just let things fail
invivo
Policy does not create culture for work
life
Poor culture
Poor team relationship with FLM
Poorly communicated expectations
Practicing people management skills
Preparing for upper management tours
Preparing the boss for meetings
Presenting to CEO
Preserving boss relationship
Pretty murky waters with customer
Preventing from bringing whole self to
work
Problem. Crush. Fist. invivo
Protecting safety of team members
Protecting team from boss
Protecting team status through visibility
Protecting the team
Protecting the team financial
Protecting the team from boss feedback
Protecting the team from the boss
Protecting the team from the customer
Protecting the team frustration
Protecting the trans employee
Protecting trans employee
Providing advanced notice for overtime
Providing direction
Providing resources for the team
Providing room to explore new ideas
Providing suggestions from experience
Proving myself as an up-and-coming
manager
Personally caring for the team
Pushing as if we’re living in a normal
everyday world invivo

Pushing back on boss
Pushing back on upper management
Putting me first
Putting the FLM on a PIP
Putting the right people in roles
Putting yourself first is not selfish
Qualifying on technology
Questioning boss about his work
Questioning boss about treatment of FLM
Questioning cross technology competence
Questioning peers
Questioning peers actions
Quitting because of people in his life
Quitting because they were asked to do
work
Quitting over management handling of
safety
Raise showing up in paycheck without
communication
Raised by family
Raised to do a good job
Raised to do be polite
Raised to respect others
Rather be on the floor than in the office
Reaching breaking point
Reaching out
Realizing after the fact
Realizing each person needs different
training
Realizing it is time to quit
Realizing there is nothing wrong with me
Receiving contradictory instructions
Receiving stupid criticism from team
Receiving training program
Reciprocal relationship with team
Recognizing different skillsets
Recognizing different strengths of each
boss
Recognizing it is hard to get feedback
Recognizing transition of DR in role
Reduced volume due to COVID
Refusing to do work
Refusing to fix safety issue
Refusing to play boss games
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Refusing to repetitively ask for help
Reinventing the wheel
Relationship feeling destructive when
cannot trust
Reluctance with COVID new normal
Reluctant to ask for help
Reluctantly helping bad boss to look good
for tours
Reminding boss of expectations
Reminding boss that he doesn’t have
mastery
Replicating good boss behavior
Reporting issues in a cadenced way
Reporting results to boss
Reporting results to boss daily
Reporting to one up manager
Reprimanding the FLM
Reprimanding the FLM after the fact
Requesting 1:1 meetings
Requesting boss to back off
Requesting daily meetings
Requesting feedback from the boss
Requesting flexibility
Requesting help
Requesting help from boss
Requesting text before calling from
family
Requesting the boss to expect FLM to
make decisions
Requesting time off
Requiring comprehension due to disability
Requiring concentration due to disability
Resigned culture
Resigned mindset
Respecting employee employer
relationship
Respecting the boss
Respecting the team
Response to boss yelling and threatening
Rude individuals
Running around like a chicken with my
head cut off invivo
Running the people ragged invivo

Running the warehouse short of people
due to COVID
Sad to be leaving team
Safety results deteriorated
Sandwiched in-between
Saying something
Scared of catching covid
Scary production pressure
Scary situation
Searching for workaround
Seasoned team working for new hire FLM
Secluding myself
Seeing boss struggling
Seeing self as a leader
Seeing the fruits of his labor
Seeking alignment from Boss
Seeking clarity from Boss
Seeking empathy from boss
Seeking mentor
Sending people home after 8 hours
Separating friendship from work
Servant leadership not the norm
Servant leadership not valued
Serving team as a leader
Setting expectations for boss
Setting expectations for work delivery
Setting targets for the team
Setting the tone
Setting unrealistic expectations for FLM
quantity of work
Setting us up for failure
Shaking it off
Sharing aspirations with boss
Sharing concerns with boss
Sharing information with the team
Sharing medical situation
Sharing opinion with boss
She loves me too invivo
She’s always there to help invivo
Shielding
Shocked by display of empathy
Shortage of resources
Should have had an HR representative
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Should have requested budget from boss
Showing compassion
Showing face invivo
Showing support through clear
communication
Shutting down brain while working side
by side with team
Skip level reporting relationship
Snubbing ideas
So, it’s something that always sticks with
them invivo
So now I’m a second thought invivo
Socializing with the team
Soliciting answers from corporate
Soliciting answers from HR
Soliciting answers from manager
Solving problem through knowing the
work
Solving problems
Solving problems for the team
Solving problems with others
Spending time on the floor
Spending time with the team
Starting job without relationship with
team
Starting over with new boss
Starting time preferences
Startup was daunting
Stepping in and helping out
Sticking with it to impress parents
Stockholm syndrome
Strategic boss
Stressed out
Striving to meet customer need
Suffering breakdowns
Suffering equipment breakdowns
Suffering safety incident
Suffering verbal abuse from boss
Super sensitive employees
Supervisor hesitated with upper
management
Support resources
Supporting individuals
Supporting new direct reports

Supporting rookies
Supporting the team
Surprising FLM with yelling
Surprising team with early show up
Surviving bad management
Sweepstakes to encourage vaccine
System fault
Take your ass to the shop floor and talk to
the people invivo
Taking care of myself
Taking care of people for business success
Taking family values to corporate world
Taking notes
Taking some of the workload of FLM
Taking the good with the bad bosses
Taking the grunt work invivo
Taking time to feel comfortable with
peers
Taking time to solve the problem before
communicating with boss
Taking work home with me
Tasking work
Teaching others
Team accepting shift change
Team accommodating FLM request
Team appreciates FLM
Team appreciating FLM
Team assuring work will get done
Team being intimidated
Team being rude to FLM
Team believing my supervisor has my
back invivo
Team calling FLM
Team caring for FLM
Team consoling FLM
Team delivering results
Team discussing problems with upper
management
Team doesn’t know upper management
Team doesn’t like boss
Team encouraging FLM
Team feeling safe
Team feeling secure
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Team feels like they are in a birdcage
invivo
Team genuinely appreciating FLM
Team getting annoyed when boss works
Team getting tired
Team going the extra mile
Team going the extra mile for FLM
Team has room for growth
Team helping FLM who is on the floor
Team ignoring FLM
Team individuals need to be agile
Team individuals need to be flexible
Team individuals need to be physically
moving
Team is cool
Team is exhausted
Team is grumpy
Team is nervous when boss is on floor
Team keeps me going
Team knows where I’m at at all times
invivo
Team leader role
Team leads are important
Team more competent than FLM
Team more in shape to do work
Team more skilled at work
Team not comfortable with boss
Team noticing when FLM is on the floor
Team perceiving bad boss
Team proud
Team relationship
Team relying on FLM
Team remembering FLM good work
Team requesting help from FLM
Team respecting FLM
Team role
Team seeking clarification
Team shift schedule
Team shocked when FLM did work
Team showing appreciation
Team showing concern for FLM
Team speaking Spanish
Team supporting FLM

Team talking about FLM
Team telling FLM he works too much
Team uncomfortable with FLM
Team under pressure
Team understanding the company
Team understanding the work
Team using technology
Team valuing FLM
Team waking FLM up
Team wanting a plan
Team wanting to compete
Teamwork requiring agility
Teamwork requiring being on the move
Teamwork requiring flexibility
Team working 24/7 shifts
Team working hard
Team working long hours
Teams being afraid of layoffs
Teams going to FLM for support
Teams understanding upper management
as people
Teams working long hours
Teasing FLM
Telling the boss things during 1:1 meeting
Tenured as production supervisor
Tenured workforce
Thank you for seeing me
That’s the life of a supervisor invivo
The office feels safe when management
walks the floor
The writing was on the wall
Then there’s another shiny object that we
have to focus on invivo
There are going to be some things you
won’t understand invivo
There is nothing I’m going to ask you to
do that I wouldn’t do myself
There was absolutely, absolutely,
absolutely no training invivo
There were times when things didn’t go
well
These people are crazy
They can see my face when we don’t
deliver results
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They love to see us out there invivo
They might not have thanked me right in
that moment invivo
They weren’t ready to be the managers
that I needed them to be invivo
They’re all cogs in one machine invivo
Things going South invivo
Thinking about changing functions
Thinking about quitting
This is some high school level nonsense
invivo
This is totally unacceptable
This person cares
Threatening discipline
Threatening termination for safety
violation
Told to do unsafe work
Too warn out to function effectively
Touches my heart
Tracking results
Training didn’t explain why
Training program lacking qualification
Training Team
Training through Zoom
Transitioning from bad to good
relationship with team
Translating boss communication for peers
Treating employees as individuals
Trusting company culture
Trusting employees
Trusting HR
Trying to help peer
Trying to understand anti vaxers
Trying to work around disability
Turning my phone on vibrate
Tying personal issues to performance
Unable to do meal recognitions due to
COVID
Unable to trust boss
Unaware of boss expectation
Unbelievable that lazy boss gets promoted
Uncomfortable with situation
Understandable conflict
Understanding Boss communication

Understanding boss frustration
Understanding how people do their work
Understanding parents as you mature
Understanding peer communication
Understanding profitability
Understanding team needs
Understanding technology to solve
problems
understanding the business
Understanding the challenges of direct
reports
Understanding the process
Understanding the role of a company
Understanding the work to avoid making
poor decisions
Understanding things are hard
Understanding what the boss wants
Understanding why support is so
important
Unfocused yelling
Union restrictions
Unlearning behavior to ask for help
Unnecessary fear of having committed
violation
Unsure of answers
Unwilling to contradict boss
Upper FLM perceiving upper
management
Upper management removed from teams
Upper management active on the shop
floor
Upper management backing boss
Upper management badgering
Upper management being disrespectful
Upper management bitching at the FLM
Upper management close to operation as
strength
Upper management coaching
upper management coaching on career
Upper Management comforting the team
Upper management coming on the shop
floor
Upper management communicating next
assignment
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Upper management discussing status of
lines
Upper Management doing work
Upper management feeling friendly
Upper management getting traction with
the people
Upper management has no relationship
with FLM
Upper management having COVID zoom
meetings
Upper management ignoring boss
Upper management instilling confidence
Upper management micromanaging
Upper management not talking personal
issues
Upper management not walking the floor
Upper management pitting FLM against
boss
Upper management probing
Upper management providing advice
Upper management providing career
advice
Upper management providing comfort
Upper Management refusing to adapt
Upper Management refusing to apologize
Upper management reinforcing the need
for training
Upper management reneging on role
Upper management setting unrealistic
expectations
Upper management sharing information
Upper management should be strategic
Upper management should spend time on
the floor
Upper management spending too much
time on the floor
Upper management talking with the team
Upper management undermining
relationship with boss
Upper management usurping boss
Upper management walks the floor in
other countries
Upper management was brash
Upper management works long hours

Upper management yelling
Upper management yelling degraded
relationship between FLM and team
Upper management yelling impacting
levels of management
Upper management close to operation as a
weakness
Upper management abusing boss
Upper management yelling was awful
Upset because FLM cannot meet
expectations
Use and abuse invivo
Useless
Using backup paper system
Using the boss as a club
Utilizing boss to help teamwork
Valuing boss perspective
Valuing diversity of thought
Valuing experience
Valuing personal safety
Valuing quality
Valuing team perspective when making
decisions
Valuing teamwork
Valuing the team
Variety of work
Varying opinions of management
regarding learning subordinates work
Vowing to avoid toxic organizations
Vowing to be a better boss
Walking the walk
Walking up and down the lines and
talking to everybody invivo
Want to go out and win invivo
Wanting a daily plan
Wanting boss to appreciate challenges of
job
Wanting boss to confront peer
Wanting boss to help build capability of
team
Wanting boss to share business results
Wanting codified training
Wanting communication standards
Wanting discipline
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Wanting effective 1:1 meetings
Wanting feedback to better himself
Wanting more from the boss
Wanting more money
Wanting standards for expectations from
the boss
Wanting to be treated fairly
Wanting to be with families
Wanting to break down barrier with boss
Wanting to do a good job
Wanting to have a boss to emulate
Wanting to learn
Wanting to learn the business
Wanting to meet expectations
Wanting to work in operations
Wanting training
Wanting trigger limits
Wanting upper management to walk the
floor
Warehouse work not a fit for everyone
warm and fuzzies might have been helpful
parents invivo
Warming up to style of boss
Was getting an average of three to four
hours of sleep at night invivo
Wasn’t happy
Wasting time
We are privileged to be able to say No to
vaccine
We don’t need a pat on the back all the
time invivo
We love you
Wearing company swag
Weird for everyone
We’re going to pretend we know what
we’re doing
We’re in this together invivo
What am I going to get graded for today?
invivo
What makes these individuals tick? invivo
When team is not happy, I am not happy
too invivo
Where does it end?
Where does it stop?

Why am I going to make these calls if
you’re already going to do it? invivo
Why am I here? Invivo
Why the hell would you do it this way?
invivo
Why would you do it this way? invivo
Will feedback be received?
Willing to work hard when boss cares
Winning the trust of your boss
Wishing boss appreciated work
Wishing boss gave feedback on budget
Wishing boss thought more of the Team
Wishing boss understood communication
Wishing boss was more positive
Wishing boss were a good trainer
Wishing for less negativity from boss
Wishing he had training
Wishing self had improved
communication skills
Wishing the boss communicated
operational status
Wishing the boss was a good boss to learn
from
Wishing yelling had been constructive
With this type of work, you can’t get
emotional invivo
Words impacting emotions
Words of encouragement
Working a seven-day schedule
Working around the system
Working as a child
Working autonomously
Working in different function
Working less hours due to COVID
demand
Working long hours
Working night shift
Working overtime
Working relationship with Boss
Working side by side with struggling team
members
Working side by side with team
Working side by side with untrusting team
members
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Working the holidays
Working through uncertainty with supply
Working to live
Working under the radar to solve
problems
Working weekends
Working with educated direct reports
Working with experienced team
Working with high performing direct
reports
Working with inexperienced boss
Working with inexperienced peers
Working with inexperienced teams
Working with peer to give consistent
message to team
Working with team and team working
with participant
Worried about next assignment
Worrying about parents inability to get
vaccinated
Writing project charters
Writing project charters
Y’all need to help me help you invivo
Yeah, you should probably lead with that
Yelling about the wrong things
Yelling causing questioning of won
competence and ability
Yelling creating a hostile work
environment
Yelling was insidious invivo
You are in a position of authority over me
invivo
You can’t play that card too many times
You can’t tell people what to do invivo
You didn’t know which way was up
invivo
You don’t know how he did it invivo
You don’t leave a company. You leave a
manager invivo
You don’t need participation awards
invivo
You might not agree with what I’m saying
but I have to do my part invivo
You never saw him skip a beat invivo

You never saw him sweat invivo
Young team missing tribal knowledge
Your go to the FLM
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Appendix F: Institutional Board Consent Original Request

Online IRB Application Approved: Boss Relationships with
Frontline Leaders During Strategic Business Change October
19, 2021, 10:25 pm
Inbox
lkreeger@antioch.edu

Tue, Oct 19,
2021, 4:25
PM

to me, lkreeger, bsammons
Dear Bonnie Curtis,
As Chair of the Institutional Review Board (IRB) for ‘Antioch University, I am letting you
know that the committee has reviewed your Ethics Application. Based on the
information presented in your Ethics Application, your study has been approved.
Renewal is not required, however, any changes in the protocol(s) for this study must be
formally requested by submitting a request for amendment from the IRB
committee. Any adverse event, should one occur during this study, must be reported
immediately to the IRB committee. Please review the IRB forms available for these
exceptional circumstances.
Sincerely,
Lisa Kreeger
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Appendix G: Institutional Board Consent with Recruiting Modifications to Include
Privately Held Corporations

Online IRB Application Approved: Boss Relationships with
Frontline Leaders During Strategic Business Change November
9, 2021, 1:47 pm
Inbox
lkreeger@antioch.edu

Tue, Nov 9,
2021, 7:47
AM

to me, lkreeger, bsammons
Dear Bonnie Curtis,
As Chair of the Institutional Review Board (IRB) for ‘Antioch University, I am letting you
know that the committee has reviewed your Ethics Application. Based on the
information presented in your Ethics Application, your study has been approved.
Renewal is not required, however, any changes in the protocol(s) for this study must be
formally requested by submitting a request for amendment from the IRB
committee. Any adverse event, should one occur during this study, must be reported
immediately to the IRB committee. Please review the IRB forms available for these
exceptional circumstances.
Sincerely,
Lisa Kreeger
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Appendix H: Copyright and Other Permissions
Permission to Use Figure 2.1: VUCA: Volatility, Uncertainty, Complexity, and Ambiguity

Tim Cannon (Harvard Business Publishing)
Jul 19, 2021, 7:22 AM EDT
Dear Bonnie Curtis,
Thank you for your email. As long as the HBP
material is only being used to fulfill the Antioch
University class assignment in the pursuit of
your degree, permission would be granted at no
charge as long as the material is fully cited (see
following).
Reprinted with permission from "What VUCA
Really Means for You"
by Nathan Bennett and G. James Lemoine.
Harvard Business Review, Jan 2014.
Copyright 2014 by the Harvard Business
Publishing Corporation; all rights reserved.
If the thesis is later published in a trade book or
distributed as corporate training material,
however, then there may be a royalty charge
for use of the HBP material that would be based
on how much material is used and the print run.
Good luck with your Antioch University
dissertation.
Regards,
Tim Cannon
Permissions Coordinator
HARVARD BUSINESS PUBLISHING

Bonnie Curtis <bcurtis3@antioch.edu>
10:51 AM (3 hours ago)
to Harvard
Tim: Thank you for this approval. To clarify, this
dissertation will appear in both AURA and
OhioLINK, which are open access repositories
for dissertations. Do I still have permission to
use the graphic?
Bonnie Curtis
Tim Cannon (Harvard Business Publishing Permissions Team)
11:04 AM (2 hours ago)
to me
Conversation CCs (if any):
Your request (1371750) has been updated. To
add additional comments, reply to this email.

Tim Cannon (Harvard Business Publishing)
Jul 19, 2021, 11:04 AM EDT
Hi Bonnie,
Thank you for your prompt follow up. Yes, your
permission request below would be approved
for the AURA and OhioLINK at no charge
provided the HBR exhibit is fully cited.
Regards,
Tim Cannon
Permissions Coordinator
HARVARD BUSINESS PUBLISHING
20 Guest St, Suite 700 | Brighton, MA 02135
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Permission to Use Figure 2.6: The Transition Trapeze
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From: Bonnie Curtis [bcurtis3@antioch.edu]
Sent: 04/05/2022 12:28
To: support@surveymonkey.com
Subject: Using your charts in my dissertation
I would like to your survey charts in my dissertation as-is. Do I have permission to do that?
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Bonnie Curtis <bcurtis3@antioch.edu>
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Bonnie
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Yes, you can reference or cite our company, Momentive, or the SurveyMonkey product in a paper, thesis,
blog, or other publication.
This article from our Help Centre has more information about citing
Momentive: https://help.surveymonkey.com/en/policy/citing-momentive/
Best of luck with your dissertation!
Kind Regards,
Emma (she/her)
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Momentive.ai
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of Momentive Co., 2002?
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support@surveymonkey.com

8:16 AM (57
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to me
Hi Bonnie,
My name is Elif - stepping in for Emma.
When referencing Momentive or SurveyMonkey, please include the following:
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Name: Momentive Inc.
Location: San Mateo, California, USA
Main Website: www.momentive.ai

Content on the Momentive and SurveyMonkey websites are likely protected by copyright or trademarked.
Survey content is generally owned by the user who conducted the survey. If you did not create the
survey, you may need to seek their permission if you want to reference it.
To use any Momentive logo or screenshots of the website, please see our Brand and Trademark Use
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Momentive.ai
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